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Abstract
Framework for Querying and Analysis of Evolving Graphs
Vera Zaychik Moffitt
Julia Stoyanovich, Ph.D. and William C. Regli, Ph.D.
Graph representations underlie many modern computer applications, capturing the structure
of such diverse networks as the Internet, personal associations, roads, sensors, and metabolic path-
ways. While the static structure of graphs is a well-explored field, a new emphasis is being placed
on understanding and representing the way these networks change over time. Current research is
delving into graph evolution rate and mechanisms, the impact of specific events on network evolu-
tion, and spatial and spatiotemporal patterns. However, systematic support for scalable querying
and analytics over evolving graphs still lacks.
In this dissertation, we combine the theoretical and practical advances in graph databases and
temporal relational databases to formulate an evolving graph model, including a representation and
an algebra. With this model we aim to enable systematic support for the evolving graph analysis,
heretofore lacking in generality. Our goal is to give users an ability to concisely express a wide range
of common analysis tasks. We provide several use cases to motivate our work, and demonstrate
how they are supported in our model. We show that our algebra is strictly more expressive than
the currently published state of the art and provides additional operations not available to the users
today.
We also provide a prototype implementation of our model in a distributed system called Portal
and conduct an extensive experimental evaluation with real datasets. The results of our experi-
ments show that Portal scales to large evolving graph datasets even on a modest size cluster and
outperforms a published baseline, while providing additional functionality not available elsewhere.

1Chapter 1: Introduction
Many social structures and systems can be represented as networks or graphs, the two terms we
use interchangeably here. The World Wide Web is often thought of as a graph where Web pages or
Web sites are the graph nodes, and the hyperlinks between them are the graph edges (Figure 1.1).
A social network is another well-known graph type, with people or organizations as nodes and their
activities or relationships as edges. Graphs can be composed based on sensor and road networks,
animal herds (for the purpose of studying epidemics), metabolism pathways, protein interaction
networks (Figure 1.2) and many others.
Considerable research and engineering effort is being devoted to developing effective and efficient
graph representations and analytics. Efficient graph abstractions and analytics for static graphs are
available to researchers and practitioners in scope of open source platforms such as Apache Giraph,
Apache Spark / GraphX [44] and GraphLab / PowerGraph [43].
The phenomena that are represented by these graphs can change over time, some continuously
and others sporadically. The Web of a year ago is quite different than the Web of today. According
to some estimates, half of the Web is replaced every 50 days [26]. The Apple internal Innovation
Network doubled in size between 2009 and 2012 [90], as can be seen in Figure 1.3. Many inter-
esting questions about these networks are related to their evolution rather than their static state.
Researchers study graph evolution rate and mechanisms, e.g., [4, 26]), impact of specific events on
further evolution, e.g., [22]), spatial and spatio-temporal patterns, e.g., [63]), with most progress
taking place in the last decade [55, 74, 77, 81]. Some areas where evolving graphs are being studied
are social network analysis [42, 66, 67, 80], biological networks [10, 11, 85] and the Web [23, 76].
At the same time, considerable research has been undertaken in the area of temporal relational
databases since the 1980s. So much so that a large portion of the definitive Encyclopedia of
Database Systems [70] is dedicated to temporal items. This work includes how to represent time
and temporal tuples [30, 54, 83], semantics of different temporal models [12], temporal algebra [35],
and access methods [79]. The SQL:2011 standard provides partial support for temporal data [61].
2Figure 1.1: Partial map of the WWW in
2003. Each node is an IP address and the
edges are the routes between them. Credit:
Creative Commons The Opte Project
Figure 1.2: The protein interaction network
of T. pallidum including 576 proteins and
991 interactions. c©Titz et al. [87]
Given the progress both in the area of graph databases and temporal databases, it is expected
that evolving graphs would be supported as well, being at the intersection of the two areas. And yet,
systematic support for scalable querying and analytics over evolving graphs is still lacking, despite
much recent interest and activity and despite increased variety and availability of evolving graph
data. This support is urgently needed, due to the scalability and efficiency challenges inherent
in evolving graph analysis, and to considerations of usability and ease of dissemination. The goal
of our work is to fill this gap by combining the advances in graph databases on the one hand and
temporal relational databases on the other.
1.1 Existing Models
The need to query evolving graphs has been recognized for some time. Five different properties
must be considered when extending a model and a language with temporal information:
• Correctness. Queries should have the expected and correct semantics. The time information
presents a new dimension to the existing data, and care must be taken to preserve temporal
integrity of the query results.
• Expressivity. Many classes of evolving graph queries exist, as we review in Section 6.2. It is
desirable that the majority or all of these classes are covered by the approach.
• Usability. The queries must be reasonably easy to formulate for an average user. The user
must not have to work too hard to use the language. If a basic query is too difficult to
3Figure 1.3: Evolution of Apple’s inventor network over a 6-year period. c©Vermeij, André. [90].
compose even for people with extensive programming experience, then the language is not
usable and many mistakes will be made in its use.
• Upward compatibility. To facilitate transition for existing users of static graph analysis sys-
tems, it is desirable that the temporal extension is syntactically similar and the semantics of
its operations in the basic case is the same as applying static analysis at each point in time.
There are several other aspects of upward compatibility and we return to them in Section 3.4,
when we analyze the formal properties of our model.
• Performance. Graph evolution over months and years is commonplace – we have three publicly
available datasets that span years – and the model, as well as any system implementation,
must scale both with the graph size dimension and with the time dimension.
It is tempting to use the existing graph models for the purpose of representing evolving graphs
by adding time as data. Consider Figure 1.4, where an evolving interaction network is represented
as a sequence of frames within which actors have interactions, using the Neo4j database. Frames are
connected to timelines to represent time granularity (not depicted). This approach is one example
of time as data, and here specifically the temporal information is introduced through addition of
temporal nodes and linking of actors to those nodes through special temporal edges.
There are several issues with this approach, namely, of expressivity, usability, and performance.
With regard to expressivity, it is not clear how a spatio-temporal pattern can be used to query
this graph. Which actors have repeated interactions over a period of interest? What are the stable
4Figure 1.4: Time-varying Social Network Data Model [20].
connected components? What anomalies can be found, where an anomaly is a temporal pattern of
behavior?
Usability-wise, the queries over such graphs are difficult to formulate and difficult to understand.
For example, a Cypher query “List all distinct days on which an actor was present.” is expressed
as follows [20]:
START actor = node(some_actor_id)
MATCH ()-[d:NEXT_LEVEL]->()-[:NEXT_LEVEL]->timeline,
timeline-[:TIMELINE_INSTANCE]-()-[:FRAME_ACTOR]-actor
RETURN DISTINCT(d.day)
This query traverses arbitrary time dimension levels and requires an understanding of the frame
and run hierarchy. All time information is represented indirectly. We would be hard-pressed to
query this model effectively.
Finally, as the experiments show, the resulting graph is extremely dense even for a small number
of nodes as the time dimension is extended [20]. As a result, query performance degrades and quickly
becomes too slow to support interactivity.
Another approach is to add time information as another property in a node or an edge within
the property graph model. If we allow nodes to have varying periods of validity, i.e., appear and
disappear as needed, then the time property must be a set of times or periods. Even so, time as
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Figure 1.5: A property graph model with periods of validity represented by a new time property.
Nodes are solid line boxes, while edges are dashed line boxes.
a property does not allow node properties to change over time. Ignoring this issue for the mo-
ment, consider a property graph with time information in Figure 1.5. As with static graphs, we
are interested in the question of node reachability. Such queries are normally supported through
the application of a graph pattern with regular path expressions (this is formally defined in Sec-
tion 2.2.2). It is easy to show that the correctness of the reachability query is compromised. For
example, nodes Bill and Alice are shown as connected, but in fact there is no point in time where
there is a connected path between them.
Finally, a common approach to model evolving graphs is as a sequence of static graphs. We
discuss this approach in detail in Section 6.1, but the gist of our criticism is the issue of expressivity.
It is not possible to formulate certain queries over the graph sequence conceptual model. Formally,
the graph sequence model breaks one of the desired temporal model properties, that of extended
snapshot reducibility.
1.2 Property Graph Model and RDF
There is an abundance of various graph models, developed over the past 30 years [8]. Increas-
ingly, two have attained the greatest popularity: the property graph model [2] and the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [59].
The RDF graph is a set of triplets, which can be thought of as edges, since each triplet is a
subject, connected to an object with a predicate. The subject and the object are nodes of the
graph, while the predicate is the labeled edge. RDF nodes can be literals, resource identifiers, and
blank nodes. While an RDF graph can be thought of as a kind of a labeled graph, it is, formally
speaking, not, because there is no clear separation between nodes and edges [48]. An edge (triplet)
can be identified with a resource descriptor and appear as an object or a subject in another edge.
RDF is widely used to encode semantic information on the Web. The RDF standard also includes
a graph query language SPARQL, loosely based on SQL.
6The property graph model, which we use throughout this dissertation 2.2.1, is in a sense a com-
peting popular graph model. The choice between the two models is largely a matter of philosophy.
We selected the property graph model based mainly on the considerations of usability. Specifically:
• In the property model, to add new information about an existing edge the user can simply
add new properties. In an RDF graph an edge is a triplet, and new triplets can be added
with its descriptor as an object or a subject. However, this is not an easy thing for human
graph users to comprehend, because of this lack of separation between nodes and edges. If,
on the other hand, we treat an RDF graph as simply a labeled graph, where an edge cannot
be a subject/object in another triplet, then adding new information about an existing edge
requires modifying a large part of the existing graph [7].
• RDF graphs are more dense than property graphs because even constant literals are encoded
as nodes. The property graph model, on the other hand, gives the user the flexibility to
encode new information either as new nodes and edges or as properties of existing nodes and
edges, whichever makes the most sense for the specific dataset.
• SPARQL has a high learning curve, even though it is somewhat modeled on SQL [19].
• In order to facilitate complex analysis tasks, we wanted a closed algebra, where the result of
each query is a TGraph. SPARQL queries can return a graph using the CONSTRUCT clause,
but without it return a result set.
On the other hand, RDF is a W3C standard, whereas there is currently no standard for the
property graph model and no property graph model query language or algebra.
It is our opinion, therefore, that while neither model wins over the other one, the property
graph model is more practical for people, as opposed to the machines. It is finding an increasing
support, including by companies such as Oracle [93], in addition to the existing support in the
popular Neo4j database system [2]. It is also recognized and accommodated by the Linked Data
Benchmark Council1.
1.3 Motivating Examples
Evolving graph analysis algorithms are numerous, including structural and spatio-temporal
graph mining that looks for patterns in space and time and analytics that investigate the evolution
of some property of the graph over time.
1http://www.ldbcouncil.org/
7An interaction network is one typical kind of an evolving graph. It represents people as nodes,
and interactions between them such as messages, conversations, and endorsements, as edges. In-
formation describing people and their interactions is represented by node and edge attributes. One
easily accessible interaction network is the wiki-talk dataset2, containing messaging events among
Wikipedia contributors over a 13-year period. Information available about the users includes their
username, group membership, and the number of Wikipedia edits they made. Messaging events
occur when users post on each other’s talk pages.
We now present common analysis tasks that motivate our research. We are primarily interested
in analyses of the evolution of the phenomena the graph represents in the form of queries posed by
the user. The examples below were selected for their breadth, based on the analysis of the related
work (see Section 6.2).
1.3.1 Node Influence over Time
In an interaction graph, node centrality is a measure of how important or influential nodes
are in the graph. Over a dozen different centrality measures exist, providing indicators of how
much information “flows” through the node or how the node contributes to the overall cohesiveness
of the network. Node importance fluctuates over time. To see whether the wiki-talk graph has
high-importance nodes, and how stable node importance is over time during a particular period of
interest, we can:
• Look at a subset of the graph that corresponds to the period of interest.
• Compute an importance measure, such as in-degree, for each node and for each point in time.
• Calculate the coefficient of variation per node.
This example demonstrates a need to select a subset of the data corresponding to the period
of interest, compute in-/out-degree for each node at each point in time, and compute a single
measure across time for each node. Computation of degree is a simple example of a non-temporal
aggregation operation as defined by the taxonomy of Wood [92]. Aggregation computes a value for
each node based on its neighbors and can be used for a wide variety of analyses.
1.3.2 Graph Centrality over Time
Graph centrality is a popular measure that is used to evaluate how connected or centralized
the community is. Figure 1.6 visualizes wiki-talk graph centrality evolution over the lifetime of the
2http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.49561
8Figure 1.6: Wiki-talk graph centrality over time. The centrality measure is a ratio of the sum
of centrality of each node to the maximum possible, a star graph. Wikitalk is a sparse, loosely
connected graph. As the size of the graph increases, centrality decreases sharply.
network. This measure can be computed by aggregating in-degree values of graph nodes and may
change as communication patterns evolve, or as high influencers appear or disappear. In this case
the graph centrality consistently diminishes as the graph grows over time and is large at any point.
It is fair to say that the wiki-talk community is quite distributed and not centralized, likely with
many different sub-communities that corresponds to our intuition. In sparse interaction graphs
there is an additional question of temporal resolution to consider: if two people communicated on
May 16, 2010, how long do we consider them to be connected?
This example demonstrates the need to compute graph centrality at every point in its lifetime
and to do so at different temporal resolution. For most overall graph centrality measures, the two-
step process involves first calculating some measure, such as in-degree or eigenvector centrality, for
each graph node, and then accumulating them into one to represent the whole graph. This calls for
an operation that can group multiple nodes, in this case all of them, into a new node. Wood terms
this operation node creation [92] and shows that many graph languages such as GraphQL [49]
support it if there is a need to output new nodes that were not part of the input. Creating
a single node to represent the whole graph is one way to support computation of some whole-
graph measure, but, as we show later, node creation is useful for other types of analyses. Use of
temporal windows is also important here to consider different temporal resolution, which is similar
to temporal aggregation in temporal relational databases.
91.3.3 Communities over Time
Figure 1.7: Wiki-talk connected components using 1-year temporal resolution.
Interaction networks are sparse because edges are so short-lived. It may be useful to zoom out
in time by changing the time granularity of the data such that all durations are, for example, in
months or years. This way more items are concurrent and the overall network is more connected.
We call this kind of zooming out a change in temporal resolution of the graph and we can use
it as part of exploratory analysis. After decreasing temporal resolution we can run a community
detection algorithm, e.g., compute the connected components of the network, and then consider
the number of and size of connected components. Figure 1.7 depicts the evolution of the wiki-talk
network communities after zooming out to 1-year resolution. It is evident that communities do
form through a pattern of communication, and that such communities can be quite large.
To see whether communities form and at what time scale, we vary the time scale and compute
communities, e.g., through connected components detection, group the nodes by the community
they form and calculate their size. We can filter out nodes that represent communities below a
reasonable threshold, for example of size smaller than two.
This example demonstrates a need to compute graph-wide analytics such as connected compo-
nents for each point in time, create new nodes that represent some aspect of data of existing nodes,
and compute subgraphs.
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1.3.4 Spread of Information
We can analyze evolving interaction networks to study how information spreads over time.
Suppose each edge has a topic attribute that indicates what each communication between users is
about. To see how far and how quickly information spreads, we can compute journeys. A journey
connects any two nodes by a new edge if there is a path between them such that the edge times
are non-decreasing. For example, a journey can be over edges that all co-exist or over edges that
follow each other in time. A conditional journey is one where additional predicates on the nodes or
edges are specified. In this example, we connect any two nodes that have a path between them on
the same topic and assign new edges a length property equal to the sum of the edges in the path.
This is an example of an edge creation operation extended for evolving graphs. To see how far
information may travel and who the sources are, we can select a subset of the network, consisting
only of nodes that originate the longest edges.
1.4 Contributions of this Dissertation
It is the main thesis of this dissertation that extending the property graph model with time
in a principled way results in a concise temporal graph algebra that enables usable querying
of evolving graphs, overcoming the challenges of previously suggested models.
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
• We propose a conceptual representation of an evolving graph, called a TGraph, that captures
the evolution of both graph topology and node and edge attributes. This representation
builds on both temporal relational models and graph property models.
• To provide systematic support for analysis of evolving graphs, we propose a TGraph algebra,
TGA. Our goal in developing TGA is to give users an ability to concisely express a wide range
of common analysis tasks over evolving graphs [4]. We present formal properties of TGA,
with a focus on its temporal completeness. It is the goal of this thesis to define an algebra
that has clear semantics and is sufficiently expressive to support evolving graph analysis for
a wide audience of data scientists and researchers.
• We present an implementation in scope of the Portal system, built on Apache Spark /
GraphX [44]. This implementation uses non-trivial memory representations and algorithms
to support the breadth of TGA with desired performance characteristics.
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• We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation with real datasets and compare performance
to a published baseline.
1.5 Structure of this Document
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides background
information on temporal relational and graph models, including definitions of common algebraic
operations. This background is necessary since this work combines the two areas. Chapter 3 defines
a conceptual representation of evolving graphs and gives formal definitions of Temporal Graph
Algebra (TGA) operators, with detailed examples and a demonstration of how our motivating
examples can be supported by the TGA. Chapter 4 describes an implementation of TGA within
Apache Spark, including physical representations and optimizations. Chapter 5 provides results
of an extensive experimental evaluation of Portal with real datasets in a distributed environment.
Chapter 6 reviews relevant published work on evolving graph models, queries, and systems, and
places our work in this context. Chapter 7 discusses several directions for future work and our ideas
for how it may be accomplished. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with a summary of
the contributions and insights.
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Chapter 2: Background
A data model consists of a query language, the representation of the objects on which the
language operates, an update language, and a mechanism for integrity constraints. This dissertation
addresses a representation and an algebra, leaving an update language and integrity constraints for
future work. In this chapter we review the foundational work in temporal relational models and in
graph models, necessary for understanding the rest of this dissertation.
2.1 Temporal Relational Model
2.1.1 Relations
We assume a linearly ordered, discrete time domain ΩT where time instances have limited
precision. In temporal relational databases, a valid-time temporal relation schema is represented
as R = (A1, . . . , Am | T ), where A1, . . . , Am are nontemporal attributes with domain Ωi and T is
a temporal attribute over ΩT × ΩT . The timestamp attribute is special and thus separated by a |
symbol in the list of attributes. It is also always listed last. This is called tuple timestamping [75],
since each tuple in a relation is associated with a single time attribute during which it is known
to hold. In principle, the time attribute can be a single time instant or a set of instants. We
use periods to compactly represent the constituent time points. This is a common representation
technique, which does not add expressive power to the data model, compared to associating each
tuple with a single time instant [27]. Following the SQL:2011 standard [61], a period (or interval)
t = [s, e), a value in the domain T , represents a discrete contiguous set of time instances from
domain ΩT , starting from and including the start time s, continuing to but excluding the end time
e.
A tuple r(a1, a2, . . . , an|t) over schema R is a finite set over the domain of attributes of R. We
refer to the value of a specific attribute Ai in r with notation r .ai. Similarly, the value of the
timestamp attribute T for the tuple r is referred to as r .t.
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Table 2.1: Example temporal relation instance r.
N S T
r1 Susan 30 [2011/5,2015/8)
r2 Alice 20 [2010/4,2013/4)
r3 Alice 30 [2013/4,2017/1)
Definition 2.1.1 (Value-equivalent). Two tuples over the temporal relational schema R are value-
equivalent if they agree on all nontemporal attribute values:
r value-equivalent r ′ ⇐⇒ ∀i r .ai = r ′.ai
A temporal relation instance r over schema R is a finite set of tuples over R. Temporal relations
have duplicate-free set-based semantics, i.e., there are no value-equivalent tuples with overlapping
time instances.
Example 1. Consider an instance of the temporal relation in Table 2.1 that is consistent with
the described model. Note that there are no value-equivalent tuples with overlapping timestamps.
Tuples r2 and r3 are consecutive in time but are not value-equivalent because the value of the S
attribute is different.
A snapshot of a temporal relation is the state of the relation at one specific instant. Snapshots
are obtained with a timeslice operation τp.
Definition 2.1.2 (Timeslice). Timeslice operator τp maps from a temporal to a nontemporal rela-
tion at time point p:
τp(r) = {(a1, . . . , am)|(a1, . . . , am | t) ∈ r ∧ p ∈ t}
A slice of the example relation instance r from Table 2.1 at point 2012/01 contains tuples
(Susan, 30) and (Alice, 20).
Definition 2.1.3 (Snapshot-equivalent). Two temporal relation instances r1 and r2 are considered
snapshot equivalent if their snapshots are equivalent at every time instant [52]:
r1 snapshot-equivalent r2 ≡ ∀t ∈ ΩT τt(r1) ≡ τt(r2)
In this dissertation we use the temporal model with point semantics. Point semantics refers
to the operations of the temporal algebra rather than the time representation in the model [12]. In
other words, the use of intervals for time representation does not dictate specific semantics of the
operations.
Point semantics has the following two properties: snapshot reducibility and extended snapshot
reducibility.
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Figure 2.1: Snapshot Reducibility maps each temporal operator to its nontemporal counterpart.
Based on [17], Figure 3.
Snapshot reducibility means that a temporal operator applied to a temporal relation produces
the same result as some non-temporal operator over corresponding snapshots [16].
Definition 2.1.4 (Snapshot Reducibility). If ψT is an n-ary operator and ψ the corresponding
nontemporal operator, then ψT is snapshot reducible to ψ iff
∀t ∈ ΩT (τt(ψT (r1, . . . , rn)) ≡ ψ(τt(r1), . . . , τt(rn)))
Figure 2.1 demonstrates the concept of snapshot reducibility graphically. For instance, if the
temporal operator is selection, then it must produce the same result over a temporal relation as a
nontemporal selection would produce over each slice of the relation.
Some queries cannot be answered by considering only the snapshots of the temporal relation
individually. For example, a user may want to add temporal predicates to limit the results of the
temporal selection operator by time or refer to the timestamps of the tuples in a temporal join.
Definition 2.1.5 (Extended Snapshot Reducibility). Let kt(r) be a new operator that preserves
the timestamp of each tuple on slice, i.e., kt(r) = (τt(r), r.T ), and let ψT be an n-ary operator that
yields a relation with schema E, with corresponding nontemporal operator ψ. Then ψT is extended
snapshot reducible to ψ iff
∀t ∈ ΩT (τt(ψT (r1, . . . , rn)) ≡ piE(ψ(kt(r1), . . . , kt(rn))))
Extended snapshot reducibility allows explicit references to timestamps in the operators by
propagating them as data and also requires that the presence of the time references does not change
the snapshot reducibility (Def. 2.1.4) of the rest of the statement [16]. Note, however, that the user
cannot manipulate the timestamps directly, only reference them in predicates. The kt operator
adds a new nontemporal attribute to a temporal relation, with the value equivalent to the tuple
timestamp, and then applies the slice, returning a nontemporal relation. Not every nontemporal
operator can have a corresponding temporal operator with extended snapshot reducibility property.
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Table 2.2: Uncoalesced instance of relation r′.
N S T
Susan 30 [2011/5,2013/5)
Susan 30 [2013/5,2015/8)
Alice 20 [2010/4,2013/4)
Alice 30 [2013/4,2017/1)
t
X
Y
t
X
Y
t
X
Y
t
X
Y
t
X
Y
t
X
Y
Figure 2.2: X overlaps Y
The set-based binary operators union, intersection, and difference are not schema-robust and thus
do not have extended snapshot reducibility [35].
In Section 2.1.3, where we define the operators of the temporal relational algebra, we also give
examples with extended snapshot reducibility, e.g., Example 3.
With point semantics, a temporal relation is required to be coalesced – there are no value-
equivalent tuples with consecutive timestamps. The statement that r is coalesced means that each
fact is represented once for each time period of maximal length when it holds [13].
Requiring that relations be coalesced is both space-efficient and avoids semantic ambiguity [53].
Consider again relation instance r from Table 2.1. Compare it to relation instance r′ in Table 2.2.
r′ is snapshot-equivalent to r but not coalesced. If we compute a selection query q of all tuples
lasting longer than 3 years, q(r) will yield tuple (Susan, 50|[2011/5, 2013/5)), but q(r′) will not.
2.1.2 Temporal Predicates
The SQL:2011 standard [61] defines several predicates over time periods, functionally equivalent
to Allen’s interval operators [5]. We use these in our algebra. Let X and Y be two time periods, s
the start of the period, and e the end of the period.
Definition 2.1.6 (overlaps). Xoverlaps Y ⇔ X.s < Y.e ∧ Y.s < X.e
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Figure 2.3: X contains Y
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Figure 2.4: X meets Y
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X
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Figure 2.5: X precedes Y
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Figure 2.6: X succeeds Y
Informally, two periods are overlapping if they have at least one time instant in common.
Figure 2.2 shows all possible cases of two overlapping intervals. This predicate is commutative, i.e.,
Xoverlaps Y ⇔ Y overlaps X.
Definition 2.1.7 (contains). Xcontains Y ⇔ X.s <= Y.s ∧ Y.e <= X.e
Informally, period Y is contained in period X if every instant of Y is in X. Figure 2.3 illustrates
containment.
Definition 2.1.8 (meets). Xmeets Y ⇔ X.s = Y.e ∨ Y.s = X.e
Informally, period X meets period Y if the two periods are immediately one after another.
Figure 2.4 shows the two possible cases of meets.
Definition 2.1.9 (precedes). Xprecedes Y ⇔ X.s < Y.s
Informally, period X precedes period Y if it is earlier than Y and ends before Y starts, without
meeting. Figure 2.5 shows this graphically.
Definition 2.1.10 (precedesOrMeets). XprecedesOrMeets Y ⇔ Xprecedes Y ∨X.e = Y.s
Informally, period X precedesOrMeets period Y if X starts and ends before Y.
Definition 2.1.11 (equals). Xequals Y ⇔ X.s = Y.s ∧X.e = Y.e
Informally, two periods are equal if they share all time instants.
Definition 2.1.12 (succeeds). Xsucceeds Y ⇔ Y.e < X.s
Informally, period X succeeds period Y if it starts after Y ends, without meeting. Figure 2.6
demonstrates this graphically.
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Table 2.3: Example temporal relation in-
stance r.
N S T
r1 Susan 30 [2011/5,2015/8)
r2 Alice 20 [2010/4,2013/4)
r3 Alice 30 [2013/4,2017/1)
Table 2.4: Example temporal relation in-
stance s.
A B T
s1 1 Drexel [2011/5,2015/8)
s2 2 UPenn [2015/10,2017/4)
s3 3 Temple [2013/1,2017/1)
Definition 2.1.13 (succeedsOrMeets). XsucceedsOrMeets Y ⇔ Xsucceeds Y ∨ Y.e = X.s
Informally, period X suceedsOrMeets period Y if X starts at or after Y ends.
Additionally, the following useful operations on periods and dates are supported:
Definition 2.1.14 (datediff). datediff(X.s,X.e) = X.e−X.s
datediff returns the difference between two dates. When applied to an interval, it returns its
duration.
Definition 2.1.15 (intersect).
Xintersect Y =

[max(X.s, Y.s),min(X.e, Y.e))if X overlaps Y
∅ otherwise
intersect returns a period that is the overlap of its two input periods.
Definition 2.1.16 (except).
Xexcept Y =

[X.s,min(X.e, Y.s)) ⇐⇒ X.s < Y.s ∧X.e <= Y.e
[max(X.s, Y.e), X.e) ⇐⇒ Y.s <= X.s ∧ Y.e < X.e
The except operation returns one or two periods consisting of all time instants that exist in X
but not in Y.
2.1.3 Temporal Relational Algebra, TRA
TRA extends relational algebra by specifying how relational operators are applied to temporal
relations as defined in Section 2.1.1. Operators are considered temporal if they generate temporal
relations when applied to temporal relations and adhere to snapshot reducibility and extended
snapshot reducibility as applicable. Let r and s be temporal relations.
Temporal Selection σT
Definition 2.1.17 (Temporal Selection). Temporal selection σTθ (r) where θ is a predicate, including
temporal predicates defined in Section 2.1.2, is defined as:
σTθ (r) = {(a1, . . . , am|t) | (a1, . . . , am|t) ∈ r ∧ θ((a1, . . . , am|t))}
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Table 2.5: piTN (r)
N T
Susan [2011/5,2015/8)
Alice [2010/4,2017/1)
Informally, temporal selection returns all tuples in r that pass predicate θ.
Example 2. σTN=Alice(r) computes a temporal selection over example relation instance r in Ta-
ble 2.3 to include only tuples with value “Alice” of the N attribute. The result includes tuples r2
and r3. The value of the timestamp attribute is not relevant since it is not referenced in θ.
Example 3. σTp overlaps [2012/1,2013/1)∧S>20(r) computes a temporal selection over example relation
instance r from Table 2.3 to include only those tuples that existed at any point in year 2012 with
value of the S attribute larger than 20. The result includes only tuples r1 and r2, but not r3, which
succeeds the interval in the predicate.
Temporal Projection piT
Definition 2.1.18 (Temporal Projection). Temporal projection piTf (r), where f is a projection
function over nontemporal attributes of R is defined as:
piTf (r) = {(a′1, . . . , an|t) | (a1, . . . , am|t) ∈ r ∧ (a′1, . . . , a′n) = f((a1, . . . , am))}
This operation may produce value-equivalent tuples with overlapping or consecutive timestamps,
so the result must be coalesced.
Example 4. piTN (r), where r is the example relation instance in Table 2.3, produces the relation
instance r′ shown in Table 2.5. Observe that two tuples r2 and r3 with N =′ Alice′ in r are coalesced
once the S attribute is projected out. Also note that the timestamp attribute is not referenced directly
and cannot be projected out.
Temporal Aggregation γT
Definition 2.1.19 (Temporal Aggregation). Temporal aggregation A1,...,AnγTg1,...,gk(r), where
A1, . . . , An is a set of grouping attributes from R and g1, . . . , gk is a set of aggregate functions
over remaining attributes of R is defined as:
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Table 2.6: SγTcount(N)(r)
S count(S) T
20 1 [2010/4,2013/4)
30 1 [2011/5,2013/4)
30 2 [2013/4,2015/8)
40 1 [2015/8,2017/1)
A1,...,Anγ
T
g1(An+1),...,gk(An+k+1)(r) = {(a1, . . . , an, s1, . . . , sk|t′) |
(a1, . . . , an|t) ∈ piTA1,...,An(r) ∧ ∀x ∈ σTA1=a1,...,An=an(r), x.T overlaps t′∧
s1 = g1(piTAn+1(σ
T
T overlaps t′∧A1=a1∧...∧An=an(r))) ∧ . . . ∧
sk = gk(piTAn+k+1(σ
T
Toverlaps t′∧A1=a1∧...∧An=an(r)))}
The second line projects to the grouping attributes from R and states that the timestamp of the
result is an intersection of the timestamps of all the tuples that agree on the values of the grouping
variables, the third and fourth line compute aggregates over each of the remaining attributes. To
make sense of the definition, consider all the tuples that agree on the grouping variables. These
form a set over which aggregation functions are applied. A correct result is over the intersection
of all the timestamps, i.e., the values of none of the attributes in this group changed during this
interval.
Informally, temporal aggregation is equivalent to applying non-temporal aggregation to every
snapshot of r and coalescing the result.
Example 5. SγTcount(N)(r), where r is the example relation instance in Table 2.3, computes an
aggregation over attribute S with an aggregate function count over the remaining attribute N. The
timestamp is treated as a special attribute and does not appear either in the grouping attributes or
the aggregate functions. The result is depicted in Table 2.6. Observe that the cardinality of the
output is higher than of the input. This is because semantically the operation is carried out at each
time instant and different groups result at, e.g., 2011/5 with r1 than at 2013/4 with tuples r1 and
r3.
Temporal Cross Product ×T
Definition 2.1.20 (Temporal Cross Product). Temporal cross product r ×T s, where ◦ is a con-
catenation of two tuples, R = (A1, . . . , Am|T ) is the schema of r, S = (B1, . . . , Bn|T ) is the schema
of s, is defined as:
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Table 2.7: r×T s
N S A B T
Susan 50 1 Drexel [2011/5,2015/8)
Susan 50 3 Temple [2013/1,2015/8)
Alice 20 1 Drexel [2011/5,2013/4)
Alice 20 3 Temple [2013/1,2013/4)
Alice 30 1 Drexel [2013/4,2015/8)
Alice 30 2 UPenn [2015/10,2017/1)
Alice 30 3 Temple [2013/4,2017/1)
r ×T s = {(a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bn|t1 intersect t2) | (a1, . . . , am|t1) ∈ r ∧ (b1, . . . , bn|t2) ∈ s ∧
t1 overlaps t2}
Informally, temporal cross product applies non-temporal cross product to every snapshot pair
of r and s and the result is coalesced.
Example 6. r×T s, where r and s are the example relation instances in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 respec-
tively, computes a result shown in Table 2.7. Similarly to aggregation, the cardinality is different
than would be expected in the nontemporal variant due to different groups formed at different time
instants. For example, r1 ◦ s2 is not produced because there are no time instances when both tuples
hold.
Temporal Join 1T
Definition 2.1.21 (Temporal Join). Temporal join r 1Tθ s, where θ is a join condition, is defined
as:
r 1Tθ s = σTθ (r×T s)
Just as a regular relational join is defined through selection applied to the result of a cross
product, so is the temporal join. Temporal outer and semi joins are defined similarly.
Temporal Union ∪T
Definition 2.1.22 (Temporal Union). Temporal union r∪T s, where r and s are union-compatible
relations with schema R, is defined as:
r ∪T s = {(a1, . . . , am|t) | (a1, . . . , am|t) ∈ r ∨ (a1, . . . , am|t) ∈ s}
The result of a temporal union requires coalescing as it is possible that two value-equivalent
tuples exist in consecutive or overlapping time periods.
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Table 2.8: Example temporal relation in-
stance v.
N S T
v1 Susan 30 [2012/5,2013/6)
v2 Alice 20 [2012/1,2015/1)
Table 2.9: r ∪T v
N S T
Susan 30 [2011/5,2015/8)
Alice 20 [2010/4,2015/1)
Alice 30 [2013/4,2017/1)
Table 2.10: r ∩T v
N S T
Susan 30 [2012/5,2013/6)
Alice 20 [2012/1,2013/4)
Table 2.11: r \T v
N S T
Susan 30 [2011/5,2012/5)
Susan 30 [2013/6,2015/8)
Alice 20 [2010/4,2012/1)
Alice 30 [2013/4,2017/1)
Example 7. Consider example relation instance v that is union-compatible with r. r∪T v computes
a temporal union of r and v, the result of which is depicted in Table 2.9. The first tuple is produced
from tuples r1 and v1 and its timestamp is the union of the two periods. Also observe that two
tuples with N =′ Alice′ are produced over overlapping time periods, e.g. between 2013/4 and
2015/1. Since the two tuples are not value-equivalent, they are not coalesced into one.
Temporal Intersection ∩T
Definition 2.1.23 (Temporal Intersection). Temporal intersection r∩T s, where r and s are union-
compatible relations with schema R, is defined as:
r ∩T s = {(a1, . . . , am|t1 intersect t2) | (a1, . . . , am|t1) ∈ r ∧ (a1, . . . , am|t2) ∈ s ∧ t1 overlaps t2}
Example 8. Consider again union-compatible example relation instances r and v. r∩T v computes
a temporal intersection, the result of which is depicted in Table 2.10. Both tuples in the result are
produced only for the time periods when they existed in both relations.
Temporal Difference \T
Definition 2.1.24 (Temporal Difference). Temporal difference r \T s, where r and s are union-
compatible relations with schema R, is defined as:
r \T s = {(a1, . . . , am|t1) | (a1, . . . , am|t1) ∈ r ∧ @(a1, . . . , am|t2) ∈ s ∧ t1overlapst2}∪
{(a1, . . . , am|t1 except t2) | (a1, . . . , am|t1) ∈ r ∧ ∃(a1, . . . , am|t2) ∈ s ∧ t1overlapst2}
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Table 2.12: Example nested temporal relation instance n.
A C T
N G
Susan
CS101 A
[2016/9,2016/12)INFO210 A-
ECON101 B
Alice N G [2016/9,2016/12)CS101 F
Alice N G [2017/1,2017/4)
Example 9. Consider again union-compatible example relation instances r and v. r\T v computes
a temporal difference, the result of which is depicted in Table 2.11. Observe that r1 \ v1 produced
two tuples because r1.t contains v1.t.
2.1.4 Nested Temporal Relational Algebra
In this work we use nested temporal relations, and, more specifically, V-relations [3].
A valid-time nested temporal relation schema is represented as R = (A1, . . . , Am | T ), where
A1, . . . , Am are nontemporal attributes with domain Ωi|{S}, where S is a nontemporal V-relation.
A V-relation is a complex value relation where:
• Set and tuple constructors are required to alternate. Another way to state this is that at any
level the tuple schema must consist of only atomic types and sets of tuples, but at least one
of them must be atomic.
• For each set of tuples, the atomic attributes form a key.
Example 10. Consider a nested temporal relation in Table 2.12, containing class registration and
grade information. Its schema is (A,C : {(N,G)}|T ), where C is a nested attribute. Note that
there are two records for Alice, in different time periods. V-relations must have at least one atomic
attribute on each level of nesting. In this example attribute A forms the key on the top level, and
attributes N and G form a composite key in the nested relation of attribute C. Tuple with key Alice
has an empty set in the C attribute during period [2017/1, 2017/4).
To convert between nested and unnested relations, nest and unnest operations are required.
Nest νT
Definition 2.1.25 (Nest). Nest νTb,a1,...,an(r) where r is a temporal relation, a1, . . . , an is a subset
of attributes over schema of r, s1, . . . , sk is a set of remaining attributes of r, and b is the new
attribute name, is defined as:
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Table 2.13: µTC(n)
A N G T
Susan CS101 A [2016/9,2016/12)
Susan INFO210 B [2016/9,2016/12)
Susan ECON101 B [2016/9,2016/12)
Alice CS101 F [2016/9,2016/12)
νTb,a1,...,an(r) = {(b, s1, . . . , sk|t) | (a1, . . . , an, s1, . . . , sk|t) ∈ r ∧ b = (a1, . . . , an)}
Unnest µT
Definition 2.1.26 (Unnest). Unnest µTb (r) where r is a nested temporal relation and b is a nested
attribute of r consisting of attributes a1, . . . , an, is defined as:
µTb (r) = {(a1, . . . , an, s1, . . . , sk|t) | (b, s1, . . . , sk|t) ∈ r ∧ b = (a1, . . . , an)}
Unnest is an inverse of nest, but not necessarily vice-versa [3]. One reason this is so is because
unnesting an empty set attribute for a tuple results in removal of that tuple from the result.
Example 11. Consider the example nested relation instance n in Table 2.12. The result of applying
the unnest operator on attribute C results in a new relation instance, depicted in Table 2.13. While
the nested relation n had 3 tuples, the result of unnesting has 4, since the tuple with key Susan has
a set of 3 tuples in its nested attribute C, while the second tuple for Alice is removed as a result of
unnesting an empty set.
2.2 Graph Model
We have discussed TRA – a temporal algebra for relations. We now shift our attention to
non-temporal graph algebras.
2.2.1 Property Graph Model
Definition 2.2.1 (Graph). A graph G is 6-tuple (V,E,Π, ρ, λv, λe), where:
• V is a finite set of nodes,
• E is a finite set of edges,
• Π is a set of available properties, where each element in Π is a pair (Li, Di), Li is a property
name, and Di is the domain of property Li,
• ρ : E → (V × V ) is a total function that maps an edge to its source and destination node,
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Figure 2.7: Example graph G of a social network.
Table 2.14: Properties of graph G.
Entity Property Set
Boston type=city
Philadelphia type=city
NYC type=city, altname=New York City
e1 type=likes
e2 type=livesIn
e3 type=friendOf
. . .
e7 type=follows
e8 type=friendOf
• λv : V ×⋃Li → V al is a partial function that maps a node from V and a property label in L
to a value in domain D,
• λe : E × ⋃Li → V al is a partial function that maps an edge in E and a property label in L
to a value of that property in its domain D.
This definition is taken from a survey by Angles et al. [7], with the node and edge labels removed.
A node, resp. edge, label is expressed as a value of a property label type and is thus subsumed.
The property set of each node or edge may not be empty, since the property with label type
is required, and Di is not restricted to be of atomic types, and may, e.g., be sets, maps, or tuples.
For convenience, we can refer to the instance of set of nodes V in an instance of a graph G, we use
the notation G.V , and similarly for E, etc.
G is a multigraph since multiple edges can exist between any pair of nodes. For example, in
a social network two people may be connected by one edge indicating a friend status and another
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John x1
type=friendOf
x2
Figure 2.9: Example basic pattern P1.
edge to indicate a follows relationship. Figure 2.7 shows an example graph of a social network and
Table 2.14 its attributes. Each node has a unique id, e.g., Alice, Philadelphia, . . ., as well as each
edge has a unique id, e.g., e1, e2, . . .. All nodes and edges have properties. Observe, for example,
that node NY C has a property type with value city and another property altname with value New
York City. There are three edges, e7, e8, and e14 between nodes Julia and Alex. Figure 2.8 shows
the same graph but with property sets included.
One way to represent graph G is with a pair of nested relations V and E, where V has a
schema (ID,ATTR) and E has a schema (ID, SRCID,DSTID,ATTR), and there is a foreign
key constraint from E to V .
2.2.2 Graph Queries
There is no single standard graph algebra. This section reviews the most common graph oper-
ations, based on the survey by Wood [92], but adapted for the property model, and a survey by
Angles et al. [7]. It provides some background for the proposed temporal graph algebra in Chapter 3
and is not meant to be a comprehensive survey of graph algebras.
Subgraph Matching
The most common graph operation is subgraph matching, which finds all subgraphs within the
input graph matching a pattern. Subgraph matching exists in several forms, from a basic graph
pattern to an extended graph pattern. Let G be a graph and x, y, z, . . . be a countable set of
variables.
Definition 2.2.2 (Basic Graph Pattern). A basic graph pattern (BGP) is a graph P , where V
is extended with a set of node variables, E is extended with a set of edge variables, and property
names and values are also extended with variables.
Essentially a basic graph pattern is a graph where nodes, edges, property names, and property
values may be variables. For readability, we will express patterns visually in this work, although
they can be expressed as conjunctive queries or enumerations of each set and mapping of P .
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Table 2.15: Set of bindings of variables of P1 in G.
x1 x2
Alice e4
Bill e5
Example 12. Assume we want to find all friends of John for the example social graph in Figure 2.8.
We can formulate a basic pattern depicted in Figure 2.9. The edge expressions are in dashed boxes
for readability. This pattern corresponds to the following graph tuple:
V = {John, x1}
E = {x2}
Π = {(type, String)}
ρ(x2) = (John, x1)
λe(x2, type) = friendOf
The pattern itself is a graph, as defined in Def. 2.2.2. To use a basic pattern as input in a
subgraph query, we need to define the concept of a match.
Definition 2.2.3 (Match). Given a graph G and a basic graph pattern P , a match h of P in G is
a mapping from constants and variables in P to constants in G such that:
• for each constant a, h(a) = a,
• for each node variable x in P , it holds that h(x) ∈ G.V ,
• for each edge variable y in P , it holds that h(y) ∈ G.E,
• for each property variable z in P , it holds that h(z) ∈ G.Π.L,
• for each property variable a in Val, it holds that h(a) ∈ G.V al,
• the structure of P is preserved in its image under h in G.
In other words, when h is applied to all the terms of P , the result is a sub-graph of G. An
evaluation of a graph pattern P against a graph G corresponds to the set of all possible matches
of P with respect to G.
Two semantic types are possible with respect to whether multiple variables in P can map to
the same term in G: a homomorphism-based semantics (no constraints) and a isomorphism-based
semantics (some constraints on what can be repeated) [7]. The most common semantics is the
unconstrained one and it is used, for example, by the SPARQL query language [59].
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John x1
type=friendOf
x2
type=livesIn
x3
type=city
x4
Figure 2.10: Example basic pattern P2.
Table 2.16: Set of bindings of variables of P2 in G.
x1 x2 x3 x4
Alice e4 e2 Boston
Bill e5 e12 Philadelphia
Example 13. Consider the example graph G in Figure 2.8 and the graph pattern in Figure 2.9.
The set of bindings of variables of P1 in G is shown in Table 2.15. John only has two friends, Alice
and Bill.
Example 14. Consider again the example graph G in Figure 2.8 and a different graph pattern P2
in Figure 2.10. The set of bindings of variables of P2 in G is shown in Table 2.16. The pattern
models not only friends of John but also cities where they live.
An evaluation of a graph pattern over a graph returns a set of matches, i.e., bindings for variables
in P . It can also be defined to be a Boolean query returning only whether a graph matches the
pattern, i.e., whether the set of matches is not empty, or individual subgraphs matching the pattern,
i.e., separate graphs, one for each match. Other variants exist, but for the purposes of this work we
are interested in a closed graph algebra. Thus we want to define a subgraph operation that takes
in a graph pattern and a graph and returns another graph.
Definition 2.2.4 (Subgraph). A subgraph operation subgraph(G,P), where G is a graph from Def-
inition 2.2.1 and P is a graph pattern from Definition 2.2.2 is defined as:
subgraph(P,G) = (V ′, E′,Π, ρ, λv, λe),
where V ′ = qv(P,G) is a set of all node matches (per Def. 2.2.3) of node variables and constants
in P and E′ = qe(P,G) is a set of all edge matches of edge variables and constants in P .
Informally, the result is a subgraph of input graph G consisting of all matches h of P in G.
This query type can be also expressed as a relational conjunctive query over the graph node and
edge relations.
Example 15. Consider an example graph in Figure 2.8 and pattern P1 in Figure 2.9.
subgraph(G,P1) returns a new graph depicted in Figure 2.11, consisting of node John and only
of people who are friends of John.
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type=persontype=persontype=person
John Bill
type=friendOf
e5Alice
type=friendOf
e4
Figure 2.11: subgraph(G,P1)
type=persontype=person
John
type=friendOf
e5Alice
type=friendOf
e4
type=city
Boston
type=livesIn
e2
type=city
Philadelphia
type=livesIn
e12
type=person
Bill
Figure 2.12: subgraph(G,P2)
Example 16. Consider again the example graph in Figure 2.8 and another pattern P2 in Fig-
ure 2.10. subgraph(G,P2) returns not only John’s friends but also places where they live, as shown
in Figure 2.12.
This form of subgraph query, accepting a basic graph pattern, is the most basic form of sub-
graph matching. Some systems only support basic pattern subgraph queries. For instance, Spark
GraphX [44] includes subgraph operation, which accepts a node and edge triplet predicates ex-
pressed as boolean lambda functions. SocialScope [6] includes a Node Selection and Link Selection
operators that are essentially conjunctive queries over nodes and edges respectively. Additionally,
it is useful to be able to express path queries of any length over graphs. For this we define a
navigational graph pattern [7]. But first we need to formally state what a path is.
Definition 2.2.5 (Path). A path p between nodes v0 and vm in G is a sequence
v0e0v1e1v2 . . . vm−1em−1vm, where m ≥ 0, vi ∈ V (1 ≤ i ≤ m), ei ∈ E(1 ≤ i < m), and
pe(ei) = (vi, vi+1)(1 ≤ i < m). The length of p is m.
An empty path is a path of length 0, i.e., just a single node and no edge.
Definition 2.2.6 (Regular Path Expression). A regular path expression (RPE) over graph G is an
expression of the form
RPE = x α→ y,
where α specifies a regular expression over the edges and their properties, denoting a path between
x and y. | signifies a disjunction, · a concatenation, + one or more occurrences, ? for zero or one
occurrence, .. for a numerical range, and ∗ for no constraints.
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John x1
type=friendOf
*1..5
Figure 2.13: Example navigational graph pattern P3.
John Bill
type=friendOf
e5
type=friendOf
e16
Alice
type=friendOf
e4
type=friendOf
e15
Susan
type=friendOf
e6
type=friendOf
e17
Julia
type=friendOf
e13
Alex
type=friendOf
e14
type=friendOf
e8
type=friendOf
e3
Figure 2.14: subgraph(G,P3). Properties of the people nodes not shown for readability.
Definition 2.2.7 (Navigational Graph Pattern). A navigational graph pattern (NGP) is a graph
NGP , where V is extended with a set of node variables, E is extended with a set of edge variables and
regular path expressions (RPEs), and property names and values are also extended with variables.
Informally, NGP is similar to BGP, but the nodes are connected by paths specified by a regular
expression. We use the arbitrary path semantics, i.e., a regular path expression has a match in the
input graph if there is any path matching the RPE, without the need to enumerate all the path
matches. If the path expression contains a property constant, then every edge in the matching path
must contain that property name with the value specified by the constant.
Most full-fledged graph databases such as the popular Neo4j [2] support NGPs, although the
exact pattern language varies. We can now extend the definition of subgraph to accept NGPs in
addition to BGPs.
Example 17. Consider again the example graph G in Figure 2.8. We can select everyone who is
connected to John by a friendship path of no longer than 5 hops using a navigational graph pattern
depicted in Figure 2.13. The result of a subgraph(G,P3) is shown in Figure 2.14.
Navigational graph patterns can express a wide range of queries, including neighborhood of a
specific node, connected components, and many others.
John x1*
Figure 2.15: Example navigation graph pattern P4.
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Example 18. To compute a subgraph of our running example graph G equal to a neighborhood of
John, we can use the NGP P4, depicted in Figure 2.15. As it happens, the result is G itself as every
node is connected to John by some path.
The complexity of the subgraph operation depends on the specifics of the pattern, but is in
general NP-complete [7]. Under data complexity, however, it can be solved in polynomial time [3].
Furthermore, even under combined complexity there are many identified cases where an efficient
solution is possible.
Aggregation
It is useful to be able to compute new properties of nodes based on their neighbors, such as a
node degree or a list of all cities that one’s friends have visited. An aggregation operation achieves
this purpose.
Definition 2.2.8 (Aggregation). Graph aggregation agg(G,P agg), where P is a navigational graph
pattern extended with aggregation functions and M is a set of aggregating properties in P is defined
as:
agg(G,P agg) = (V,E,Π′, ρ, λ′v, λ′e), where
• Π′ = Π ∪M ,
• Dom(λ′v) = Dom(λv) ∪Av,
• Dom(λ′e) = Dom(λe) ∪Ae,
• Av is the set of values of all node aggregating expressions in P applied to G,
• Ae is the set of values of all edge aggregating expressions in P applied to G.
The set M of aggregating properties in P are the property names in P , the value of which is
specified by the recognized aggregation functions. The aggregating expressions are over the node and
edge constants and variables in P , using arbitrary path semantics.
Informally, graph aggregation produces a new graph G′ that is isomorphic to G, where each
node matching a node in P with an aggregation statement has a new property with the value of
that aggregation. The aggregation is over other variables of P , sometimes referred to as collecting
variables. The usual relational aggregation functions sum, min, max, and count are supported.
Additionally, set-based aggregation functions may be included to, e.g., place all the group values
into a set.
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x3
type=friendOf
x2
friends=count(x3)
x1
Figure 2.16: Example navigational graph pattern with aggregation, P5.
x2
type=friendOf
x1
places=set(x5)
John
type=livesIn
x3
name=x5
x4
Figure 2.17: Example navigational graph pattern with aggregation, P6.
Aggregation queries can be translated into recursive Datalog programs with aggregation. To
ensure termination in such cases only monotonic aggregate functions are used, as shown in [32].
For this reason, aggregation function average is usually not supported.
Example 19. Consider again the example social graph in Figure 2.8. agg(G,P5), where P5 is an
NGP agg depicted in Figure 2.16, produces a new property named friends for each node that has at
least one outgoing friendOf edge equal to the number of such edges. The property value is obtained
using the count aggregation function over the collecting variable x3. Thus node Alice has a new
property friends with value 2, as do nodes John, Bill, and Julia. Nodes Susan and Alex also have this
new property, but with value 1.
Example 20. To compute a set of all cities where friends of node John live, we can use an NGP agg
depicted in Figure 2.17. Assume that every place node in G has a property name. Notice that this
pattern is almost identical to pattern P2 from Figure 2.10, with the addition of the aggregating
property places over collecting variable x5. The result of agg(G,P6) is graph G, but with a new
property places for node John, equal to a set {Philadelphia,Boston,NYC}.
Example 21. Since aggregation supports recursion, complex whole-graph computation can be ex-
pressed. Consider again the graph in our running example, but assume that each edge has a property
distance that is equal to 1. We can compute the length of the shortest friendship path to target node
John with the NGP agg depicted in Figure 2.18. distance is the collecting variable, sp is the ag-
gregating property, and the aggregation expression takes the sum over the distances of each path
between nodes x1 and John and picks the smallest.
John
type=friendOf
distance=x2
*+
sp=min(sum(x2))
x1
Figure 2.18: Example navigational graph pattern with aggregation, P7.
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Graph aggregation can be performed in PTIME when the aggregation functions form a closed
semiring [92]. For example, the length of a shortest path can be computed in time O(|G|2 · |L|),
where L is the regular expression [7]. However, in the general case the problem may not terminate.
Graph aggregation is supported in Spark GraphX by a nonrecursive aggregateMessages method
that accepts an edge triplet predicate function and a commutative associative aggregation function.
SocialScope defines a Node Aggregation function that is similar but accepts a wider range of
aggregation functions. Since this approach does not allow for recursion, separate analytics methods
are added typically using a Bulk Synchronous Parallel execution model [89] such as Pregel [71]. We
will return to this point in Chapter 4.
Map
While not as common, a map operation on graph nodes or edges allows to modify node (resp.
edge) properties by applying an arbitrary mapping function, similar to relational projection. This
operation is present in, e.g., Spark GraphX [44] and Neo4j [2].
Definition 2.2.9 (Vertex-Map). The vertex-map operator, denoted mapv(fv, G), where fv is a
user-defined function, is defined as:
mapv(fv, G) = (V,E,Π, ρ, λ′v, λe),
where λ′v(v, l) = fv(v, {(li, di) | li ∈ Li ∧ di = λv(v, li)}).l.
The fv function takes a single node, with all its properties, as input, and outputs a modified set
of node properties associated with a set of valid domain values. We require that fv can be executed
in PTIME in relation to the number of node properties.
The edge-map operator is defined similarly, with the fe function applied to each edge tuple
(e, v1, v2, a).
Both vertex- and edge-map operations have linear data complexity.
Node Creation
So far we have maintained a closed world semantics, i.e., for each graph G′ being in the output
of a query, G′.V ⊆ G.V,G′.E ⊆ G.E. However, it is sometimes useful to be able to output new
nodes that are not part of the input. The operation that allows the addition of new nodes is called
node creation [92].
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school=x2
x1
type=attends
se(x1,attends,x2) name=x2
sv(x2)
Figure 2.19: Example NGP with Skolemization, P8.
Recollect that nodes in G have identity. In order to create new nodes, a mechanism to assign
new identifiers is required. One way to accomplish that is using a Skolem function, a concept
originally used in predicate logic.
Definition 2.2.10 (Node creation). A node creation operator node(G,P s), where G is a graph,
and P s is a navigational graph pattern extended with Skolem functions, is defined as:
node(G,P s) = (V ∪M,E ∪N,Π, ρ′, λ′v, λ′e), where
• M is a set of new nodes created by the Skolem function sv based on the matches of the variables
used as parameters to sv in P s,
• N is a set of edges created by the Skolem function se based on the matches of the variables
used as parameters to se in P s,
• ρ′ is extended to include mappings for new edges in N ,
• λ′v is extended to include properties for new nodes in M ,
• λ′e is extended to include properties for new edges in N .
Informally, node creation returns graph G with additional nodes representing matches of P s
in G and identifiers assigned by Skolem functions, and new edges connecting the new nodes to
elements of the matches, as depicted by P s.
Example 22. Consider the graph G in our running example. Assume that some nodes have a
property school. We can create new nodes to represent each school that people attend using the
pattern P8, depicted in Figure 2.19. New nodes and edges are depicted with a bold outline for
readability, but in principle are identified by the use of the Skolem functions. Note the use of a
Skolem function sv to assign identity to new school nodes and another Skolem function se to assign
identity to new attends edges connecting to new nodes. Assuming that both Alice and John have a
property school with value Drexel, we add a new node Drexel, as depicted in Figure 2.20.
Example 23. For a more complex case, consider pattern P9, shown in Figure 2.21. This pattern
creates a new node to represent all friends (friends-of-friends, etc.) of John who share his interests.
Every node with a friendship path from John and an edge indicating an interest that is shared by
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John x1
type=friendOf
*+
x2
type=likes
x3
type=likes
x4
se(John,friend,x1)
sv(John,friend)
Figure 2.21: Example NGP with Skolemization, P9.
Susan
Bill
G1 Julia
Alice
G2
Dave
Susan
Bill
G1 + G2 Julia
Alice
Dave
Figure 2.22: Example join of two graphs G1 and G2.
John is connected to the new node. As it happens, there are no matches in G for this pattern, so
no new nodes are created and the result is G.
Node creation involves pattern matching, followed by creating nodes and edges associated with
the matches. The combined complexity of pattern matching is known to be NP-complete in the
general case because it can be reduced to the problem of subgraph isomorphism [92], and so the
over-all operation is also NP-complete.
Graph Products
We review two common cases of graph products, graph joins and graph composition. In both
cases the result contains new edges not found in either input graph.
In graph theory, a graph join of two undirected unlabeled disjoint graphs is defined as the union
of the two graphs and additional edges connecting every vertex in G1 with each vertex in G2 [47].
An example, adapted for property graphs, is shown in Figure 2.22.
Definition 2.2.11 (Graph join). A join of graphs G1 ang G2 is denoted G1 + G2 and is defined
as:
G1 +G2 = (V ′, E′,Π′, ρ′, λ′v, λ′e),
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where
• N = {∀v1 ∈ G1.V ∀v2 ∈ G2.V se(v1, joins, v2), se(v2, joins, v1)},
• V ′ = G1.V ∪G2.V ,
• E′ = G1.E ∪G2.E ∪N ,
• Π′ = G1.Π ∪G2.Π,
• ρ′ = G1.ρ+G2.ρ+ total function from N to V ′,
• λv = G1.λv +G2.λv,
• λe = G2.λe +G2.λe + ∀e ∈ Nf(e, type) = joins,
• se is a Skolem function.
In the case of disjoint graphs, the graph join operation has PTIME data complexity, since it is
simply O(|V1| × |V2|). In the case of nondisjoint unlabeled graphs this operation is in NP, because
first the graph isomorphism problem must be solved.
SocialScope [6] defines a variant of a graph product they term composition that produces a
graph induced by new edges composed from edges of the two input graphs. The definition, adjusted
for our model of G is as follows:
Definition 2.2.12 (Graph composition). Graph composition operator G1 σ1,σ2,f G2, where G1
and G2 are graphs, σ1 and σ2 are directional conditions (src, dst), and g is a composition function
is defined as:
G1 σ1,σ2,g G2 = (V ′, E′,Π′, ρ′, λ′v, λ′e),
where
• V ′ = {u, v} | ∀e ∈ E′, ρ′(e) = (u, v),
• E′ = {se(u, joins, v)} | ∃e1 ∈ G1.E ∧ ∃e2 ∈ G2.Es.t.G1.ρ(e1).σ1 = G2.ρ(e2).σ2 ∧ u =
G1.ρ(e1).src ∧ v = G2.ρ(e2).dst,
• ρ′ is a total function that maps each edge in E′ to its source node from G1 and destination
node from G2,
• Π′ = G1.Π ∪G2.Π,
• λ′v = G1.λv +G2.λv,
• λ′e is a partial function that maps an edge in E′ and property label in L to a value determined
by input function g, based on values of properties of edges e1 and e2.
The input composition function g is similar to a user-defined mapping function fe but accepts
two sets of properties as input rather than one.
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Susan
Bill
G1 Julia
Bill
G2
Dave
Susan
G1 ⦿ G2 Julia
Figure 2.23: Example composition of two graphs G1 and G2 with directional condition σ1 = dst,
σ2 = src.
In other words, a new edge is composed from an edge in G1 and another edge in G2 if they
share a node in common and satisfy the directional conditions. The identities of the new edges are
determined by a Skolem function fe and the properties of new edges are determined by the input
function g. Only nodes that appear in new edges are included, i.e., V ′ ⊆ G1.V ∪G2.V .
An example is shown in Figure 2.23 where a single edge is generated connecting node Susan to
node Julia because of the Susan->Bill edge in G1 and Bill-Julia edge in G2.
The complexity of the graph composition problem, when defined thus, is polynomial, since it
can be expressed as a join of the two edge sets.
Note that graph composition thus defined is not recursive, but in principle it could be. We
could define a variant where new edges are computed based on a regular path query, similar to the
node creation case. We return to this point in Section 3.2.9.
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Chapter 3: Evolving Graphs Model
Our data model represents a single evolving graph, consisting of nodes, node properties, edges,
edge properties, and addition, modification, and deletion of these over time. It uses a closed world
semantics – we assume that evolution history is complete, the state of the graph is fully known and
recorded at each time instant, and future information is not represented, i.e., there is no uncertain
or incomplete information.
In Section 3.1 we define the logical representation of an evolving graph. In Section 3.2 we
rigorously define the operations of our Temporal Graph Algebra (TGA). In Section 3.3 we revisit
the motivating examples and show how TGA operators can be used to formulate queries to answer
them.
3.1 TGraph – Temporal Graph Model
We now describe the logical representation of an evolving graph, called a TGraph. A TGraph
represents a single graph, and models the evolution of its topology and of vertex and edge properties.
This is in line with the nontemporal graph definition 2.2.1.
In order to represent evolving graphs, we provide two definitions: 1) an extension of Defini-
tion 2.2.1, and 2) one that is based on temporal relataional model. The two models are equivalent,
Table 3.1: A co-authorship network represented using the TGraph model, consisting of two nested
temporal relations.
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
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v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
2015/1 2015/2 2015/5 2015/6 2015/7 2015/10
v2name=Bob v2name=Bob,school=CMU
v2name=Bob,school=CMU v2
name=Bob,
school=CMU
cnt=3 cnt=3
cnt=4
Figure 3.1: Snapshot sequence representation of the example TGraph from Table 3.1. Node and
edge type property ommitted for readability.
but it is sometimes easier to define the semantics of an operation over one definition than the other.
We extend the property graph model to represent graph nodes and edges as follows: each node
and edge is associated with a period of validity, as is each property value. A TGraph can also be
represented with two nested temporal relations (Section 2.1.1), associating a fact (existence of a
vertex or edge, and an assignment of a value to a vertex or edge attribute) with a time period.
Table 3.1 gives an example of a TGraph that shows evolution of a co-authorship network in the
nested temporal relational model. Node 1 persists without change from 2015/1 to 2015/7, but node
2 has a property change event at 2015/5, thus creating a new tuple. For the same of readability
we display the nested attribute a as a list of key value pairs.
This TGraph can also be visualized as a sequence of snapshots, as shown in Figure 3.1.
We now give a formal definition of a TGraph.
Definition 3.1.1 (TGraph). A TGraph G is a 7-tuple (V,E,Π, ρ, ξT , λTv , λTe ), where:
• V is a finite set of nodes,
• E is a finite set of edges,
• Π is a set of available properties, where each element in Π is a pair (Li, Di), Li is a property
name, and Di is the domain of property Li,
• ρ : E → (V × V ) is a total function that maps an edge to its source and destination node,
• ξT : (V ∪ E) × ΩT × ΩT → B is a total function that maps a node or an edge and a time
period to a boolean, indicating whether the node (resp. edge) existed during that whole time
period,
• λTv : V ×
⋃
Li×ΩT ×ΩT → V al is a partial function that maps a node from V and a property
label from (Li, Di) pairs in Π during a time period to a value in domain Di at that time,
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• λTe : E ×
⋃
Li ×ΩT ×ΩT → V al is a partial function that maps an edge in E and a property
label from (Li, Di) pairs in Π during a time period to a value of that property in its domain
Di at that time.
This definition is almost exactly like Definition 2.2.1, with the addition of the ξT function that
asociates nodes and edges with their periods of validity, and the modification of the λ functions
that map from entities to their property values, to include time. Properties can only take on a
value during time periods when the node (resp. edge) exists. As in the nontemporal definition,
the property set of each node or edge may not be empty, since the type property is required. For
consistency, we restrict property domains to atomic types and those that can be represented by a
V-relation.
As in TRA, time is part of the model rather than an additional property in the property set.
Time is treated special and cannot be modified by the user directly, although it can be accessed in
predicates. This is one of the lessons from the temporal relational work and we incorporate it here.
Note that the ρ function is not temporal – an edge always connects the same two nodes, whenever
it exists.
To retrieve individual snapshots we define a get-snapshot operator in the same spirit as the
TRA’s timeslice operator.
Definition 3.1.2 (Get Snapshot). Get snapshot operator snapp maps from a TGraph
G(V,E, ρ, ξT , λTv , λTe ) to a static graph G at time point p:
snapp(G) = (V ′, E′,Π, ρ, λv, λe),
where:
• V ′ = {v | v ∈ V ∧ ∃t(ξT (v, t) ∧ p ∈ t)}
• E′ = {e | e ∈ E ∧ ∃t(ξT (e, t) ∧ p ∈ t)}
• λv = λTv ([p, p+ 1))
• λe = λTe ([p, p+ 1))
As with timeslice, get-snapshot removes all references to time from the TGraph. The set of nodes
is limited to those that are valid at point p, as determined by the ξ function. The same with edges.
The ξ function itself is not included, since graph snapshots are not temporal and do not contain
any time information, per Def. 2.2.1. Both λ functions are obtained through partial application
(currying) of the λT functions.
In order to take advantage of TRA, we provide an alternate definition using two nested temporal
relations, assuming, for the moment, that all node/edge properties are in a single domain D.
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Definition 3.1.3 (TGraph-Relational). A TGraph is a pair G = (TV,TE). TV is a valid-time
nested temporal relation with schema TV(v, a : (K,B) | T ), where K is a property key string,
and B is a property value . TV associates a vertex and its property set with the time period
during which it is present and unchanged. TE is a valid-time nested temporal relation with schema
TE(e, v1, v2, a : (K,B) | T ), connecting pairs of vertices from TV.
Relations of G must meet the following requirements:
R1: Unique vertices/ edges In every snapshot τp(TV) and τp(TE), where p is a time point, a
vertex/edge exists at most once. That is, we require set-based semantics with duplicate free
temporal relations.
R2: Referential integrity In every snapshot τp(TE) foreign key constraints hold to τp(TV) on
both v1 and v2.
R3: Coalesced Value-equivalent tuples in all relations of G with consecutive or overlapping time
periods are merged. For a nested attribute, value equivalence is a standard set equivalence,
i.e., that the sets of property pairs are the same.
R4: Required property For any tuple v ∈ TV, v.a 6= ∅, and for any tuple e ∈ TE, e.a 6= ∅. That
is, we require that each node and edge have at least one property (type) in its property set.
R5: Constant edge association For any pair of tuples e1, e2 ∈ TE, e1.e = e2.e =⇒ e1.v1 =
e2.v1∧ e1.v2 = e2.v2. That is, consistent with the non-relational definition, we require that an
edge always connects the same two nodes, whenever it exists.
Property sets are represented by a nontemporal nested relation, and, more specifically, a V-
relation (refer to a discussion in Section 2.1.4). Definition 3.1.3 assumes, for simplicity, that all
properties draw values from a single domain. It is straight-forward to generalize this definition,
allowing the set of property domains to not be limited to a single domain or even to atomic values.
We can include any domain that can be represented by an atomic type or a nested relation.
An alternative schema for TV could be (v,B1, . . . , Bn | T ), where n is the size of the set of all
properties in G, i.e., |Π|, and each Bi is an attribute of domain Di ∈ Π, including nested relations.
The reason we do not use this model is two-fold:
• The set of all possible properties in G is large, but most nodes and edges contain only a small
subset of the properties. The undefined properties for a specific tuple can be represented by
a NULL, but this leads to a very sparse relation.
• Evolving graphs change not only in terms of topology and property values, but by adding
new property types. This kind of evolution of the graph requires a modification of the TV
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(resp. TE) schema every time a new property is added. In contrast, with the nested model we
use, an addition of a new property only requires modification of the schema if the property
is of a type not currently present in the set of domains of Π.
The use of nested relations in the schema of TV and TE does not change the expressive power
beyond that of flat relations, as shown in [3].
Requirements R1 and R2 guarantee soundness of the TGraph data structure, ensuring that
every snapshot of a TGraph is a valid graph. If we remove requirementR1, a snapshot at some point
p may contain two instances of the same node or edge, which breaks the set-based graph semantics.
RequirementR2 prevents a situation where an edge connects a node that does not exist at that time
instant. RequirementR3 avoids semantic ambiguity and ensures correctness of algebraic operations
in point-stamped temporal models such as ours [53], as we showed in Section 2.1.1. Requirement
R4 provides compatability with the graph-based definition, where property type is required, and
avoids any loss of information when relations TV and TE are unnested during operations.
In Figure 3.1 we visualized the example TGraph as a sequence of snapshots. However, we do not
model an evolving graph as a sequence of snapshots, as many others have done [18, 22, 36, 38, 55,
57, 63, 65, 77, 81, 84, 94]. Recollect that TRA operators are not defined over a sequence of relation
snapshots, because this violates the extended snapshot reducibility property (Section 2.1.1). The
same applies here. We discuss this in more detail in Section 6.1.
In the TGraph representation of Definition 3.1.3, vertices and edges are represented as two
relations, and vertex and edge attributes are stored as collections of properties. That said, Defini-
tion 3.1.3 presents a logical data structure that admits different physical representations, including,
e.g., a nested node/edge structure, a columnar representation of attributes (each property in a
separate relation, supporting different change rates), by a hash-based representation of [86], or in
some other way. We explore this further in Chapter 4.
The get-snapshot operator over the TGraph-Relational model is defined by using the timeslice
relational operator:
Definition 3.1.4 (Get Snapshot – Relational). Get snapshot operator over the relational repre-
sentation of G is defined as:
snapp(G) = (τp(TV), τp(TE))
To obtain a graph snapshot over TGraphR we simply use the TRA timeslice operator τ for both
TV and TE relations.
Definitions 3.1.1 and 3.1.3 are equivalent. We prove this by construction.
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Theorem 1. Let T G be the set of valid TGraphs (per Def. 3.1.1) and let T GR be the set of valid
TGraph-Relations (per Def 3.1.3). There is a bijection between T G and T GR.
Proof. We prove this theorem in two parts. In the first part, we show that, given G ∈ T G, we can
construct a GR ∈ T GR in polynomial time. In the second part, we show that, give GR ∈ T GR, we
can construct a G ∈ T G in polynomial time.
Part 1:
1. Assume that T is a set of all time instances in G. For each node v ∈ V and property in Π,
we retrieve the set of property values and their periods of validity by applying function λTv
to each point in ΩT . The input size is |V |. The output size is at most |V | × |T | × |Π| if every
node exists at every time instant of T and has every property in Π. Recollect that the time
domain is of limited precision and we use point semantics, so we can probe every point once.
The result is a relation instance b with schema (v,K,B | T ), where K is the property name
and B is the property value.
2. Nest K and B into a single nested attribute a. The result is a relation with the same schema
as TV and of size at most |V | × |T |. Coalesce the result, which can be done in polynomial
time [13].
3. For each edge e ∈ E retrieve the set of intervals of validity and property sets in the same
fashion as in points 1 and 2 above, but using function λTe . The result is a relation instance d
with a schema (e, a|T ), where a is the property relation. As in points 1-2, the input size is
|E| and the output size is |E| × |T |.
4. For each edge e ∈ E retrieve the source and destination nodes using function ρ. The result is
a nontemporal relation instance f with a schema e, v1, v2. The input size and the output size
are the same: |E|.
5. TE = d 1Te f . We join relation instances d and f by key, and the size of the result is |d|,
as there is a single tuple per edge in f (edge source and destination points cannot change
through time).
The above steps may be simplified if the set of validity periods of the functions ξT , λTv , and λTe
are directly available.
Part 2:
1. The set of nodes V is a result of nontemporal projection of TV onto key v: V = piv(TV).
The input size has an upper bound of |V | × c, where c is the maximum number of changes of
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any v ∈ V . The output size is |V |. Note: this can be expressed solely in TRA as a union of
timeslices over temporal projection onto v: V = ∀p ∈ T ⋃ τp(piTv (TV)).
2. The set of edges E is a result of nontemporal projection of TE onto key e: E = pie(TE). The
output size is |E|.
3. The set of available properties Π = pik(µT (TV)) ∪ pik(µT (TE)). The input size is the total
number of node tuples, upper-bounded by |V | × c. Unnesting TV has an upper bound of
size |V | × c× |Π| if every node has every property in Π. The same applies for TE. The final
nontemporal projection leads to all the properties available, at most |Π|.
4. Function ρ(e1) is computed by a key lookup on e1 in TE, i.e., piTv1,v2(σTe=e1(TE)). The size of
the output is either 0 or 1, since edge end points cannot change with time.
5. Function ξT is computed by a selection query, followed by a slice on TV for nodes (TE for edges
resp.): ξT (v1, t) = τt(σTv=v1,T=t(TV)), ξ(e1, t) = τt(σ
T
e=e1,T=t(TE)). The size of the output is
either 0 or 1.
6. Function λTv is computed by a selection query with an equality predicate on k on TV, followed
by a slice: λTv (v1, l, t) = τt(σTK=l(µT (σTv=v1,T=t(TV))). The size of the first selection is at
most 1, since only one tuple may exist in TV for a node at any given time (per Def. 3.1.3,
requirement R1). The output of unnesting is of size at most |Π| if node v1 has all the possible
properties in Π. Finally, the output of the last selection is of size at most 1 if the node v1 has
property l.
7. Function λTe is computed by a selection query with a temporal predicate and an equality
predicate on k on TE, followed by a slice: λTe (e1, l, t) = τt(σTK=l(µT (σTe=e1,T=t(TE)))). The
same argument applies as in point 6.
When we define operations of our graph algebra, we will use either TGraph or TGraph-relational
model, as convenient.
3.2 Temporal Graph Algebra
This section defines our proposed Temporal Graph Algebra, or TGA for short. Our goal is to
enable a wide range of analyses useful to potential users, with a focus on analysis over time, and
motivated by our examples and those we found in the literature.
The semantics of each operator is specified either by a translation into a sequence of TRA
operators, as defined in Section 2.1.3, or by applying navigational patterns from Definition 2.2.7,
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extended with time. We assume that the model properties (snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot
reducibility, coalescing) are maintained by the temporal relational model, e.g., that if a TRA
operator is known to produce uncoalesced results, they are coalesced in the final output, and that
the integrity constraints from TE to TV are enforced. We use the foreign key constraint enforcement
method that allows the operation and then modifies the output to remove (or trim) tuples from
TE for which a corresponding entry does not exist in TV. For readability sake, we use a shorthand
notation and refer to G.TV as TV and to G.TE as TE.
But first we need to introduce a new primitive resolve, itself a sequence of TRA operators.
Recollect that in TRA tuples have no identity and are coalesced only if they are value-equivalent
(see Definition 2.1.1 and the subsequent discussion on coalescing). TGA, however, while using
temporal valid-time relations, includes both node and edge identity. Identifiers are required in
order to distinguish between nodes, resp. edges, as their properties may change over time. In this
sense nodes and edges are akin to objects in an object database. We refer to node tuples, resp.
edge tuples, that have the same identifiers, as identity-equivalent:
Definition 3.2.1 (Identity-equivalent). Two node tuples in TV, resp. edge tuples in TE, are
identity-equivalent if they agree on the key – v for TV, e for TE, regardless of the values of the
rest of the attributes.
To produce a valid TGraph, we need to output valid keyed relations TV and TE with no identity-
equivalent nodes or edges over overlapping time instants. TRA does not have a mechanism for
coalescing based on key only. In addition, TV and TE are nested relations, since each node and
edge attribute is a set of key-value pairs. Thus, any TGA operation that may produce multiple
identity-equivalent nodes or edges over overlaping time periods in its intermediate result requires
an additional user input, which is a set of aggregate functions, to be used in the resolve primitive.
Definition 3.2.2 (Resolve primitive). Resolve primitive R(f1(k1), . . . , fn(kn), r) where id is the
nontemporal key of the input relation r (e.g., v for TV or e for TE), k1, . . . , kn are property names,
and f1, . . . , fn are aggregate functions over those properties is defined as:
R(f1(k1), . . . , fn(kn), r) = νTa,k,b(
⋃
id γ
T
fi(ki)(pi
T
k=ki(µ
T
a (r))))
In other words, resolve unnests (Definition 2.1.26) the input relation, computes a temporal
aggregation (Definition 2.1.19) by key, applying specified aggregate function to each property, and
then nests (Definition 2.1.25) to produce the final result consistent with the TGraph model.
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Table 3.2: Example nested temporal relation
w.
v a T
S C
w1 10 100 Susan [2000/1,2010/1)
w2 10 20 Sue [2008/1,2011/1)
w3 20 5 John [2010/1,2015/2)
Table 3.3: R(max(S), count(C),w)
v a T
S C
10 100 1 [2000/1,2008/1)
10 100 2 [2008/1,2010/1)
10 20 1 [2010/1,2011/1)
20 5 1 [2010/1,2015/2)
Table 3.4: Example TGraph G.
TV
v a T
x1 v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
x2 v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
x3 v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
x4 v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
y1 e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
y2 e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
Example 24. Consider a nested temporal relation w in Table 3.2. Tuples w1 and w2 are identity-
equivalent and have overlapping time periods. However, they are not value-equivalent, so this rela-
tion is considered coalesced in TRA. R(max(S), count(C),w) computes a new relation w′ shown
in Table 3.3. w′ does not have any identity-equivalent tuples, and resolving a conflict in tuple w1
and w2 generates three tuples with non-overlapping timestamps.
With this foundation we can now define our TGA operators. TGA is snapshot reducible and
extended snapshot reducible with respect to the nontemporal graph query language in Section 2.2.2.
We return to this more formally in Section 3.4.2.
3.2.1 Trim
As we showed in the motivating examples, it is useful to focus analysis on a particular portion
of the overall TGraph history. The trim operator computes a new TGraph, limited only to those
nodes and edges that existed during the specified period.
Example 25. Consider the example TGraph G in Table 3.4, which we use throughout this section.
trim with an input period [2015/5,2015/8) computes G′ as depicted in Table 3.5. Observe that tuple
x2 is not present because it is wholly outside of the input period. Observe also that the period of
validity of tuple x1 has been modified to equal the intersection with the input period, i.e., it has been
trimmed.
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Table 3.5: trimT[2015/5,2015/8)(G)
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/5,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/8)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/5,2015/8)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/5,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/8)
Definition 3.2.3 (Trim). The trim operator, denoted trimTc (G), where c is a time interval and G
is a TGraph is defined over the TGraph-Relational representation as:
trimTc (G) = (TV ′, TE′) | TV ′ = piv,T intersect c,a(σTp overlaps c(TV )) ∧ TE′ =
pie,v1,v2,T intersect c,a(σTp overlaps c(TE)
trim is essentially a temporal selection over TV and TE relations to contain only those nodes
and edges whose periods have a non-empty intersection with c, with their periods trimmed to be
within c. The selection can be performed over TV and TE relations in any order.
3.2.2 Map
To allow manipulation of node and edge attributes we introduce vertex-map and edge-map
operators. Vertex-map and edge-map apply user-defined map functions to attributes in the same
spirit as map in functional languages and the relational projection operator in TRA (Def. 2.1.18).
While the map functions are arbitrary user-specified functions, there are some common cases.
Map may specify the set of properties to project out or retain, it may aggregate (e.g., COUNT) or
values of a collection property, or unnest a nested value in a property. In other words, mapping
is on an entity-by-entity, tuple-by-tuple basis. The time period can be referenced in the mapping
function but cannot be changed, that is, the period of validity remains unchanged, consistent with
temporal projection in Definition 2.1.18.
Example 26. Consider again TGraph G in our running example from Table 3.4. vertex-map with a
projection of the type and name properties results in a new TGraph, depicted in Table 3.6. Observe
that tuples x2 and x3 generate only a single tuple over the combined time period due to coalescing.
Definition 3.2.4 (vertex-map). The vertex-map operator, denoted mapTv (fv,G), where fv is a
user-defined mapping function, is defined as:
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Table 3.6: mapTv (pitype,name,G)
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
Table 3.7: mapTe (cnt as count when p overlaps [2015/3,2015/6),G)
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,count=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
mapTv (fv,G) = (TV ′, TE′) | TV ′ = {(v, a′|T ) | (v, a|T ) ∈ TV ∧ a′ = fv(v, a|T )} ∧ TE′ = TE
Definition 3.2.4 is formulated over the TGraph-Relational representation for simplicity, but can
be rephrased over TGraph representation (Def. 3.1.1), similarly to the nontemporal definition 2.2.9.
vertex-map is essentially a temporal projection over TV that retains all attributes of TV but changes
the nested attribute a. Because node periods are not modified, no changes to TE are made to enforce
referential integrity. The TV′ relation must be coalesced, which is done automatically by the model.
Similarly:
Definition 3.2.5 (edge-map). The edge-map operator, denoted mapTe (fe,G), where fe is a user-
defined mapping function, is defined as:
mapTe (fe,G) = (TV ′, TE′) | TV ′ = TV ∧ TE′ = {(e, v1, v2, a′|T ) | (e, v1, v2, a|T ) ∈ TE ∧ a′ =
fe(e, v1, v2, a|T )
Example 27. The mapping function can refer to the timestamp, as can be seen in Table 3.7, where
the mapping function renames the cnt property to count but only for edges in the spring. Thus,
tuple y1 is changed, while tuple y2 remains unchanged.
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x1 x2y1
Figure 3.2: Navigational graph pattern P1, restricting to nonisolated nodes only.
Table 3.8: subgraphT with pattern P1 returns a graph with no isolated nodes.
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/2,2015/6)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/7,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
3.2.3 Subgraph
Temporal subgraph matching is a generalization of subgraph matching for non-temporal graphs
as defined in Definition 2.2.4. Subgraph returns a TGraph matching the input navigational graph
pattern (Definition 2.2.7) that may include temporal predicates.
Example 28. Consider TGraph G from our running example (Table 3.4). Let’s say that we are only
interested in non-isolated nodes, i.e., only those that have a non-zero degree. Pattern P1, shown in
Figure 3.2, yields new TGraph G’ depicted in Table 3.8. Observe that while the number of node tuples
in the output is the same as in the input, their periods are smaller to only include times when edges
are present. For instance, x1 period has been reduced from [2015/1,2015/7) to [2015/2,2015/6),
since no edge connected to v1 exists in either [2015/1,2015/2) or [2015/6,2015/7).
To state this formally, we first modify the definition of a NGP(Definition 2.2.7) to include time:
Definition 3.2.6 (Temporal Navigational Graph Pattern). A temporal navigational graph pattern
(TNGP) is a graph TNGP , where V is extended with a set of node variables, E is extended with a
set of edge variables and regular path expressions, and property names and values are also extended
with variables. Any variable expression may have a temporal predicate.
A match of TNGP in G is restricted to be isomorphic, i.e., one entity, whether node or edge,
cannot match different variables. When no temporal predicates are present in the TNGP, it is
semantically evaluated as a regular navigational graph pattern over each snapshot of G.
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x1
x1.t succedesOrMeets
[2015/01,2016/01)
Figure 3.3: Temporal navigational graph pattern restricting nodes by period of validity.
A TNGP may have the following comparators in the expressions: =, >,<,≤,≥,∈,3,⊂,⊆,⊃,⊇.
The set-based comparators are provided for complex-value properties.
Example 29. Consider a TNGP in Figure 3.3. It matches only nodes with periods of validity since
2016/01. We place the node and edge temporal constraints above the node boxes in the graphical
pattern to distinguish them from other types of data.
We now define subgraphT as follows:
Definition 3.2.7 (Temporal subgraph). The temporal subgraph operator, denoted subgraphT (P,G),
where qv is a set of all node matches of node variables and constants in a temporal navigational
graph pattern P , and qe is a set of all edge matches of edge variables and constants in P , is defined
as:
subgraphT (P,G) = (qv(P,G), qe(P,G),Π, ρ, ξT , λTv , λTe )
There is a potential semantic ambiguity that does not arise in static graphs. Consider TGraph
G from our running example. Given a simple query on nodes that selects only those that have a
school property, connected by edges that persist for longer than 2 month, two results are possible,
as depicted in Tables 3.9a and 3.9b. In the first case, the queries on nodes and edges are executed
first and then the foreign key constraint is enforced. Thus tuple y1 is selected but then its duration
is shortened because tuple x2 is not selected, and we have an edge in the result that is in fact
shorter than 2 months required duration. In the second case, the query on nodes is carried out and
the foreign key constraint is enforced before carrying out the query on the edges, and thus tuple
y2 does not appear in the result.
To resolve this ambiguity we apply the principle of extended snapshot reducibility that states
that the presence of temporal predicates should not change the behavior of the temporal operator
with respect to the snapshot reducibility in all other ways. Thus neither interpretation of this
subgraph query is correct. Another way to think about it is to rephrase the query so: which nodes
have the property and are connected continuously for at least two months. Clearly only nodes v2
and v3 in the period from [2015/7, 2015/10) connected by edge e2 meet the pattern.
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Table 3.9: Subgraph of nodes with a school property connected by edges that persist for longer
than 2 months.
(a) foreign key constraint enforced last
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/5,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
(b) edge predicate applied last
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
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Table 3.10: aggT (p2, G)
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/2)
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel,olde=1 [2015/2,2015/6)
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/6,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,olde=1 [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU,olde=1 [2015/5,2015/6)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/6,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
olde=count(x2)+count(x5)
x1 x3
x2.t 
precedesOrMeets
[2015/6,2016/1)
X2 {0..1}x4
x5.t 
precedesOrMeets
[2015/6,2016/1)
X5 {0..1}
Figure 3.4: TNGP p2 that computes the degree of each node accounting only for old edges.
3.2.4 Aggregation
Temporal aggregation is a generalization of the graph aggregation operation defined in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 to include temporal predicates and operate over temporal data. It computes the value
of a new node property based on information available at the node itself, at the edges associated
with the node, and at its neighbors. Aggregation can be used to compute simple properties such as
in-degree of a node, or more complex ones such as the set of countries that the friends of v visited
in the past year.
Example 30. Consider our running example TGraph G (Table 3.4). We compute a new node
property olde that is the degree of each node counting only edges that existed before 2015/6 using
temporal aggregation and pattern p2, depicted in Figure 3.4. The result is shown in Table 3.10.
Definition 3.2.8 (Aggregation). Temporal graph aggregation aggT (P,G), where P is a TNGP
(Definition 3.2.6) extended with aggregation functions and M is a set of aggregating properties in
P is defined as:
aggT (P,G) = (V,E,Π′, ρ, ξT , λT ′v , λT
′
e ), where
• Π′ = Π ∪M ,
• Dom(λ′v) = Dom(λv) ∪Av,
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school=x2
x1
type=studentAt
fe(x1,studentAt,x2) type=school
students	=	count(x1)
fv(x2)
Figure 3.5: TNGP to create nodes for each value of school property.
• Dom(λ′e) = Dom(λe) ∪Ae,
• Av is the set of values of all node aggregating expressions in P applied to G,
• Ae is the set of values of all edge aggregating expressions in P applied to G.
Aggregation can be used to compute the lengths of journeys. A journey is transitive closure on
the graph conditional on the time property of the edges – two nodes are connected by a new edge
if there is a non-decreasing time path between them [20, 38].
Example 31. Consider TGraph G in our running example. We can compute the longest journey
from each node in G using aggregation. The longest journey from node v1 is of length 2 through
node v2 to node v3, since edge tuple y2 starts later than tuple y1. However, node v1 is unreachable
from node v3 even if we reverse the edge direction because that requires traveling back in time.
3.2.5 Node Creation
The node creation operator enables the user to analyze an evolving graph at different levels of
granularity. This operator comes in two variants — based on node attributes or based on temporal
window.
Attribute-based Node Creation
Attribute-based node creation is a temporal generalization of the graph node creation operation
in Definition 2.2.10. Recall that node creation adds new nodes that represent a matching input
pattern. Attribute-based node creation takes in a TNGP extended with Skolem functions, but is
otherwise the same as the nontemporal one.
Example 32. Consider our running example TGraph G (Table 3.4). We can create new summary
nodes to represent each school based on the school property of the nodes using the pattern in Fig-
ure 3.5. The result is shown in Table 3.11, with two new nodes Drexel and CMU and studentAt edges
connecting to these nodes. The TNGP can specify aggregation functions to compute properties of
the new nodes based on the input pattern and here count is used to generate the students property.
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Table 3.11: Attribute-based node creation based on property school.
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
Drexel type=school,students=2 [2015/1,2015/7)
Drexel type=school,students=1 [2015/7,2015/10)
CMU type=school,students=1 [2015/5,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
e3 v1 Drexel type=studentAt [2015/1,2015/7)
e4 v3 Drexel type=studentAt [2015/1,2015/10)
e5 v2 CMU type=studentAt [2015/5,2015,10)
Definition 3.2.9 (Attribute-based node creation). Attribute-based node creation, denoted
nodeTa (P s,G) where P s is a TNGP extended with Skolem functions, is defined as:
nodeTa (P s,G) = (V ∪M,E ∪N,Π, ρ′, ξT
′
, λT
′
v , λ
T ′
e ), where
• M is a set of new nodes created by the Skolem function sv based on the matches of the variables
used as parameters to sv in P s,
• N is a set of new edges created by the Skolem function se based on the matches of the variables
used as parameters to se in P s,
• ρ′ is extended to include mappings for new edges in N ,
• ξT ′ is extended to include mappings for new nodes and edges in M and N ,
• λT ′v is extended to include properties for new nodes in M ,
• λT ′e is extended to include properties for new edges in N .
Intuitively, like in the non-temporal version, the nodes are computed by applying the pattern.
Every new node is assigned an identity by a Skolem function. Each new node is connected to the
pattern from which it originated with new edges, the identity of which is also assigned by a Skolem
function. The new nodes and edges are added to the input TGraph.
Attribute-based node creation allows the user to, for instance, generate a TGraph in which
nodes correspond to disjoint groups of nodes in the input that agree on the values of all grouping
attributes. It can also be used with more complex patterns, such as to generate a new node for
each connected component and assign it a size property.
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Table 3.12: Node creation with a 3-month window.
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/1,2015/4)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/4,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/1,2015/7)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
Window-based Node Creation
It is interesting and insightful to analyze an evolving graph at different levels of temporal
granularity. For example, the user may want to redefine temporal resolution and look at the graph
at that scale, irrespective of whether this resolution happens to be finer or coarse than the natural
evolution rate of the graph. For this, we introduce a window-based node creation operator that is
similar to the moving window temporal aggregation in temporal relational algebra. Our approach
is inspired by stream aggregation work of [68], adopted to graphs, and by generalized quantifiers
of [50].
Window-based node creation modifies tuple periods based on consecutive temporal windows
from the window specification, such as 2 months or 10 years.
Example 33. Consider again TGraph G in our running example depicted in Table 3.4. Table 3.12
shows the result of applying node creation with a 3-month window. Note that the period of node
v2 in the result starts earlier, on 2015/1, because the node existed in the first defined window
[2015/1,2015/4). It also ends earlier because two versions existed during the second defined window
[2015/4,2015/7) and we picked the last.
The above example essentially declared a node or an edge to be valid for each time window if
it existed during any part of that window. It is useful to be able to quantify required node/edge
duration in order to consider it valid. We use quantifiers for this purpose. Node and edge quantifiers
rv and re are of the form { all | most | at least n | exists }, where n is a decimal representing the
percentage of the time during which a node or an edge existed, relative to the duration of the
window. Quantifiers are useful for observing different kinds of temporal evolution, e.g., to observe
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only strong connections over a volatile evolving graph, we may want to only include nodes that
span the entire window (rv = all), and edges that span a large portion of the window (re = most).
Window specification is of the form n {unit|changes}, where n is an integer, and unit is a time
unit, e.g., 10 min, 3 years, or any multiple of the usual time units. When the window specification is
in the form n changes, it defines the window by the number of changes that occurred in G (affecting
any of its constituent relations). Window boundaries are defined left-to-right, i.e., from least to
most recent.
Window specification generates a temporal relationW with the schema (N |T ), where each tuple
associates a window number with its duration.
Putting it all together:
Definition 3.2.10 (Window-based node creation). The window-based node creation operator, de-
noted nodeTw(w, rv, re, fv1(k1), . . . , fvn(kn), fe1(l1), . . . , fem(lm),G), where w is the window specifica-
tion, W is the relation generated by w consisting of periods defined by the specification, rv and re
are node and edge quantifiers, and each fvj (kj) (fej (lj)) specifies an aggregation function fvj (resp.
fej ) to be applied to a node property kj (resp. edge property lj) is defined as:
nodeTw(w, rv, re, fv1(k1), . . . , fvn(kn), fe1(l1), . . . , fem(lm),G) =
{TV ′, TE′ | TV ′ = σTrv(R(fv1(k1), . . . , fvn(kn), piTv,a(TV ×T W )))∧
TE′ = σTre(R(fe1(l1), . . . , fem(lm), piTe,v1,v2,a(TE ×T W )))}
Essentially, we compute a cross product of each node and edge to every window it overlaps,
project out the dummy window number, apply the resolve primitive for cases where more than one
identity-equivalent tuple is in the same window, and select only those that meet the quantification.
It does not matter in which order computation is applied, i.e., either TV or TE can be computed
first, as long as the foreign key constraint is enforced in the final result.
For the purposes of this operator we expand the list of supported aggregation functions to
include temporal first (min(t1.s, t2.s)) and last (max(t1.s, t2.s)).
Our window specification by change is similar to slide-by-row window in stream aggregation [68].
Note that, because TGraph algebra is compositional, we do not support node creation with overlap-
ping windows, because it does not produce a valid TGraph. To see why this is so, consider applying
a sliding window of 3 months range with 1 month slide to graph T in our running example TGraph G.
We would produce the following tuples for v1: (v1, [2015/1, 2015/4), a1), (v1, [2015/2, 2015/5), a2),
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Table 3.13: nodeTw(rv = always, re = exists, fv1 = first(name), fv2 = first(school),G)
W
N T
1 [2015/1,2015/6)
2 [2015/6,2015/10)
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/6)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/6,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/5,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/6,2015/10)
(v1, [2015/3, 2015/6)), and so on, which clearly violates the temporally coalesced requirement in
definition 3.1.3.
Example 34. Table 3.13 illustrates window-based node creation by change (w = 3 changes) with all
quantifier for nodes and exists for edges, and first aggregation function for node and edge properties.
v2 is present in the result starting at 5/15 because it did not exist for the entirety of the first window.
Edge id e1 is reduced in duration because before 2015/5 v2 does not exist and after 2015/6 v1 does
not exist. On the other hand edge id e2 is extended in duration to cover the whole second window
as both of its end points exist and it existed at some point during the window in the input.
3.2.6 Union
We support temporal versions of the three binary set operators intersection (∩TG), union (∪TG),
and difference (\TG). The union operator produces a TGraph that contains nodes and edges that
exist in either G1 or G2.
Example 35. Consider another TGraph G2 depicted in Table 3.14. Temporal union of G and G2
is shown in Table 3.15. As with the TRA ∪T (Def.2.1.22), each node (resp. edge) holds at every
time instant in which it holds in either of the input TV (resp. TE) relations. Thus node v1 period
is extended based on the union of tuples x1 and w1.
There is a graph-specific difference between TRA union and TGA union related to identity,
namely, there is no guarantee that a node or an edge with the same identity and at the same time
instant has the same property set in both input graphs. Previously published work either avoided
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Table 3.14: Example TGraph G2.
TV
v a T
w1 v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/2,2015/9)
w2 v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/4)
w3 v4 type=person,name=Dave,group=AI [2015/2,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
eˆ1 e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/4)
eˆ2 e3 v4 v2 type=co-author,cnt=2 [2015/4,2015/6)
Table 3.15: Union of G and G2.
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/9)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
v4 type=person,name=Dave,group=AI [2015/2,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
e3 v4 v2 type=co-author,cnt=2 [2015/4,2015/6)
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Table 3.16: Example TGraph G3.
TV
v a T
z1 v1 type=person,name=Alice,group=DB [2015/2,2015/9)
z2 v2 type=person,name=Bobby [2015/2,2015/4)
z3 v2 type=person,name=Bob,group=DB [2015/4,2015/6)
z4 v4 type=person,name=Dave,group=AI [2015/2,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e¯1 e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/4)
e¯2 e3 v4 v2 type=co-author,cnt=2 [2015/4,2015/6)
this problem by not using the property model (as long as ids match there is no issue) or side-stepped
it by requiring that both input graphs are drawn from the same underlying graph [6]. We aim
to provide a more general operation without this restriction. To this end we require aggregation
functions as additional input to ∪TG to resolve identity-equivalent tuples with overlapping periods.
Definition 3.2.11 (Union).
TGraph union operator, denoted ∪TGfv1(k1),...,fvn(kn),fe1(l1),...,fem(lm), where each fvj(kj) (fej(lj)) speci-
fies an aggregation function fvj (resp. fej) to be applied to a node property kj (resp. edge property
lj) is defined as:
G1∪TGfv1(k1),...,fvn(kn),fe1(l1),...,fem(lm)G2 = (TV ′, TE′) | TV ′ = R(fv1, . . . , fvn, TV1∪T TV2)∧TE′ =
R(fe1, . . . , fem, TE1 ∪T TE2)
We use the TRA’s ∪T operator on both constituent relations of G, followed by applying the
resolve primitive to coalesce identity-equivalent tuples. With this approach nodes (resp. edges) can
have different property sets while still resulting in a valid output TGraph. Note, however, that it is
still necessary for the node (resp. edge) identifiers of the two graphs to be from the same universe.
For the purposes of binary operators we expand the set of aggregation functions to include left,
which gives precedence to the value of the property from the left operand, and right, which does
the opposite. These functions are useful if it is known that one of the two input TGraphs contains
the ground truth. The above definition assumes that an aggregation function is provided for each
property in Π. In practice, a syntax over TGA can specify a default aggregation function, such as
set, so that the user does not have to list all possible properties.
Example 36. Consider another TGraph G3 in Table 3.16. Union of this graph with G from our
running example is shown in Table 3.17. Note that union of tuple x2 with z2 produces a new tuple
(v2,name=Bob|[2015/2,2015/4)) because precedence is given to the G’s name property (Bob, not
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Table 3.17: G ∪TGleft(name),max(count) G3
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/2)
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel,group=DB [2015/2,2015/7)
v1 type=person,name=Alice,group=DB [2015/7,2015/9)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/4)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,group=DB [2015/4,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU,group=DB [2015/5,2015/6)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/6,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
v4 type=person,name=Dave,group=AI [2015/2,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
e3 v4 v2 type=co-author,cnt=2 [2015/4,2015/6)
Bobby) with the left aggregation function. Also note that four different tuples are produced for v2
for the four different periods of value equivalence.
3.2.7 Intersection
The TGraph intersection operator produces a TGraph of nodes and edges that exist in both G1
and G2 and is defined in a similar fashion as the union operator:
Definition 3.2.12 (Intersection).
TGraph intersection operator, denoted ∩TGfv1(k1),...,fvn(kn),fe1(l1),...,fem(lm), where each fvj(kj) (fej(lj))
specifies an aggregation function fvj (resp. fej) to be applied to a node property kj (resp. edge
property lj) is defined as:
G1 ∩TGfv1(k1),...,fvn(kn),fe1(l1),...,fem(lm) G2 = (TV ′, TE′) | TV ′ = R(fv1, . . . , fvn, piTv,a1∪a2(TV1 1Tv
TV2)) ∧ TE′ = R(fe1, . . . , fem, piTe,v1,v2,a1∪a2(TE1 1Te,v1,v2 TE2))
Instead of using the TRA set intersection operator, we must use an inner join to allow for tuples
that are identity-equivalent but have different property sets. If we use set intersection, identity-
equivalent tuples that are not value-equivalent would be eliminated. We apply the resolve primitive
in the usual manner. There is no dependence between computation of TV and TE– it can be done
in any order or in parallel.
Example 37. Consider again TGraphs G and G3. Their intersection is shown in Table 3.18. Note
that neither node v3 nor v4 are produced because they only exist in one or the other of the input
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Table 3.18: G ∩TGleft(name),max(count) G3
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel,group=DB [2015/2,2015/7)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/4)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,group=DB [2015/4,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU,group=DB [2015/5,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/4)
Table 3.19: G \TG G3
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/2)
v2 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/4,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
TGraphs but not both. Similarly for edges e3 and e4. Period (2015/2,2015/4) for v2 is computed
as a result of the join of [2015/2,2015/5) in G and [2015/2,2015/4) in G3.
3.2.8 Difference
The difference operator produces nodes and edges that exist in G1 but not in G2. It does not
require aggregation functions for resolution but is otherwise defined in a similar manner:
Definition 3.2.13 (Difference).
TGraph difference operator, denoted \TG is defined as:
G1 \TG G2 = (TV ′, TE′) | TV ′ = piTTV1.v,TV1.a(σTTV2.aisNULL(TV1 1Tv TV2)) ∧ TE′ =
piTTE1.e,TE1.v1,TE1.v2,TE1.a(σ
T
TE2.aisNULL(TE1 1
T
e,v1,v2 TE2))
Since we operate based on node (resp. edge) identity rather than the tuple equivalence, instead
of the TRA’s difference operator we use a left outer join, select only those tuples that exist in G1
but not in G2 using the notNULL predicate, and then project out the extra columns.
Example 38. To continue the previous example, consider G and G3. The result of G \TG G3 is
shown in Table 3.19. Tuple for v1 is only produced for the period of [2015/1,2015/2) since at all
other points of tuple x1 it overlaps with tuple z2. Similarly for edge e1.
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Table 3.20: Result of edge creation operator over G and G2.
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/9)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
v4 type=person,name=Dave,group=AI [2015/2,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
e2 v2 v3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
e3 v4 v2 type=co-author,cnt=2 [2015/4,2015/6)
e4 v1 v4 type=joined [2015/2,2015/6)
e5 v2 v1 type=joined [2015/2,2015/9)
e6 v2 v4 type=joined [2015/2,2015/6)
e7 v3 v1 type=joined [2015/2,2015/9)
e8 v3 v2 type=joined [2015/2,2015/4)
e9 v3 v4 type=joined [2015/2,2015/6)
3.2.9 Edge Creation
Edge creation is a binary operator and is a temporal generalization of the various non-temporal
graph products defined in Section 2.2.2. The reason we call it edge creation is because the edges
produced in the output may not exist in either of the two input graphs.
Example 39. Consider again example TGraphs G and G2. We can apply the edge creation operator
to produce a standard graph join (Def.2.2.11), where each node in G is connected by a new edge to
each node in G2 for every time instant the pair exists. The result is shown in Table 3.20. It may be
easier to understand the result by visualizing the two input TGraphs as sequences of snapshots, as
shown in Figure 3.6, where some of the new edges are added in red. For instance, new edge e4 is
produced between nodes v1 and v4 for the period [2015/2,2016/6), which is the intersection of the
periods of tuples x1 and w3.
The nodes in the two input graphs are combined, while the edges are computed with a temporal
navigational graph pattern extended with namespaces.
Definition 3.2.14. The edge creation operator edgeTP (G1,G2), where N is a set of edges with an
expression containing a Skolem function in a TNGP P over G1 and G2 extended with namespaces,
and each fvj(lj) specifies an aggregation function fvj to be applied to a node property lj, is defined
as:
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v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v3
name=Cathy,
school=Drexel
2015/1 2015/2 2015/5 2015/6 2015/7 2015/10
v2name=Bob v2name=Bob,school=CMU
v2name=Bob,school=CMU v2
name=Bob,
school=CMU
cnt=3 cnt=3
cnt=4
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v2name=Bob
2015/4
cnt=3
v4
name=Dave,
group=AI
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
v4
name=Dave,
group=AI
cnt=2
v1
name=Alice,
school=Drexel
2015/2 2015/6 2015/9
e4 e5 e6
Figure 3.6: Visualization of edge creation over G and G2 using snapshots.
edgeTP,fv1(l1),...,fvn(ln)(G1,G2) = (V ′, E′,Π′, ρ′, ξT
′
, λT
′
v , λ
T ′
e ), where:
• V ′ = G1.V ∪ G2.V ,
• E′ = N ,
• Π′ = G1.Π ∪ G2.Π,
• ρ′ is a total function that maps each new edge in N to source and destination nodes in V ′,
• ξT ′ is a union of G1.ξT and G2.ξT , extended to include mapings to time for new edges in N ,
• λT ′v (li) = fi(G1.λTv (li),G2.λTv (li)),
• λT ′e maps an edge in N and a property label from (Li, Di) pairs in Π′ during a time period to
a value of that property in its domain Di at that time based on the aggregation expressions in
P .
Similar to node creation, a Skolem function is required to assign identity to new edges. The
nodes are generated exactly as in the temporal union ∪TG. Intuitively, edge creation returns a new
TGraph from nodes of G1 and G2, connected by edges determined by the input pattern.
Edge creation has several important applications. It can be used to transpose TGraph edges
or compute friend-of-friend edges, passing in the same TGraph as both arguments. Since P can
be recursive and include predicates over the timestamps, edgeT can create new edges representing
journeys. Recall that a journey is a path in the evolving graph with non-decreasing time edges. By
adding a temporal condition to P , we can obtain journeys similar to time-concurrent paths.
Example 40. Consider TGraphs G and G2. To compute all journeys we use edge creation with
a temporal navigational path pattern to restrict paths to those that go only forward in time. The
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Table 3.21: edgeTP (G,G2)
TV
v a T
v1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/9)
v2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
v2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
v3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
v4 type=person,name=Dave,group=AI [2015/2,2015/6)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e4 v1 v3 type=co-author,cnt=7 [2015/2,2015/9)
e5 v4 v3 type=co-author,cnt=6 [2015/4,2015/6)
x3x2
deg=count(x2)
x1
Figure 3.7: Temporal navigational graph pattern p1 to compute node degrees.
result is shown in Table 3.21. Note that two new edges are added, e4 and e5. e4 is the result of
tuples y1 and y2, while e5 is the result of tuples eˆ2 and y2. The property cnt on the new edges is
computed here with a SUM aggregate function in the pattern.
3.3 Usecases
Now that we have introduced all the operators of the TGA, let us revisit the motivating usecases
from Chapter 1. We can express each use case as a sequence of TGA operators.
3.3.1 Vertex Influence over Time
Question: What are the high-influence nodes over the past 5 years, and is their influence
persistent over time?
1. Select a subset of the data representing the 5 years of interest, using trim:
G1 = trimT[2010,2015)(wikitalk)
2. Compute in-degree (prominence) of each node during each time point using aggregation and
pattern p1 depicted in Figure 3.7:
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type=partOf
fe(x1,partOf)deg=x2
x1 type	=	snapshot
cnt =	count(x1)
max	=	max(x2)
sum	=	sum(x2)
fv(*)
Figure 3.8: Navigational graph pattern p2.
G2 = aggTp1(G1)
3. Aggregate degree information per node across the timespan of G2, collecting values into a
map using the window-based node creation operator:
G3 = nodeTw(w = lifetime, fv = {map(deg)},G2)
4. Transform the attributes of each node to compute the coefficient of variation from the map
of degree values, using the vertex-map operator:
G4 = mapTv (fv = stdev(deg)/mean(deg) ∗ 100,G3)
3.3.2 Graph Centrality over Time
Question: How has graph centrality changed over time?
1. Compute a temporally aggregated view of the graph into 2-months windows using the window-
based node creation operator with always node and edge quantifiers:
G1 = nodeTw(w = 2 mon, rv = always, re = always, wikitalk)
2. Compute in-degree of each node with the aggregation operator:
G2 = aggTp1(G1)
3. Create a new graph, in which all nodes that are present at a given time point (snapshot) are
grouped into a single node with the attribute-based node creation operator, using pattern p2 in
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*
cc=min(x1,x2)
x1
cc=min(x1,x2)
x2
Figure 3.9: Connected components pattern p3.
Figure 3.8. Accumulate maximum, sum and count of the values of deg as properties at that node.
G3 = nodeTa (p2,G2)
4. Compute degree centrality at each time point using the vertex-map operator:
G4 = mapTv (fv = cent = (max ∗ cnt− sum)/(cnt2 − 3 ∗ cnt + 2),G3)
3.3.3 Communities over Time
Question: In a sparse communication network, on what time scale can we detect communities?
1. Aggregate the graph into 6-month windows:
G1 = nodeTw(w = 6 mon, rv = always, re = always, wikitalk)
2. Compute weakly connected components at each time point using the aggregation operator
and a pattern p3 depicted in Figure 3.9:
G2 = aggTp3(G1)
3. Add a node for each connected component, and compute the size of the connected component,
using attribute-based node creation and pattern p4 (not depicted):
G3 = nodeTa (p4,G2)
4. Filter out nodes that represent communities too small to be useful (e.g., of 1-2 people) using
vertex-subgraph and a simple pattern p5 with size>3 predicate (not depicted):
G4 = subgraphT (p5,G3)
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*x1 x2
succedesOrMeets | 
overlaps
type=journey
fe(x1,journey,x2)
Figure 3.10: A journey pattern p7.
3.3.4 Spread of Information
Question: For the event of interest, who are the top information leaders, i.e., those that started
the spread of information and achieved the biggest exposure?
1. Select only the portion of the graph that relates to the topic of interest using the subgraph
operator and a pattern with topic = ’Hurricane Sandy’ pattern (not depicted):
G1 = subgraphT (p6, wikitalk)
2. Connect every pair of nodes that has a path between them with non-decreasing time periods
using the edge creation operator using pattern p7 in Figure 3.10:
G2 = edgeTp7(G1,G1)
3. Select the node with the largest number of edges using the vertex-subgraph operator and a
pattern with max(sum(x)) expression (not depicted):
G3 = subgraphT (p8,G2)
3.4 Formal TGA properties
Several properties of temporal languages have been studied: temporal groupedness, temporal
semi-completeness, and temporal completeness [15]. We show that the TGraph model is temporally
ungrouped but strongly equivalent to the canonical temporally grouped model. We also show that
TGA is is snapshot reducible with respect to the nontemporal graph query language in Section 2.2.2.
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Additionally, we show that TGA is not temporally semi-complete or temporally complete. We
review each of these points in turn. Finally, we study the expressive power of a fragment of TGA.
3.4.1 Temporal Groupedness
Clifford et al. define two basic strategies for adding temporal information into the relational
model: temporally ungrouped (tuple timestamping or first-normal-form) and temporally grouped
(attribute timestamping or non-first-normal-form) [29]. Temporal relations in TRA, based on the
TSQL2 model, are temporally ungrouped [15], since each tuple is associated with its period of
validity. In such a model, a change to one attribute results in a new tuple. In a temporally grouped
model related facts are grouped and their attributes are associated with their individual periods of
validity with the use of a function.
Formally:
Definition 3.4.1 (Canonical temporally ungrouped relation model). [adapted from [29], pp. 69-
70] Let UD = {D1, . . . , Dnd} be a set of non-empty value domains, and D =
⋃Nd
l=1Dl be the set of
all values. Let ΩT = {t0, . . . , ti, . . .} be a non-empty, at most countably infinite, set of times with
total order. Let UA = {A1, . . . , An} be a set of nontemporal attributes, and T a distinguished time
attribute not in UA.
A temporally ungrouped (TU) relation schema RTU is a 3-tuple RTU =< A,K,DOM >, where:
• A ∪ {T}(A ⊆ UA) is the set of attributes of the schema.
• K ∪ {T}(K ⊆ A) is the key of the schema, i.e., K ∪ {T} → A.
• DOM : A ∪ {T} → UD ∪ {ΩT } is a function that assigns domains to attributes in A and T
to ΩT .
A TU database schema DBTU is a finite set of TU relation schemas. A tuple rt on schema
RTU is a function that associates a value for each attribute Ai ∈ A in domain DOM(Ai) and a
value in T to ΩT . A TU relation is a finite set of TU tuples satisfying the key constraint.
Observe that the temporal relational schema defined in Section 2.1.1 is isomorphic to a tem-
porally ungrouped relation structure, by using intervals instead of time points. This is formally
shown in [15].
A canonical temporally grouped relation maintains the notion of an object changing over time.
Formally:
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Definition 3.4.2 (Canonical temporally grouped relation model). [adapted from [29], pp. 70-71]
Let UD, D, ΩT , and UA be defined as for the canonical temporally ungrouped relation structure
above. Any subset of L ⊆ ΩT is called a lifespan.
A temporally grouped (TG) relation schema RTG is a 3-tuple RTG =< A,K,DOM >, where:
• A ⊆ UA is the set of attributes of the schema.
• K ⊆ A is the key of the schema, i.e., K→ A.
• DOM : A→ UD ∪ {ΩT } is a function that assigns to each attribute a value domain and the
corresponding temporal domain.
A TG database schema DBTG is a finite set of TG relation schemas. A tuple rt on schema
RTG is a function that associates with each attribute Ai ∈ A a temporal function from the tuple
lifespan to the domain assigned to the attribute DOM(Ai). A TG relation is a finite set of TG
tuples such that no two tuples agree on all keys at any instant in time.
What makes TU relations ungrouped is that there is no mechanism to identify the tuples
that correspond to the same entity over time, i.e., there is no unique grouped relation for an
ungrouped relation. Without a grouping mechanism the TU model and the TG model are only
weakly equivalent [29].
The TGraph model is ungrouped by the virtue of being expressed over an ungrouped relational
model of TRA. However, the TGraph model requires that each node and edge have an id that
serves as a key and persists over time, or, in Clifford terminology, it uses constant keys for a
group identifier [29]. With this restriction the TGA model is strongly equivalent to the canonical
temporally grouped model.
The reasons that we chose the ungrouped model are two-fold: a) it is the de-facto standard in
the temporal relational database community after more than two decades of discussion, and b) it
is easier to express temporal predicates over the ungrouped model.
3.4.2 Temporal Completeness
Böhlen, et al. define two kinds of upwards compatability with respect to a nontemporal model:
temporal semi-completeness and temporal completeness [15]. To define both we need to recollect
the notion of snapshot reducibility (Definition 2.1.4).
Snapshot reducibility states that for every nontemporal query q in language L, there must exist
a corresponding temporal query qt in the temporal language Lt that generalizes q. Note that this
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definition does not pose any restrictions on the syntax of the temporal query, so it may be expressed
quite differently than the nontemporal one. It also does not restrict the temporal language from
having other operators with no nontemporal counterparts.
We can show that TGA is snapshot reducible with respect to a particular graph query language.
Theorem 2. TGA satisfies the snapshot reducibility properties below with respect to the graph
query language in Section 2.2.2.
1. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(mapTv (fv,G))⇔ mapv(fv, snapp(G)))
2. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(mapTe (fe,G))⇔ mape(fe, snapp(G)))
3. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(subgraphT (P,G))⇔ subgraph(P, snapp(G)))
4. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(aggT (P,G))⇔ agg(P, snapp(G)))
5. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(nodeTa (P,G))⇔ node(P, snapp(G)))
6. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(edgeTP=fe(G1.v,G2.v),fv1(k1)=fv2(k2)=...=fvn(kn)=any(G1,G2)) ⇔ snapp(G1) +
snapp(G2)) (+ stands for graph join, per Def. 2.2.11)
7. ∀p ∈ ΩT (snapp(subgraphT (P1, edgeTP2,fv1(k1)=...=fvn(kn)=any(G1,G2))) ⇔ snapp(G1) σ1,σ2,g
snapp(G2))
The equivalences hold for arbitrary TGraphs, except equivalence 6, graph join, which is defined
specifically for disjoint graphs. The only restriction in this theorem is that any pattern P and
mapping function fv/fe do not refer to the time attribute.
Proof. To prove this Theorem we consider each equivalence in turn, using either the property graph
(Def. 3.1.1) or the relational definition (Def. 3.1.3) as convenient.
• vertex-map:
snapp(mapTv (fv,G)) = snapp(mapTv (fv, (TV,TE))) = snapp( ({(v, a′|T ) | (v, a|T ) ∈ TV ∧ a′ =
fv(v, a|T )},TE) ) = ({(v, a′) | p ∈ T ∧ (v, a|T ) ∈ TV ∧ a′ = fv(v, a|T )}, τp(TE))
mapv(fv, snapp(G)) = mapv(fv, snapp( (TV,TE) ) = mapv(fv, (τp(TV), τp(TE))) =
mapv(fv, ({(v, a) | (v, a|T ) ∈ TV ∧ p ∈ T}, τp(TE))) = ({(v, a′) | (v, a|T ) ∈ TV ∧ p ∈ T ∧ a′ =
fv(v, a)}, τp(TE))
To show that these two are equivalent, we exploit the commutativity of conjunction to rewrite
the p ∈ T ∧ (v, a|T ) ∈ TV to (v, a|T ) ∈ TV∧ p ∈ T . Since the theorem restricts fv from using
time, fv(v, a|T ) = fv(v, a). The equivalence follows.
• edge-map:
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snapp(mapTe (fe,G)) =
snapp(mapTe (fe, (TV,TE))) = snapp( (TV, {(e, v1, v2, a′|T ) | (e, v1, v2, , a|T ) ∈ TE ∧ a′ =
fe(e, v1, v2, , a|T )}) ) = (τp(TV), {(e, v1, v2, a′) | p ∈ T ∧ (e, v1, v2, a|T ) ∈ TE ∧ a′ =
fe(e, v1, v2, a|T )}, τp(TE))
mape(fe, snapp(G)) = mape(fe, snapp( (TV,TE) )) =
mape(fe, (τp(TV), τp(TE))) = mape(fe, (τp(TV), {(e, v1, v2, a) | (e, v1, v2, a|T ) ∈ TE ∧ p ∈
T})) = (τp(TV), {(e, v1, v2, a′) | (e, v1, v2, a|T ) ∈ TE ∧ p ∈ T ∧ a′ = fe(e, v1, v2, a)})
Just as with vertex-map, we exploit the commutativity of conjunction to rewrite the p ∈
T ∧ (e, v1, v2, a|T ) ∈ TE to (e, v1, v2, a|T ) ∈ TE ∧ p ∈ T . Since the theorem restricts fe from
using time, fe(e, v1, v2, a|T ) = fe(e, v1, v2, a). The equivalence follows.
• subgraph:
snapp(subgraphT (P,G)) = snapp( (qv(P,G), qe(P,G),Π, ρ, ξT , λTv , λTe ))
⇓ apply definition of get-snapshot
({v | v ∈ qv(P,G)∧∃t(ξT (v, t)∧p ∈ t)}, {e | e ∈ qe(P,G)∧∃t(ξT (e, t)∧p ∈ t)},Π, ρ, λTv ([p, p+
1)), λTe ([p, p+ 1)))
subgraph(P, snapp(G)) = subgraph(P, ({v | v ∈ V ∧∃t(ξT (v, t)∧p ∈ t)}, {e | e ∈ E∧∃t(ξT (e, t)∧
p ∈ t)},Π, ρ, λTv ([p, p+ 1)), λTe ([p, p+ 1))))
⇓ apply definition of subgraph
({v | v ∈ V ∧ ∃t(ξT (v, t) ∧ p ∈ t) ∧ v ∈ qv(P, ({v | v ∈ V ∧ ∃t(ξT (v, t) ∧ p ∈ t)}, {e | e ∈
E ∧ ∃t(ξT (e, t) ∧ p ∈ t)},Π, ρ, λTv ([p, p+ 1)), λTe ([p, p+ 1))))},
{e | e ∈ E ∧ ∃t(ξT (e, t) ∧ p ∈ t) ∧ e ∈ qe(P, ({v | v ∈ V ∧ ∃t(ξT (v, t) ∧ p ∈ t)}, {e | e ∈
E ∧ ∃t(ξT (e, t) ∧ p ∈ t)},Π, ρ, λTv ([p, p+ 1)), λTe ([p, p+ 1))))},
Π, ρ, λTv ([p, p+ 1)), λTe ([p, p+ 1)))
⇓ substitute graph snapshot with G
({v | v ∈ V ∧ ∃t(ξT (v, t) ∧ p ∈ t) ∧ v ∈ qv(P,G)}, {e | e ∈ E ∧ ∃t(ξT (e, t) ∧ p ∈ t) ∧ e ∈
qe(P,G)},Π, ρ, λTv ([p, p+ 1)), λTe ([p, p+ 1)))
The difference between the two expansions is only in the application of the qv and qe to a
TGraph or a snapshot graph G. Per Def. 3.2.6, when the temporal navigational pattern P
is restricted to have no temporal predicates, it is equivalent to a regular navigational graph
pattern over each snapshot. Thus the snapshot reducibility property is observed by design.
• aggregation:
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The proof for the aggregation operation is essentially the same as for the subgraph, since the
aggregation operator uses a TNGP P T , which reduces to a nontemporal pattern P when no
temporal predicates are present.
• node creation:
The proof for the node creation operation is essentially the same as for the subgraph, since
the node creation operator uses a TNGP P T , which reduces to a nontemporal pattern P
when no temporal predicates are present.
• graph join:
Edge creation is a more general operation than a graph join. Graph join is defined over
disjoint graphs, meaning that no property resolution is needed for nodes or edges. The graph
pattern is equivalent to the following conjunctive query: σTfe(v1,v2),v1,v2(TV1 1
T TV2).
snapp(edgeTP==fe(G1.v,G2.v),fv1(k1)=fv2(k2)=...=fvn(kn)=any(G1,G2)) =
snapp((R(fv1, . . . , fvn, TV1 ∪T TV2)), qe(P,G1,G2)) = snapp((TV1 ∪T TV2, qe(P,G1,G2))) =
(τp(TV1 ∪T TV2), τp(qTe (P,G1,G2))) = (τp(TV1) ∪ τp(TV2), qe(P,G1,G2))
We take advantage of the fact that (a) the resolve operation is a no-op for a disjoin graph
and that the temporal union operator is snapshot reducible to the snapshot union operator.
snapp(G1) + snapp(G2) = (τp(TV1), τp(TE1)) + (τp(TV2), τp(TE2)) = (τp(TV1) ∪
τp(TV2), τp(TE1) ∪ τp(TE2) ∪ {∀v1 ∈ τp(TV1)∀v2 ∈ τp(TV2)fe(v1, v2)})
The only difference between the two expansions is regarding the pattern application. It has
been proven in [16] that a temporal join is snapshot reducible to the nontemporal join. Thus
the equivalence holds.
• graph composition:
The graph composition equivalence proof is the same as the graph join, but with a different
pattern that creates a new edge for every pair of edges in the correct direction.
As noted, snapshot reducibility places no restrictions on the syntax of the temporal language.
To deal with the syntax, Böhlen, et al., define a more restrictive type of upward compatability
termed temporal semi-completeness [15] or S-reducibility [16].
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Definition 3.4.3 (Temporal semi-completeness). [[15], p. 162] Let M = (DS,L) be a nontemporal
data model and MT = (DSt, Lt) be a valid-time temporal data model. Then data model M t is
temporally semi-complete with respect to M iff:
• For every relation r in DS there exists a temporal relation rt in DST such that r = τt(rt).
• For every query q in L, there exists a query qt in Lt that is snapshot reducible with respect to
q.
• There exist two text strings S1 and S2 such that for all pairs of queries (q, qt), where qt is
snapshot reducible to q, query qt is syntactically identical to S1qS2.
The intent of temporal semi-completeness is to provide a kind of upward compatability that
simplifies the transition of nontemporal language users to the temporal variant. For example,
TSQL2 provides a VALID keyword that indicates that the query is over the valid-time temporal
semantics. Interestingly, it has been shown that TSQL2 is not temporally semi-complete with
respect to SQL-92 because of a) its restriction to duplicate free set semantics, and b) lack of
snapshot reducible counterparts for nested queries [15].
The TGraph model meets condition 1, since every snapshot graph can be modeled as a TGraph
with a unit interval as its timestamp. The use of duplicate free set-based semantics is not an
issue because graph snapshots do not allow duplicates either – every node and edge has an iden-
tity. Condition 2 is also satisfied, as we already showed that for every graph operator there is a
corresponding TGA operator that is snapshot-reducible.
Since TGA does not specify a syntax, requirement 3 cannot be satisfied. The definitions in
Section 3.2 specify the semantics of each operator, but do not dictate any specific way the operator
must be expressed by the user. For instance, we do not specify how the patterns are specified. Thus
TGA cannot be considered temporally semi-complete with respect to any graph query language.
A further notion of upward compatability is temporal completeness.
Definition 3.4.4 (Temporal completeness). [[15], p. 166] Let M = (DS,L) be a nontemporal data
model and MT = (DSt, Lt) be a valid-time temporal data model. Then data model M t is temporally
complete with respect to M iff:
• M t is temporally semi-complete with respect to M .
• It is possible to override snapshot reducibility for every snapshot reducible query qt in Lt by
some syntactic means such as dropping the syntactic extensions that enforce it.
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• Syntactic reducibility can be applied to subqueries.
• Allen’s interval operators [5] or their equivalents can be used in queries.
• It is possible to refer to both the (a) coalesced interval and (b) original intervals as specified
by the user.
Condition 2 is elsewhere termed nonrestrictiveness [16] and gives the user full control over the
timestamps as regular values if desired. Condition 5 essentially refers to the change preservation
property of sequence semantics [35], without which the intervals specified by the user have no special
meaning. Any point semantics coalesces value-equivalent consecutive and overlapping tuples and
does not preserve user-specified intervals.
TGA is not temporally complete both because it is not temporally semi-complete and because
it uses point semantics, thus violating the final condition.
3.4.3 Expressive Power
In this section we study expressiveness of the TGraph model, which consists of the TGraph data
structure (Definition 3.1.3) and of TGA, an algebra for querying the data structure (Section 3.2).
We stress that ours is a valid-time data model that does not provide transaction-time and bi-
temporal support.
Important note: We restrict our attention to a subset of TGA operations, excluding recursive
queries. That is, every operation where Temporal Navigational Graph Patterns (Def. 3.2.6) are
applied is restricted to Basic Graph Patterns (Def. 2.2.2) with temporal predicates. A Basic Graph
Pattern is equivalent to a regular conjunctive query without projection [3]. We also restrict the
property values to atomic types for the purposes of this discussion.
We start by proposing two natural notions of completeness for a temporal graph query language.
Definition 3.4.5. Let Lt be a temporal relational language and G — a relational representation of a
temporal graph. An edge-query qte in L takes a graph G(TV,TE) as input, and outputs another graph
G′ on the vertices of G such that the edges of G′ are defined by qte. A language is Lt-edge-complete
if it can express each qte in Lt.
Note that the query qte is not restricted to act on TE alone, and may refer to the other constituent
relation of G, namely, TV.
Definition 3.4.6. Let Lt be a temporal relational language, and let G be a relational representation
of a temporal graph. A vertex-query qtv in Lt takes a graph G(TV,TE) as input, and outputs another
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graph G′ such that the vertices of G′ are defined by qtv. A language is Lt-vertex-complete if it can
express each qtv in Lt.
We now refer to definitions 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 and show that TGA is edge-complete and vertex-
complete, with respect to the valid-time fragment of temporal relational algebra (TRA). TRA
is an algebra that corresponds to temporal relational calculus [28], a first-order logic that extends
relational calculus, supporting variables and quantifiers over both the data domain and time domain.
Theorem 3. TGA is TRA-edge-complete.
Proof. The result of every conjunctive edge-query over the vertices of G can be expressed by
σc(TV ×T TV). Queries of this kind can be expressed by the edge creation operator of TGA
(Section 3.2.9), invoked as:
edgeT (q = σc(G1.TV×T G2.TV),G1 = G,G2 = G)
Theorem 4. TGA is TRA-vertex-complete.
Proof. Every TRA vertex-query can be expressed in TGA by a sequence of vertex-subgraph qTv (G)
(Section 3.2.3) and attribute-based node creation nodeTa (Section 3.2.5). Attribute-based node
creation supports Skolem functions, and is necessary to handle queries that introduce vertex iden-
tifiers.
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Chapter 4: System
We developed a prototype system Portal that supports TGA operations in a distributed envi-
ronemtn. All TGraph operations are available through the public API of the Portal library. In this
Chapter we describe the system implementation, including its architecture (Section 4.2), physical
data layout (Section 4.3), and various in-memory data layouts (Section 4.4). We conclude this
chapter with a discussion about the limitations of the current prototype.
4.1 Background
Apache Spark1 is a distributed open-source system similar to MapReduce [34], but based on
an in-memory processing approach [95]. Data in Spark is represented by Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs), a distributed memory abstraction for fault-tolerant computing. All operations
on RDDs are treated as a series of transformations on a collection of data partitions, such that any
lost partition may be recalculated based on its lineage.
Spark Scheduler builds a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the RDD transformations and splits
the DAG into stages of tasks (Figure 4.1). Tasks within the same stage are executed in parallel
by the workers, as assigned by the cluster manager. A task processes one partition of the data
and partitions are stored in worker memory. When there is insufficient memory, partitions may be
cached to disk.
Spark RDD transformations are functional language operations that can be mapped to relational
operators. For example, a filter operation is similar to relational selection. The transformations
are lazy and are not executed until an action is requested, such as retrieving the results to print or
saving to disk.
Spark is a large library that has RDDs at its core, but also includes SparkSQL [9], a GraphX
library for graphs [44], as well as streaming and machine learning modules, among others. SparkSQL
provides a SQL parser over Datasets, a relation abstraction on top of RDDs. GraphX provides a
Graph abstraction and an API for graph transformations such as subgraph, map vertices/edges,
1http://spark.apache.org/
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Figure 4.1: Apache Spark task processing architecture. c©Arush Kharbanda. [56].
Figure 4.2: Distributed representation of a graph, Fig.3 in [44].
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and a Pregel API. A Graph in GraphX is an RDD of edges and a special replicated RDD of nodes
(Figure 4.2). In other words, GraphX uses a vertex-cut approach where each edge resides in a
partition, and vertices are replicated to each partition where they are either a source or a destination
node for an edge. Vertex-cut has been shown to improve performance of graph computations, and
specifically iterative whole-graph computations such as PageRank, by minimizing communication
in natural graphs that exhibit a powerlaw degree distribution [43].
Whole-graph iterative computation (analytics) is a special case of the aggregation graph op-
eration (Def. 2.2.8). In a distributed environment a common approach for support of analytics is
using the “Thinking like a Vertex” or Pregel abstraction [72]. The Pregel abstraction is a bulk
synchronous execution model of whole-graph computation consisting of a vertex program, a mes-
sage combiner, and a send message program, which was first introduced by Malewicz et al. in [71].
Because the computation is vertex-centric, it is also sometimes called Think Like a Vertex. See [72]
for a survey of vertex-centric frameworks for large graphs.
Pregel computation is broken up into supersteps for the purposes of synchronization. At
each superstep messages are issued by some nodes, are combined into a single message to reduce
communication costs, and each vertex updates its state based on the messages it receives. At the
end of the update each node can stay active or vote to halt. When all nodes have voted to halt,
the computation is complete. It can also be stopped after a desired number of iterations.
Listing 4.1: Connected components computation in GraphX.
def run[VD: ClassTag, ED: ClassTag](graph: Graph[VD, ED]):
Graph[VertexId, ED] = {
val ccGraph = graph.mapVertices { case (vid, _) => vid }
def sendMessage(edge: EdgeTriplet[VertexId, ED]):
Iterator[(VertexId, VertexId)] = {
if (edge.srcAttr < edge.dstAttr) {
Iterator((edge.dstId, edge.srcAttr))
} else if (edge.srcAttr > edge.dstAttr) {
Iterator((edge.srcId, edge.dstAttr))
} else {
Iterator.empty
}
}
val initialMessage = Long.MaxValue
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Pregel(ccGraph, initialMessage, activeDirection = EdgeDirection.Either)(
vprog = (id, attr, msg) => math.min(attr, msg),
sendMsg = sendMessage,
mergeMsg = (a, b) => math.min(a, b))
}
Listing 4.1 shows a Weakly Connected Components computation in Pregel in GraphX. The
vertex program, vprog, is simply a minimum of all vertex ids seen by the vertex, including its own.
The message combiner, mergeMsg, also only selects a minimum vertex id. The message generation
happens at the edges, in the sendMessage method, which issues a new message to the edge endpoint
with the smaller seen node id.
To make the Pregel computation efficient, it is important to partition the graph in such a way as
to minimize the communication costs between the graph partitions. A good partitioning strategy
needs to be balanced, assigning an approximately equal number of units to each partition, and limit
the number of cuts across partitions, reducing cross-partition communication. GraphX provides
several partition strategies. The E2D edge partitioning strategy uses a sparse edge adjacency matrix
that is partitioned in two dimensions, guaranteeing a 2
√
n bound on vertex replication, where n
is the number of partitions. E2D has been shown to provide good performance for Pregel-style
analytics [44].
In addition to the SparkSQL and GraphX modules that come packaged with Spark, we also
use the Spark Datalog third-party module [82]. Spark Datalog accepts String queries expressed in
Datalog over SparkSQL relations and accepts monotonic aggregates.
4.2 Architecture
Portal
Interactive	Shell
Query	Parser
Spark	
Runtime
GraphX
Data	Structures
Worker
Spark	Runtime
HDFS
Worker
Spark	Runtime
HDFS
…
System	
Catalog
SparkSQL
Portal	Runtime	
(optimizer,	operators,	etc)
Figure 4.3: Portal system architecture.
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Figure 4.3 shows the Portal system architecture on top of Apache Spark. We selected Apache
Spark because it is a popular open-source system, because of its in-memory processing approach,
and because of a wide range of support modules available in it, e.g., SparkSql, Datalog, GraphX.
Green boxes indicate built-in Spark components, while blue are those we added for Portal. The
Portal system includes a TGraph API, several in-memory representations, and several optimizations.
The data is distributed in partitions across the cluster workers, read in from Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS)2, and can be viewed both as a graph and as a pair of Spark Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs). The API includes all operations of the TGA as well as point local methods (get
node/edge at time t, get snapshot at time t, get node/edge history). We include the point local
methods for convenience, since they are outside of the TGA. The Portal API exposes node/edge
RDDs to the user and provides convenience methods to convert them to Spark Datasets. Arbitrary
SparkSQL queries can then be executed over these relations.
Listing 4.2: Portal API.
def size(): Interval
def vertices: RDD[(VertexId,(Interval, VD))]
def edges: RDD[TEdge[ED]]
def getTemporalSequence: RDD[Interval]
def getSnapshot(time: LocalDate):Graph[VD,(EdgeId,ED)]
def coalesce(): TGraph[VD, ED]
def trim(bound: Interval): TGraph[VD, ED]
def vmap[VD2: ClassTag](map: (VertexId, Interval, VD) => VD2, defVal: VD2)
(implicit eq: VD =:= VD2 = null): TGraph[VD2, ED]
def emap[ED2: ClassTag](map: TEdge[ED] => ED2): TGraph[VD, ED2]
def vsubgraph(pred: (VertexId, VD, Interval ) => Boolean ): TGraph[VD,ED]
def esubgraph(pred: TEdgeTriplet[VD,ED] => Boolean,
tripletFields: TripletFields = TripletFields.All): TGraph[VD,ED]
def aggregateMessages[A: ClassTag]
(sendMsg: TEdgeTriplet[VD,ED] => Iterator[(VertexId, A)],
mergeMsg: (A, A) => A, defVal: A,
tripletFields: TripletFields = TripletFields.All): TGraph[(VD, A), ED]
def createTemporalNodes(window: WindowSpecification, vquant: Quantification,
equant: Quantification, vAggFunc: (VD, VD) => VD,
eAggFunc: (ED, ED) => ED): TGraph[VD, ED]
2https://hadoop.apache.org/
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def createAttributeNodes( vAggFunc: (VD, VD) => VD)
(vgroupby: (VertexId, VD) => VertexId ): TGraph[VD, ED]
def union(other: TGraphNoSchema[VD, ED], vFunc: (VD, VD) => VD ,
eFunc: (ED, ED) => ED): TGraphNoSchema[VD, ED]
def difference(other: TGraphNoSchema[VD, ED]): TGraphNoSchema[VD, ED]
def intersection(other: TGraphNoSchema[VD, ED], vFunc: (VD, VD) => VD,
eFunc: (ED, ED) => ED): TGraphNoSchema[VD, ED]
def pregel[A: ClassTag]
(initialMsg: A, defaultValue: A, maxIterations: Int = Int.MaxValue,
activeDirection: EdgeDirection = EdgeDirection.Either)
(vprog: (VertexId, VD, A) => VD,
sendMsg: EdgeTriplet[VD, (EdgeId,ED)] => Iterator[(VertexId, A)],
mergeMsg: (A, A) => A): TGraph[VD, ED]
The TGraph API is show in Listing 4.2.
4.3 Physical Layout
Our on-disk data layout uses Apache Parquet 3, a columnar data format for HDFS based on
the Dremel project [73]. Nodes are stored in node files and edges in edge files, consistently with
the GraphX API.
4.3.1 Locality
Following the approach in ImmortalGraph [74], we investigated two different types of on-disk
locality: structural and temporal. In ImmortalGraph, the structural locality layout places all the
evolution data for a particular snapshot together, thus preserving the structure of a snapshot. The
time locality places all the evolution data for a node together and provides a node index, such that
no sequential scan of all the nodes is required.
We adapt the locality methods of ImmortalGraph for a distributed environment. Apache Par-
quet does not have a mechanism for indexing. However, it supports filter pushdown on any column,
by which the data is sorted on disk. Filter pushdown is the only pseudo-indexing method that Par-
quet provides. However, Parquet is the de facto standard for distributed file systems based on the
combination of read performance and compactness, and, as we show in Chapter 5, its performance
in Portal is sufficient.
3https://parquet.apache.org/
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Figure 4.4: Tuple intervals are split into four snapshot groups.
Unlike ImmortalGraph, we store materialized node/edge tuples, rather than deltas. The node
(resp. edge) files are sorted by the interval start time and node (resp. edge) id. Structural locality
uses time as the first sort and id as the second, thus placing nodes/edges from the same time
together. Temporal locality uses id as the first sort and time as the second, thus placing the whole
history of a node/edge together. Unlike in ImmortalGraph, Portal can use both sorted columns
for filter pushdown together. For example, to select only nodes with periods of validity in interval
[2010/01, 2011/01), we use the following predicate: NOT (estart >= 2011/01 OR eend <= 2010/01).
Temporal locality places the history of each node (resp. edge) in the same block, which improves
loading time for all in-memory representations and reduces communication costs during coalescing.
We present the effectiveness of both locality types on local and global operations in Section 5.2.
4.3.2 Snapshot Groups
In addition to sort order, datasets are partitioned into snapshot groups, a concept also intro-
duced in the ImmortalGraph system [74]. A snapshot group represents the whole evolving graph
history for one period and contains a node archive and an edge archive. The full history of the
evolving graph is a sequence of nonoverlapping consecutive time intervals, one for each snapshot
group. All the tuples with the periods of validity within the snapshot group interval belong to the
group. A tuple with a period of validity that spans multiple snapshot groups is split and placed
into each group it spans. This is shown in Figure 4.4, where three tuples are split into four snapshot
groups, causing, for instance, tuple v1 to be split into 4 tuples.
Multiple snapshot group methods are feasible. We investigated five methods: no-partitioning,
equi-width partitioning, equi-width by change, equi-depth partitioning, and redundancy partition-
ing.
No-Partitioning
No-partitioning method places all the tuples into a single snapshot group that covers the whole
evolving graph history. This method is beneficial compared to all the others because the data is
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Table 4.1: A co-authorship network from Table 3.1, reproduced here for convenience.
TV
v a T
1 type=person,name=Alice,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/7)
2 type=person,name=Bob [2015/2,2015/5)
2 type=person,name=Bob,school=CMU [2015/5,2015/10)
3 type=person,name=Cathy,school=Drexel [2015/1,2015/10)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
1 1 2 type=co-author,cnt=3 [2015/2,2015/6)
2 2 3 type=co-author,cnt=4 [2015/7,2015/10)
coalesced. In contrast, once even a single tuple is split, the whole dataset is considered uncoa-
lesced, which impacts performance of some operations. We discuss coalescing implementation and
requirements in Section 4.5.
Consider simple TGraph depicted in Table 4.1. With no-partitioning method we compute a
single node file spanning interval [2015/1, 2015/10) and a single edge file with the same interval.
Equi-Width Partitioning
The period of the whole evolving graph history is split into a desired number of snapshot groups
of equal calendar duration. I.e., if the dataset covers ten years and five groups are computed, each
group will be two years long. This type of partitioning method is very easy to compute. However,
most evolving graph datasets are heavily skewed, that is, they start small and grow in size with
time. Thus the resulting snapshot groups are unbalanced.
Consider the same TGraph again (Table 4.1). With equi-width partitioning and a configu-
ration input 3 months,
we generate 3 node files for periods [2015/1, 2015/4), [2015/4, 2015/7), [2015/7, 2015/10), and 3
edges files for the same periods.
Equi-Width by Change
This method is a variant of the equi-width partitioning. Instead of using a calendar to divide
into groups, each group receives the same number of representative graphs. A representative graph
is a single graph associated with a period of validity during which no changes to any of the graph
nodes or edges, or their associated properties, occurred. In other words, a representative graph is
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Figure 4.5: Tuples of TV and TE in TGraph from Table 4.1, split into three equi-depth groups.
a sequence of equivalent graph snapshots, to distinguish from a single snapshot that is associated
with a single time instant.
TGraph in Table 4.1 consists of five representative graphs. Equi-width by change
partitioning with a configuration input 3 graphs generates 2 node files for periods
[2015/1, 2015/6), [2015/6, 2015/10). If TGraph contains some change every month at one-month
resolutions, then the same periods would be computed as by the regular equi-width partitining.
Equi-Depth Partitioning
The equi-depth partitioning produces a desired number of snapshot groups such that the max-
imum group size is minimized. The group size is the number of node and edge tuples that the
group contains. This method is based on the optimal splitters work by Le et al. [64], adapted for
graphs. The objective is to partition the evolving graph among machines in a cluster to achieve load
balancing. For load balancing we want to place approximately equal number of intervals in each
partition. This cost model is based on the assumption that the target cluster is homogeneous and
time locality is required. For example, temporal aggregation γT requires such locality to compute
aggregates at each time instant and its performance is a function of the size of the partition.
To understand how equi-depth partitioning works, we need to visualize TGraph in Ta-
ble 4.1 as a bag of intervals on a timeline. Figure 4.5 shows the intervals, with the dashed
lines indicating snapshot group boundaries if we partition into three groups. Year is not de-
picted for clarity, since it is the same in all tuples. The three snapshot group intervals are
[2015/1, 2015/5), [2015/5, 2015/7), [2015/7, 2015/10). Clearly these intervals are not of the same
duration. However, each group contains at most four intervals, minimizing the number of interval
cuts with balanced loading.
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Redundancy Partitioning
This method divides the node and edge tuples into groups to minimize redundancy with the
following group. The desired maximum redundancy threshold is used as an input parameter. Each
time instant is included into the current group if the redundancy of the group is above the threshold.
In practice the computation is made over representative graphs rather than all time instances. To
account for the data skew, the redundancy between any two snapshots is normalized according to
the following formula:
2 ∗ (|V1 ∩ V2|+ |E1 ∩ E2|)/(|V1 ∪ V2|+ |E1 ∪ E2|),
where V1 is the set of node tuples from the previos snapshot (resp. E1 of edges) and V2 is the
set of node tuples from the current snapshot (resp. E2 of edges). The maximum redundancy ratio
is 1.0.
Because some intervals are split, snapshot groups produce uncoalesced TGraphs. Care must be
taken when selecting the snapshot group method for a particular operation, based on whether the
operation can be caried out correctly over the uncoalesced input.
Based on an evaluation (see Section 5.2) we selected the no-partitining and the depth partition-
ing methods to create snapshot groups. A command-line option can be used to select the snapshot
group method to use, to support experimental comparison between the methods. For queries that
require coalesced data, such as subgraph, no-partitioning method is recommended.
4.4 In-Memory Representations
Portal provides four in-memory TGraph representations that differ in compactness and the kind
of locality they prioritize. VertexEdge (VE) is a direct translation of the model and the most
compact representation. RepresentativeGraph (RG) stores each representative graph explicitly,
and so naturally preserves structural locality, but temporal locality is lost. OneGraph (OG) stores
all nodes and edges of an evolving graph once, in a single data structure. This representation
emphasizes temporal locality. HybridGraph (HG) trades compactness for better structural locality,
by aggregating together several consecutive snapshots, and computing a OneGraph for each group.
We can convert from one representation to any other at a small cost, so it is useful to think of them
as access methods in the context of individual operations.
Each in-memory representation loads the data from the same on-disk layout with structual
locality, but using different loading techniques, as described below.
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To maintain interoperability with GraphX, we use the long datatype to represent node and
edge ids. This gives a sufficient range for all large datasets currently available. However, this
design decision, when combined with the distributed nature of the system, has an implication
on the implementation of Skolem functions for node and edge creation (Defs. 3.2.9 and 3.2.14
respectively). Specifically, each machine in the cluster must be able to assign ids to new nodes or
edges such that the id has not been already used and that the assignment is done consistently across
all machines. By a consistent assignment of ids we mean that, e.g., a new node for school Drexel
must be assigned the same unique id by any cluster machine that computes a tuple for it. In the
current prototype, the Skolem function is a user-provided function. This shifts the responsibility
to guarantee consistent assignment to the user. In our experiments we used a simple id assignment
based on a hashing function. This is an obvious limitation that we discuss in additional detail in
Section 4.6.
Table 4.2 summarizes how each data structure supports each TGA operator. We now describe
each in-memory representation in detail and elaborate on the summary of Table 4.2.
4.4.1 VertexEdge
VertexEdge (VE) is a direct implementation of the TGraph-relational model (Def. 3.1.3), and
is the most compact when there is only a single property: one RDD contains all nodes and another
all edges. Consistently with the model and the GraphX API, all node properties are stored together
as a single nested attribute, as are all edge properties. The main advantage of this schema-less
attribute representation is that it can easily deal with schema evolution and leaves the details of
attribute processing to the user. The disadvantage is that different properties may have different
evolution rates, and a change to a single property requires a new attribute tuple.
Both the node and edge RDDs are loaded from the parquet files and no additional transforma-
tions are required.
VE implements the TGA operators through a sequence of RDD transformations roughly equiva-
lent to nontemporal relational algebra operators. Apache Spark is not a temporal DBMS but rather
an open-source in-memory distributed framework that combines graph parallel and data parallel
abstractions. Following the approach of Dignos et al. [35] we rewrite our temporal operators into
a sequence of nontemporal relational operators or their equivalents for Spark RDDs, maintain-
ing point semantics. This allows our algebra to be implemented in any nontemporal relational
database. In total, we need the resolve primitive we introduced in Definition 3.2.2, two primitives
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Table 4.2: TGA operators in each in-memory representation.
Operation VE RG OG HG
trim filter V and E; modify pe-
riods to be within trim in-
terval
slice sequence of RGs filter indices in bitsets slice sequence of OGs and
filter indices in remaining
OGs
vertex- and
edge-map
apply map function to
each element; coalesce
apply map to each element
within each RG; coalesce
N/A N/A
vertex-
and edge-
subgraph
(basic pat-
tern)
filter V ad E; enforce FK
constraint
only when predicate not
on interval: filter V and E
of each RG
N/A N/A
vertex-
and edge-
subgraph
(recursive
pattern)
Spark Datalog integration Spark Datalog integration Spark Datalog integration Spark Datalog integration
aggregation
(non-
recursive
pattern
only over
snapshots)
compute edge triplets; re-
duce by key; left outer join
with previous node values
use built-in GraphX ag-
gregateMessages method;
left outer join with previ-
ous node values
use built-in GraphX ag-
gregateMessages method;
left outer join with previ-
ous node values
like in OG
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Table 4.2: TGA operators in each in-memory representation, continued.
aggregation
(snapshot
analytics)
N/A compute for each RG compute for all periods si-
multaneously
compute for all periods
within each OG simulta-
neously
attribute-
based node
creation
map each node to new id;
join edges with new nodes
to get new id; rest as
above
within each window map
nodees and edge triplets to
new ids; rest as above
N/A N/A
temporal-
window node
creation
split each node/edge by
window; reduce by win-
dow key; filter those un-
der quantification thresh-
old; enforce FK constraint
map each RG to windows;
group nodes/edges in each
window into one RG, fil-
tering by quantification
only structure: for each
node/edge map indices in
bitsets to corresponding
windows; filter by quan-
tification threshold; en-
force FK constraint
only structure: combine
OGs as necessary to group
into windows; map indices
in bitsets; filter by quan-
tification threshold; en-
force FK constraint
union compute combined inter-
vals; split each node/edge
by new intervals; full outer
join
compute combined inter-
vals; combine RGs in cor-
responding intervals; full
outer join
structure only: remap
bitsets to new intervals;
union nodes/edges from
two graphs and reduce by
key to combine bitsets
structure only: combine
OGs as necessary; rest as
in OG
intersection compute intervals; split
each node/edge by new in-
tervals; inner join
compute intervals; inner
join of nodes/edges from
corresponding intervals
structure only: like union
but with bitset intersec-
tion
structure only: like union
but with bitset intersec-
tion
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Table 4.2: TGA operators in each in-memory representation, continued.
difference compute intervals; split
each node/edge by new in-
tervals; left outer join and
filter
compute combined inter-
vals; outer join of nodes
for each pair of RGs in cor-
responding intervals; filter
structure only: compute
combined intervals; remap
bitsets to new intervals;
outer join of nodes; filter
structure only: combine
OGs as necessary, rest as
in OG
edge creation Spark Datalog integration Spark Datalog integration Spark Datalog integration Spark Datalog integration
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to maintain TRA model (coalesce and constrain, which enforces foreign key constraint from TE
to TV), and the primitives described in [35] to translate TRA operators into relational operators:
extend and normalize. Because our model uses point semantics and does not require change
preservation, we do not need the align primitive of [35] and can use the normalize primitive in
its place.
The coalesce primitive merges adjacent and overlapping time periods for value-equivalent tu-
ples. This operation, which is similar to duplicate elimination in conventional databases, has been
extensively studied in the literature [13, 98]. Several implementations are possible for the coalesce
operation over temporal SQL relations. Because Spark is an in-memory processing system, we use
the partitioning method, where the relation is grouped by key, and tuples are sorted and folded
within each group to produce time periods of maximum length. Eager coalescing, however, is not
desirable since it is expensive and some operations may produce correct results (up to coalescing)
even when computing over uncoalesced inputs. We describe an optimization based on lazy coalescing
in Section 4.5.
The resolve primitive is implemented using a group by key operation in Spark and convenience
methods on the property set class. The property set class supports adding all properties from
another set such that they are combined by key, and applying aggregation functions one at a time
for each property name.
The constrain primitive constrains one relation with respect to another, such as removing
edges from the result that do not have associated nodes, or trimming the edge validity period to be
within the validity periods of associated nodes. It is introduced here because Spark does not have a
built-in way to express foreign key constraints. We do this by executing a join of the two relations
— either a broadcast join or a hash join — and then adjusting time periods as necessary. This
is an expensive operation and is only performed when necessary as determined by the soundness
analysis, e.g., when vertex-subgraph has a non-trivial predicate over G, and when node creation
has a more restrictive node quantifier rv than edge quantifier re. This optimization is described in
detail in Section 4.5
The split primitive maps each tuple in relation R into one or more tuples based on a tempo-
ral window expression such as w=3 months. This is done in place of the more computationally
expensive 1T W operation in the temporal-window node creation operator. A purely relational
implementation of this primitive is possible with the use of a special Chron relation that stores all
possible time points of the temporal universe and supports computation without materialization.
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Another approach is to introduce fold and unfold functions that can split each interval into all its
constituent time points. Both of these approaches have strong efficiency concerns, see [14] for an
in-depth discussion. In Spark we are not limited to relational operators only and can use functional
programming constructs. Split can be efficiently implemented with a flatMap, which emits multiple
tuples as necessary by applying a lambda function and flattening the result. We use this method
in our implementation.
The extend primitive extends a relation with an additional attribute that represents the tuple’s
timestamp, see [35] for a definition. Extend allows explicit references to timestamps in operations,
and is needed for extended snapshot reducibility. We implement extend by defining an Interval class
and including it as a field in every RDD.
The normalize primitive produces a set of tuples for each tuple in r by splitting
its timestamp into non-overlapping periods with respect to another relation s and at-
tributes B. See [35] for the formal definition. Intuitively, normalize creates tuples in cor-
responding groups such that their timestamps are also equivalent. For example, for a
pair of relations r with single tuple (v1, [2016/05/01, 2016/08/01)) and s with single tuple
(v1, [2016/07/01, 2016/09/01)), it splits the intervals to non-overlapping fragments. NA(r, s) =
(v1, [2016/05/01, 2016/07/01)), (v1, [2016/07/01, 2016/08/01)). This primitive is necessary for node
creation, set operators like union, and joins. The normalize primitive relies on an efficient imple-
mentation of the tuple splitter. We split each tuple based on the change periods over the whole
graph, avoiding costly joins but potentially splitting some tuples unnecessarily.
VE supports all TGA operations in some form. Currently the subgraph operation is separated
into the vertex- and edge-subgraph operators and supported by integration with Spark Datalog [82],
as is the edge creation. We ported Spark Datalog to the latest version of Spark4 and extended it
with temporal predicates (overlaps, datediff, intersection) so that computations may be expressed
over the TV and TE relations.
The attribute-based node creation is limited to the property values available within individual
nodes and returns a new graph of only the new nodes. The aggregation operator accepts a non-
recursive pattern only, although in principle it can be extended through integration with Spark
Datalog in the same fashion as edge creation.
4version 2.1 at the time of this writing
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Figure 4.6: OG representation of a small TGraph.
As we will show in Section 5.4, this physical representation is the most efficient for many
operations, and especially for those that do not require a join between node and edge RDDs, such
as trim and map.
4.4.2 RepresentativeGraph
RepresentativeGraph (RG) is a collection (parallel sequence) of GraphX graphs, one for
each representative graph of TGraph, where nodes and edges store the attribute values for the
specific time interval, thus using structural locality. This representation supports all operations
of TGA that can be expressed over snapshots, i.e., any operation that does not explicitly refer to
time. GraphX provides Pregel API to support recursive non-temporal aggregation.
While the RG representation is simple, it is not compact, considering that in many real-world
evolving graphs there is a 80% or larger similarity between consecutive snapshots [74]. In a dis-
tributed architecture, however, this data structure provides some benefits as operations on it can
be easily parallelized by assigning different representative graphs to different workers. Each repre-
sentative graph in the RG representation is loaded from parquet files using filter pushdown with a
time predicate. We include this representation mainly as a naive implementation that serves as a
performance baseline.
RG is the most immediate way to implement evolving graphs using GraphX. Without Portal a
user wishing to analyze evolving graphs might implement and use the RG approach. However, as
we will show in Section 5.4, this would lead to poor performance for most operations.
4.4.3 OneGraph
OneGraph (OG) is the most topologically compact representation and stores all nodes from
TVand edges from TE once, in a single aggregated data structure. OG emphasizes temporal locality,
while also preserving structural locality, but leads to a much denser graph than RG. This, in turn,
makes parallelizing computation challenging.
An OG is implemented as a single GraphX graph where the node and edge attributes are bitsets
that encode the presence of a node or edge in each time period associated with some representative
graph of a TGraph. To construct an OG from on-disk node and edge archives, nodes and edges are
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grouped by key and mapped to bits corresponding to periods of change over the graph. Because OG
stores information only about graph topology, far fewer periods must be represented and computed
for OG than for RG. The actual reduction depends on the rate and nature of graph evolution.
Information about time validity is stored together with each node and edge. Figure 4.6 shows a
small OG over five intervals.
Similar to ImmortalGraph [74], the analytics are computed over all the representative graphs
together. Nodes exchange messages marked with the applicable intervals and a single message may
contain several interval values as necessary. This is called a batching method, since the computation
is batched across time periods.
As we will see experimentally in Section 5.4, OG is often the best-performing data structure for
node creation, and also has competitive performance for recursive aggregation (analytics). Because
of this focus, OG supports operations only on topology: analytics, node creation, and set operators
for graphs with no node or edge attributes. All other operations are supported through inheritance
from an abstract parent, and are carried out on the VE data structure. Thus OG and HG, below,
can be thought of as indexes on VE.
4.4.4 HybridGraph
In our preliminary experiments we observed that OG exhibited worse than expected perfor-
mance, especially for large graphs with long lifetimes. The reason this is so is because good graph
partitioning becomes difficult as topology changes over time. Communication cost is the main con-
tributor to analytics performance over distributed graphs, so poor partitioning leads to increased
communication costs. When the whole graph can fit into memory of a single worker, communica-
tion cost goes away and the batching method used by OG becomes the most efficient, as has been
previously shown in [74]. To provide better performance on analytics, we introduce HybridGraph
(HG). HG trades compactness of OG for better structural locality of RG, by aggregating together
several consecutive representative graphs, computing a single OG for each graph group, and storing
these as a parallel sequence. In our current implementation each OG in the sequence corresponds
to one snapshot group on disk. Thus if no-partitioning snapshot group method is used, HG is
equivalent to OG.
Like OG, HG focuses on topology-based analysis, and so does not represent node and edge
attributes. HG implements analytics, node creation, and set operators, and supports all other
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operations through inheritance from VE. Analytics are implemented similarly to OG, with batching
within each graph group.
4.5 Optimizations
4.5.1 Lazy Coalescing
All operations and all sequences of operations must output a valid temporally coalesced TGraph.
Several implementations are possible for the coalesce operation over temporal SQL relations, see [13]
for details. We use the partitioning method, where the relation (e.g., TV, TE) is grouped by key, and
tuples are sorted and folded within each group to produce time periods of maximum length. This
involves shuﬄing between partitions, is computationally expensive, and motivates lazy coalescing.
Correctness of many TGA operations does not depend on whether their input is coalesced.
Consequently, Portal supports both eager and lazy coalescing, with lazy being the default for queries
that admit it. We now present useful coalescing rules.
As with duplicate elimination, if the coalesced output is expected to be significantly reduced
in size, such as after a map operation on a high volatility attribute, performing coalesce eagerly
before a time-consuming operation, especially analytics, can be advantageous.
Successive coalescing is unnecessary in TGA just as it is for (non-graph) temporal
databases [13]:
coal(coal(G)) ≡ coal(G) (4.1)
It is unnecessary to coalesce an already coalesced G, e.g., if the data on disk is known to be
coalesced:
coal(G) ≡ G iff is_coalesced(G) (4.2)
Trim does not uncoalesce. Trim (Def. 3.2.3) is guaranteed to return a coalesced output
when evaluated over a coalesced input. This is because, for any relation R, there will be at most
one tuple from R in the result of trim with a validity period that is either the same as it was in R,
or further restricted (trimmed). Therefore, there is no need to coalesce G after trim.
Trim allows lazy coalescing. Trim does not destroy coalescing. Assume x stands
for all nontemporal attributes. trimTc (G) returns tuples (x|t ∩ c), for which T ∩ c 6=
∅. If G is uncoalesced, then there exist some value-equivalent tuples (x|t1) and (x|t2) s.t.
p1 meets t2 ∨ t1 contains t2 ∨ t1 overlaps t2, which would be replaced by (x, t1 ∪ t2) in coal
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(G). Because intersection distributes over union, i.e.,(t1 ∪ t2) ∩ c = (t1 ∩ c) ∪ (t2 ∩ c), coalescing
can be equivalently performed before or after trim:
coal(trimTc (G)) ≡ trimTc (coal(G)) (4.3)
Subgraph does not uncoalesce. Vertex-subgraph (Def. 3.2.7) uses a pattern that returns a
subset of TV. If TV is coalesced then so is TV′. A similar argument applies to the edges relation
TE′ in edge-subgraph.
Temporal subgraph allows lazy coalescing. It was shown in [13] that coalescing can be
deferred until after selection if the selection condition is independent of the valid time of the
input. When subgraph (Section 3.2.3) is time-invariant, i.e., does not contain temporal predicates,
coalescing can be deferred.
coal(subgraphT (P,G)) ≡ subgraphT (P,G) ⇐⇒ P has no temporal predicates (4.4)
Vertex- and edge-map may uncoalesce TGraph. Consider computing a vertex-map op-
eration (Def. 3.2.4) mapTv (mV : name)G over T1 in Table 3.4. There will be two identical tuples
in the result for node v2 for [2015/2, 2015/5) and [2015/5, 2015/10), which must be coalesced to
return a valid TGraph. A similar argument holds for edge-map (Def. 3.2.5).
Vertex- and edge-map allow lazy coalescing, since they processes each input tuple without
modifying the corresponding time intervals, but only when they contain no temporal predicates.
Map destroys coalescing, and requires to coalesce the output even if the input was eagerly coalesced.
coal(mapMV ,ME (G)) ≡ coal(mapMV ,ME (coal(G))) (4.5)
Temporal-window node creation requires eager coalescing. Temporal-window node
creation allows temporal aggregation by change or time (Def. 3.2.10). When aggregating by change,
the input must be coalesced to compute correct aggregation windows. If the input is not coalesced,
then there may be two or more consecutive intervals which should be treated as one but would count
separately. For aggregation by time, some aggregate functions also require coalesced input. For
example, count will produce different result if several consecutive or overlapping value-equivalent
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tuples fall within the same window. Thus we add the following conditional coalescing rule:
coal(nodeTw(w, rv, re, fv1(k1), . . . , fvn(kn), fe1(l1), . . . , fem(lm),G)) ≡
coal(nodeTw(w, rv, re, fv1(k1), . . . , fvn(kn), fe1(l1), . . . , fem(lm),G)) (4.6)
Temporal intersection, union, and difference allow lazy coalescing. Temporal graph
intersection (Def 3.2.12) is a join followed by the resolve primitive that includes temporal aggre-
gation. As shown in [13], coalescing can be deferred until after a join. For temporal aggregation,
which is not addressed in [13], the same argument can be made as for TRA union and intersection,
namely, that it is time-invariant. Thus we can defer coalescing until after temporal graph inter-
section. Temporal graph union (Def. 3.2.11) uses an outer join, and the same argument applies.
Temporal difference (Def. 3.2.13) uses a left outer join, and the same argument applies. Note that
intersection and union operations may destroy coalescing due to the use of aggregation, and so a
final coalesce is required over the result even if inputs were eagerly coalesced.
coal(coal(G1) ∩TG coal(G2)) ≡ coal(G1 ∩TG G2) (4.7)
coal(coal(G1) ∪TG coal(G2)) ≡ coal(G1 ∪TG G2) (4.8)
coal(coal(G1) \TG coal(G2)) ≡ coal(G1 \TG G2) (4.9)
Temporal user-defined analytics allow lazy coalescing. Analytices are a special case of
temporal graph aggregation (Section 3.2.4). Analytics are time-invariant functions applied to each
representative graph. Thus when applied to value-equivalent graphs, they will produce equivalent
results, and so coalesce can be deferred. However, analytics may destroy coalescing because the
same aggregate may be produced for a node over successive periods, and so it is required to coalesce
over the final result. If uda is an analytic, then:
uda(G) ≡ uda(coal(G)) (4.10)
4.5.2 Lazy Referential Integrity Enforcement
All TGA operations must enforce the foreign key constraint from TE to TV. However, foreign
key constraint enforcement is an expensive operation that requires a join. Many TGA operations
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do not modify TE, or modify it in such a way that application of the constrain primitive is not
required.
Trim does not require FK enforcement. To see why, consider an edge TE(e, v1, v2, a|t1)
and one of the corresponding nodes TV(v1, a|t2), such that t2 contains t1 (per Definition 3.1.3
requirement R2). Suppose now that trim was applied to TV and to TE with interval c. Is it
possible that edge (e, v1, v2, a|t1 ∩ c) is in the result of trimTc (G).TE (i.e., t1 ∩ c 6= ∅), while node
TV(v1, a, t2 ∩ c) is not in the result of trimTc (G) (i.e., p2 ∩ c = ∅)? Clearly, the answer is no, since
t2 contains t1, and so it must be the case that t2 contains (t1 ∩ c).
Vertex- and edge-map do not require FK enforcement. This is because the timestamps
are not modified by the operation.
Vertex-subgraph requires FK enforcement. A pattern specifies a selection condition over
the nodes, and computes the vertex-induced subgraph. In this case we cannot compute TE′ from
TE alone, but will need to remove edges for which one or both nodes are not present in TV′.
Edge-subgraph does not require FK enforcement. This is because edge-subgraph does
not modify TV and takes a subset of TE.
Aggregation does not require FK enforcement. This is because only attributes of TV
are modified, but not the node periods of validity.
Temporal-window node creation requires FK enforcement in the general case. As
illustrated in Example 34, an edge may be reduced in duration in the output because a node is
removed based on the quantifier rv.
We now give an analysis of whether FK enforcement is required, by considering the relationship
between node and edge quantifiers rv and re. Recall that we support quantifiers all, most, at least
n, and exists, and observe that they can be translated to a threshold on the percentage of the time
during which an entity (node or edge) existed, relative to the duration of the window: t = 1 for
all, t > 0.5 for most, t > 0 for exists and t > n for at least n. If an entity’s existence meets the
threshold, it will be retained in the result of the operation.
FK enforcement is only required if rv is more restrictive than re. To see why, consider an interval
w, one of the windows computed based on specification W . Edge quantifier re is translated into
a ratio r. We produce an edge (e, v1, v2|w) iff ∃{(e, v1, v2|p1), . . . , (e, v1, v2|pk)} ∈ TE | (
⋃k
i=1 ti ∩
w)/w > r. In other words, an edge is only produced if the ratio of the sum of the intervals of e in
window w to the length of the window w is greater than the ratio r. According to Definition 3.1.3,
requirement R2, if the input TGraph is valid, then we must also produce (v1|w) and (v2|w) if re ≤ re,
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since node periods are supersets of edge periods. However, if re > re, we may not produce a node
that meets re but does not meet the less restrictive rv.
Union does not require FK enforcement. Temporal full outer join produces a node tuple
for all periods in TV1 and TV2. If G1 and G2 are valid graphs, then referential integrity holds for
TE′.
Intersection does not require FK enforcement. Consider an edge TE(e, v1, v2, a|te) ∈ TE′
and one of the corresponding nodes TV(v1, a|tv) ∈ TV′ computed by intersection. To violate the
FK constraint on TE’, there must exist a time instant t ∈ te∧ t 6∈ tv. But that is not possible, since
by definition of temporal join, e exists in both TE1 and TE2, and G1 and G2 are valid TGraphs.
Difference requires FK enforcement. Consider an edge TE(e, v1, v2, a|t) that exists in G1
but not in G2 and node v1 that exists in both G1 and G2. According to Definition 3.2.13, node v1
will not be produced in TV′. This invalidates edge e, which must be removed.
Edge creation requires FK enforcement. Edge creation (Def. 3.2.14) generates new nodes
in TE′ that are not present in TE. It must be verified that these new edges are valid in relation to
the periods of validify of its two end points.
4.5.3 Trim Pushdown
As described in Section 4.3, the on-disk data format supports filter pushdown by time. For ease
of use, we provide a GraphLoader utility that can initialize any of the four physical representations
from Apache Parquet files on HDFS or on local disk. This utility accepts a date range and filters the
data first by snapshot group to only include snapshot groups in the desired range, and then through
Parquet filter pushdown. For datasets with long evolution history this optimization provides a
substantial performance improvement.
4.6 Limitations
The main limitation of the current prototype is the lack of support for full functinoality with
respect to temporal navigational graph patterns in aggregation and attribute-based node creation.
This can be supported through the same mechanism as extended vertex- and edge subgraph oper-
ations, i.e., through integration with Spark Datalog [82].
Another limitation, already discussed above, is with Skolem functions and node/edge ids. All
ids are of the long data type. Currently the prototype pushes the responsibility for id creation to a
user-provided Skolem function. However, the distributed nature of the system makes implementing
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such a function correctly challenging. One approach a user may take is to take the attribute by
which the nodes are being created, e.g., school, and assign the ids based on its hash code. As
with any hashing function, this does not guarantee correctness because of the chance of collision.
Another possible approach is to use the accumulators mechanism in Spark, but we have not tested
the effectiveness of such an approach.
Finally, Portal currently does not provide query optimization. The responsibility for picking the
best in-memory representation and the best sequence of operations falls to the user. We are in the
early stages of implementing query optimization now.
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Chapter 5: Evaluation
In the course of Portal development we conducted multiple experiments to evaluate the effective-
ness of the physical layouts (Section 5.2) and different in-memory representations (Section 5.4). We
also evaluate Portal in comparison to the published baselines, G* and ImmortalGraph, and report
the results in Section 5.5. Finally, we close the loop on our motivating examples in Section 1.3 by
implementing them using Portal API and report the results in Section 5.6.
The results of our experiments show that Portal scales to large datasets even on a modest size
cluster and outperforms the G* baseline, while providing additional functionality not available in
the baseline.
5.1 Setup
All experiments were conducted on a 16-slave in-house Open Stack cloud, using Linux Ubuntu
14.04 and Spark v2.0. Each node has 4 cores and 16 GB of RAM. Spark Standalone cluster manager
and Hadoop 2.6 were used.
Because Spark is a lazy evaluation system, a materialize operation was appended to the end
of each query, which consisted of the count of nodes and edges. Each experiment was conducted
3 times with a cold start – the running time includes the setup time of submitting the job to
the cluster manager, uploading the jar to the cluster, reading the data from disk, building the
chosen representation, and running a single query. We report the average running time, which is
representative because we took great care to control variability: standard deviation for each measure
is at or below 5% of the mean except in cases of very small running times. No computation results
were shared between subsequent runs.
Table 5.1: Experimental datasets.
Dataset |V| |E| Time Span Evol. Rate
wiki-talk-en 2.9M 10.7M 2002–2016 14.4
nGrams 88M 2.85B 1520–2009 16.67
Twitter 505.4M 23B 2006–2012 88
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Figure 5.1: The wiki-talk dataset exhibits a
quadratic relationship between the number of
nodes and edges.
Figure 5.2: The size of the largest connected
component in the wiki-talk dataset.
Figure 5.3: The graph clustering coefficient of
the wiki-talk dataset over time.
Figure 5.4: The edge reciprocity of the wiki-talk
dataset over time.
Data. We evaluate performance of our framework on three real open-source datasets, sum-
marized in Table 5.1. The datasets differ in size, in the number and type of attributes and in
evolution rates, calculated as the average graph edit similarity [77]. Edit similarity between any
two snapshots is calculated as the ratio of the common edges between two graphs to the sum of
edges:
2 ∗ |E1 ∩ E2|/(|E1|+ |E2|)
wiki-talk (http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.49561) contains over 10 million messaging
events among 3 million wiki-en users, aggregated at 1-month resolution. Wiki-talk is a very sparse
dataset with short-lived edges, so it does not exhibit the expected exponential growth of the number
of edges relative to the number of nodes (Figure 5.1). The size of the largest weakly connected
component grows over time but stabilizes at roughly 110K nodes, about 4% of the total size, as can
be seen in Figure 5.2. Due to extreme graph sparcity, the graph mean clustering coefficient is ex-
tremely small and diminishes over time, approaching 0 (Figure 5.3). Similarly, the edge reciprocity
is also small and diminishes over time, from the maximum of about 40% to about 5% toward the
end of its lifetime (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.5: The nGrams dataset exhibits a linear
relationship between the number of nodes and
edges.
Figure 5.6: The size of the largest connected
component in the nGrams dataset.
Figure 5.7: The graph clustering coefficient of
the nGrams dataset over time.
Figure 5.8: The edge reciprocity of the nGrams
dataset over time.
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Figure 5.9: The Twitter dataset exhibits a linear
relationship between the number of nodes and
edges.
Figure 5.10: The size of the largest connected
component in the Twitter dataset.
nGrams (http://storage.googleapis.com/books/ngrams/books/datasetsv2.html) con-
tains word co-occurrence pairs, with 88 million word nodes and over 2.8 billion undirected edges.
While not as sparse a graph as the wiki-talk, the edges still can appear and go away. The rela-
tionship between the node and edge counts is linear, not exponential, as can be seen in Figure 5.5.
The size of the largest weakly connected component increases with time to about 50% of all nodes
(Figure 5.6), so it is substantially more connected than the wiki-talk dataset. It also spans more
than twice as many time intervals. The mean clustering coefficient is initially chaotic, but over
time stabilizes around 0.12, as can be seen in Figure 5.7. The edge reciprocity also increases over
time as the graph densifies, and stabilizes at about 0.3 (Figure 5.8).
The Twitter social graph [39] contains over 23 billion directed follower relationships between 0.5
billion Twitter users collected in 2012, sampled at 1-month resolution based on account creation
information from April 2006. Surprisingly, even though this dataset is growth-only, i.e., every node
and edge is added once and never goes away, the densification still exhibits a linear rather than
an exponential trend, as shown in Figure 5.9. Nevertheless, the Twitter graph is very dense and
connected from the very beginning, and the largest weakly connected component contains about
3/4 of all nodes (Figure 5.10).
5.2 Physical layout
We evaluate the effectiveness of the structural and temporal locality and different snapshot
group partition methods (refer to Section 4.3) on local and global queries. The temporal locality
outperforms structural locality in all experiments due to the lack of sufficient discrimination in the
time range in the test datasets. The equi-depth partition methods of snapshot groups is the most
effective for local and global point queries, but no-partition method outperforms all others on the
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(a) nodes (b) edges
Figure 5.11: Performance of each snapshot group and locality format on local point queries on
the wiki-talk dataset. d = equi-depth partition method, none = no-partitioning, rr = redundancy
partition method, wc = equi-width by change partition method, wt = equi-width partition method.
(a) nodes (b) edges
Figure 5.12: Performance of each snapshot group and locality format on local point queries on
the nGrams dataset. d = equi-depth partition method, none = no-partitioning, rr = redundancy
partition method, wc = equi-width by change partition method, wt = equi-width partition method.
local range queries. Based on the results of these experiments we selected the no-partition and the
equi-depth partition methods with the temporal locality for all subsequent experiments.
5.2.1 Local Point Queries
Local point queries are queries to retrieve a single node or an edge, and its attribute, at a specific
time instant. We used skewed sampling to retrieve a list of 100 nodes and 100 edges spread across
the dataset evolution period. By skewed we mean that the time instant distribution of the query
set is not uniform but rather an approximation of the dataset distribution, where more tuples exist
at later dates.
We compare two types of locality layout: structural and temporal. The structural locality
layout places together nodes/edges that co-exist in time and is achieved with a primary sort by the
start time of the period of validity. The temporal locality layout places together the full history of
change for each node/edge and is achieved with a primary sort by the node/edge id.
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We evaluate all five snapshot group partition methods: no-partitioning, i.e., a single group,
two variants of the equi-width partitioning, the equi-depth partitioning, which aims to balance the
sizes of the snapshot groups, and the redundancy partitioning, which aims to limit the redundancy
between snapshot groups.
We report an average single point query. For wiki-talk, the difference between different layouts
and snapshot group partition methods is negligible for both nodes and edges, as can be seen in
Figure 5.11. This can be explained by the fact that wiki-talk is a small dataset. In fact, any
differences between partition methods result from the total number of snapshot groups: for the
two slowest methods, none and redundancy (rr), there are 1 and 5 snapshot groups, respectively,
compared to 15 groups for equi-width (wt), equi-width by change (wc), and equi-depth (d). The
difference between the two types of locality is also negligible. Wiki-talk has a single tuple per node,
with no change over the graph history, while each edge is short-lived.
Results from the nGrams dataset are more useful, as can be seen in Figure 5.12. The average
single query time is slower than in the wiki-talk dataset, for both nodes and edges, as can be
expected due to the increased dataset size (nGrams has 30x number of nodes than wiki-talk, and
250x number of edges). However, the best performing partition method, equi-depth, with temporal
locality, is only a fraction of a second slower for nodes and 6 times slower for edges. Additionally,
it can be seen that the temporal locality outperforms the structural locality in all cases, in some
cases by a factor of two. Recall that the temporal locality sorts by the id first and places all the
tuples for a single node or edge together. Thus filter pushdown on the id is more effective than
when the data is sorted by date first.
The nGrams dataset results indicate that the temporal locality is more effective than the struc-
tural locality, and the equi-depth partition method is as, or more, effective as all other methods,
especially as the data size increases.
5.2.2 Local Range Queries
Local range queries are queries to retrieve a history of a node or an edge over the interval of
interest. Similarly to local point queries, local range queries were executed using skewed sampling,
averaging over 100 node (resp. edge) queries. Figure 5.13 shows the result for node and edge queries
over the wiki-talk dataset, and Figure 5.14 over the nGrams dataset.
As with the local point queries, there is no difference between the performance of the two types
of locality on the wiki-talk dataset. However, the no-partitioning method is a clear winner for nodes
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(a) nodes (b) edges
Figure 5.13: Performance of each snapshot group and locality format on local range queries on
the wiki-talk dataset. d = equi-depth partition method, none = no-partitioning, rr = redundancy
partition method, wc = equi-width by change partition method, wt = equi-width partition method.
(a) nodes (b) edges
Figure 5.14: Performance of each snapshot group and locality format on local range queries on
the nGrams dataset. d = equi-depth partition method, none = no-partitioning, rr = redundancy
partition method, wc = equi-width by change partition method, wt = equi-width partition method.
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(a) on wiki-talk (b) on nGrams
Figure 5.15: Performance of each snapshot group and locality format on global point queries. d
= equi-depth partition method, none = no-partitioning, rr = redundancy partition method, wc =
equi-width by change partition method, wt = equi-width partition method.
and edges. This again can be explained by the nature of the wiki-talk evolution: there is no change
for wiki-talk nodes, which means that a single node tuple is split into as many tuples as there are
groups or nearly so, depending on when it appeared. As a result, the local range query has to
retrieve only a single tuple using the no-partitioning method, whereas with all other methods it
retrieves several, depending on the duration of the query interval.
The nGrams dataset results indicate that the temporal locality is significantly more effective
for local range queries than the structural locality, and the no-partitioning method is more effective
than all other methods.
5.2.3 Global Point Queries
Global point queries are queries to retrieve a single snapshot at a specific time point. We
sampled each dataset to get a set of 100 dates approximating the distribution of all the dates in
the dataset. We report an average single global point query.
In wiki-talk (Figure 5.15a) there is no significant difference between the two types of locality, and
the difference between different partition methods is negligible as well. However, similarly to the
local point and range experiments, temporal locality outperforms structural locality on the nGrams
dataset (Figure 5.15b). This result is unexpected, considering that there is no filter pushdown by
id in the global point query execution. We conclude that the spread of the period start time is
so small as to render sorting first by the time attribute undesirable. The wiki-talk dataset has
only 179 distinct start times across all nodes and edges, and nGrams only about 400. While a
different dataset may have a wider spread of start times, any large graph is expected to have orders
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(a) on wiki-talk (b) on nGrams
Figure 5.16: Performance of the trim operation with eager and lazy coalescing.
of magnitude more nodes than distinct start times. This explains why the structural locality, as
designed, cannot outperform the temporal locality.
As with the local point queries, the depth partitioning method yields the best performance for
global point queries on nGrams.
5.3 Optimizations
We introduced three optimizations in the Portal prototype, described in Section 4.5: lazy coa-
lescing (Section 4.5.1), lazy referential integrity enforcement (Section 4.5.2), and filter pushdown
(Section 4.5.3). In this section we show the effect of lazy coalescing and filter pushdown on the
system performance. Lazy referential integrity enforcement is in effect at all times.
Lazy coalescing is always beneficial in our experiments, regardless of the rate of coalescing. In
the extreme case the coalesced TGraph has significantly fewer nodes or edges. Even in this case the
topology of the TGraph does not change, and so analytics do not benefit from eager coalescing.
Filter pushdown is significantly beneficial when the trim period is small compared to the overall
TGraph history period.
5.3.1 Lazy Coalescing
We evaluate the eager vs. lazy coalescing by taking a noncoalesced input from equi-depth
snapshot groups and executing a trim operation over it. With eager coalescing the input is coalesced
immediately upon load, and then the trim operation is carried out. Since trim is known to not
uncoalesce, no additional coalescing is carried out. With lazy coalescing the input is coalesced
only at the end, after trim is carried out. With this setup we expect no difference in performance
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Figure 5.17: Performance of the map operation with eager and lazy coalescing.
(a) on wiki-talk (b) on nGrams
Figure 5.18: Performance of the trim operation with filter pushdown.
between lazy and eager coalescing when filter pushdown is in effect, which is what the data shows
(Figure 5.16). Any differences between the two conditions are not statistically significant.
We also evaluate the eager vs. lazy coalescing by taking a noncoalesced input and executing
a vertex-map operation over it, which is known to uncoalesce. In this case eager coalescing con-
dition performs the coalesce operation twice, once on load and once at the end, whereas the lazy
coalescing performs it only at the end. The lazy coalescing condition carries out fewer operations
and is expected to outperform the eager coalescing, which is what the data shows (Figure 5.17).
The experiment also shows that the cost of coalescing is linear to data size, which makes sense,
considering that coalescing is supported by a group-by operation.
5.3.2 Filter Pushdown
Recollect that on-disk data is stored in snapshot groups representing different temporal segments
of the overall evolution, and is furthermore sorted by id and time to take advantage of the SparkSQL
filter pushdown functionality.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the filter pushdown by executing the trim operation with and
without the pushdown over varying time periods. As expected, filter pushdown is beneficial for
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small periods relative to the overall timeline (Figure 5.18). As the trim period approaches the
overall size, it takes the same amount of time with and without pushdown, on average, since most
of the nodes and edges match.
5.4 In-Memory Representations
In this section we evaluate the performance of different in-memory representations on TGA
operators, including trim (Section 5.4.1), vertex-map (Section 5.4.2), vertex-subgraph (Section 5.4.3),
nonrecursive and recursive aggregation (Section 5.4.4), node creation (Section 5.4.5), and the binary
set operators union, intersection, and difference (Section 5.4.6). We do not include the results of
the evaluation of edge-map and edge-subgraph as uninteresting, since they are no different than the
vertex variants. The evaluation of the edge creation operator is pending.
No one single representation provides the best performance for all operations. The RG repre-
sentation, included primarily as a baseline, does not perform well on all but the smallest cases and
should not be considered in the future. The VE and HG representations provide good performance
in most cases, although performance degrades when a very large join is required for foreign key
enforcement.
5.4.1 Trim
trim (Def. 3.2.3) performance was evaluated by varying the input time window and materializing
the TGraph, and is presented in Figures 5.19a for wiki-talk, 5.19b for nGrams, and 5.19c for Twitter.
trim is expected to be more efficient when executed over VE (Section 4.4.1) when data is coalesced
on disk than over RG (Section 4.4.2), and we observe this in our experiments. This is because
multiple passes over the data are required for RG to compute each representative graph, leading to
linear growth in running times, even with filter pushdown. trim over VE simply executes temporal
selection with filter pushdown and has linearly increasing running times as the output size increaes.
This experiment essentially measures the cost of materializing RG from its on-disk representation.
We observed the same linear trend in our preliminary work, when the data was stored as individual
snapshots on disk, although less redundant work is needed in that case.
The results of trim on the Twitter dataset demonstrate the limits of effectiveness of the temporal
locality and the equi-depth partitioning. The performance of VE is on the order of minutes, and
RG is unable to compute within two hours for all but the smallest date range. The explanation
lies in the nature of the Twitter dataset. The Twitter dataset is a very large growth-only dataset.
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(a) on wiki-talk (b) on nGrams
(c) on Twitter
Figure 5.19: Performance of trim operator over varying intervals.
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Figure 5.20: Performance of vertex-map operator over varying intervals on wiki-talk.
Nodes and edges in this dataset are added over time, but are never removed or updated. At the
same time, with temporal resolution of 1 month, there are only 72 distinct start times. The equi-
depth partition method cannot divide a growth-only dataset into more than one snapshot group as
the minimum partition load is always the total number of tuples. The trim operation relies both
on the filter pushdown and the ability to select a small subset of snapshot groups. Neither works
effectively in this case.
The VE representation provides good performance on trim in most cases, but relies on the
effectiveness of the filter pushdown mechanism.
5.4.2 Map
We evaluate vertex-map (Def. 3.2.4) performance by varying the data size through the trim
operation. vertex-map exhibits a similar trend as trim: linear running time for VE and a linear
increase in the running time with an increasing number of representative graphs for RG (Figure 5.20
for wiki-talk, similar for other datasets). Performance of map is not distinguishable from that of
trim when run with the equi-depth partition method because both map and trim must coalesce its
output as the last step. We do not include the results of the edge-map operation (Def 3.2.5) here
as uninteresting, since it is expected to be no different than the vertex-map based on its definition.
5.4.3 Vertex Subgraph
vertex-subgraph (Def. 3.2.7) performance was evaluated by specifying a condition on the
length(prop) < t of the node property prop, with different values of t leading to different se-
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(a) on wiki-talk
(b) on nGrams
Figure 5.21: Performance of vertex-subgraph operator over varying selectivity.
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lectivity. This experiment was executed for wiki-talk (with username as the property) and for
nGrams (with word as the property). Twitter has no vertex attributes and was not used in this
experiment.
Figure 5.21a shows performance for RG and VE on the wiki-talk dataset, and Figure 5.21b on
the nGrams dataset. Performance of RG is a function of the number of intervals and is insensitive
to the selectivity. The behavior on VE is dominated by FK enforcement: with high selectivity (few
nodes) broadcast join affords performance linear in the number of edges, whereas for a large number
of nodes broadcast join is infeasible and a hash-join is used instead, which is substantially slower.
VE provides an order of magnitude better performance than RG on wiki-talk: up to 1.5 min for
VE, in contrast to between 5 and 12 minutes for RG. On nGrams, broadcast join is infeasible for
any selectivity except 0, and VE performance is about 2x better than RG performance, 40 min on
average for VE vs. about 80 min for RG.
In addition, we evaluated the performance of OG on this operation, a variant where all node
attributes are stored with the node in a single GraphX graph. OG achieves somewhat better
performance than VE, but not substantially so, as it also internally must perform a join in order
to remove invalid edges. Since nGrams has upwards of 2 billion edges, a join is expected to be
relatively slow.
In summary, OG provides the best performance on vertex-subgraph due to the cost of foreign
key enforcement.
5.4.4 Aggregation
aggregation (Def. 3.2.8) performance was evaluated on all representations with a computation
of vertex degrees, varying the size of the temporal window obtained with trim. The results in
Figure 5.22b indicate that materialization of each representative graph required for RG makes it
not a viable candidate for this operation, especially over large datasets. VE, OG, and HG exhibit
linear increase in performance as the trim size is increased, with VE the most efficient. A comparison
with the runtime of trim only (Figure 5.19a) indicates that the additional cost of computing degrees
is negligible compared to the cost of loading the data from HDFS (21.54 min for 12 RGs with VE
with trim only vs. 21.62 min with VE with trim and degrees).
Similar performance is observed in the wiki-talk dataset (Figure 5.22a).
Recall that whole-graph computation over each snapshot, i.e., snapshot analytics, are a spe-
cial case of the aggregation operator (Def. 3.2.8). We implemented PageRank (PR) and Connected
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(a) on wiki-talk
(b) on Twitter
Figure 5.22: Performance of aggregation operator over varying intervals, computing node degrees.
aggTp (trimTt (G))
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(a) connected components
(b) PageRank
Figure 5.23: Performance of snapshot analytics over varying time intervals on the wiki-talk dataset.
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(a) connected components
(b) PageRank
Figure 5.24: Performance of snapshot analytics over varying time intervals on the nGrams dataset.
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(a) connected components
(b) PageRank
Figure 5.25: Performance of snapshot analytics over varying time intervals on the Twitter dataset.
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Components (CC) analytics for the three graph-based representations using the Pregel GraphX API
(see discussion in Section 4.4). PR was executed for 10 iterations or until convergence, whichever
came first. CC was executed until convergence with no limit on the number of iterations. Perfor-
mance of Pregel-based algorithms depends heavily on the partitioning strategy, with best results
achieved where cross-partition communication is small [96]. For this reason, we evaluated only with
the E2D strategy.
Performance was evaluated on time slices of varying size. Since analytics are essentially multiple
rounds of aggregate operations, the performance we observe is an amplified version of aggregate
performance. For a very small number of graphs (1-2), RG provides good performance, but slows
down linearly as the number of graphs increases. The HG provides the best performance on
analytics under most conditions, and especially for larger time periods, with a linear increase but
a slower rate of growth (Figures 5.23b, 5.25). The reason the HG outperforms the OG is because
in the HG smaller messages are exchanged during vertex synchronization between supersteps, and
fewer vertex-cuts are made within each snapshot group. Additionally, with multiple snapshot
groups, several supersteps can be computed simultaneously, one for each group, which somewhat
compensates for the effect of stragglers on the superstep completion.
The tradeoff between the OG and the HG depends on graph evolution characteristics. If the
graph is a growth-only evolution (such as in Twitter), then no more than one snapshot group can
be formed. In such cases the computation in the HG representation is exactly the same as in the
OG representation. The finding that HG still outperforms OG on the Twitter dataset (Figure 5.25)
is unexpected and bears further investigation. If the edge evolution represents more transient
connections, then the HG is expected to scale better than the OG (Figure 5.23a).
In summary, nonrecursive aggregation is best supported by the VE representation, while the
recursive aggregation by the HG representation.
5.4.5 Node Creation
The performance of the attribute-based node creation operator was evaluated over the RG and
the VE representations, varying the size of the query temporal window with a trim operator. We
group the wiki-talk dataset using the second property, number of edits, that is available for each
user.
The attribute-based node creation operator is currently implemented over a simple non-recursive
case of matching property values over nodes, which is supported using a group-by operation. Thus
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Figure 5.26: Performance of attribute-based node creation on the wiki-talk dataset with varying
temporal window, over the edit count node property.
the performance is linear in the size of the input both for VE and RG, but scales significantly worse
for RG due to being executed on each snapshot individually, as with all other operations in RG.
Window-based node creation (Def. 3.2.10) performance was evaluated on all representations,
since all have different implementations of this operator. We executed topology-only creation (no
attributes), varying the size of the temporal window. We observe that performance depends heavily
on the quantification, and on the data evolution rate. OG and HG are aggregated data structures
with good temporal locality and thus in most cases provides good performance and are not very
sensitive to the temporal window size (Figures 5.27a- 5.28b). However, in datasets with a large
number of representative graphs (such as nGrams), OG is slow on large windows, a factor of 2
worse than VE in the worst case (Figures 5.28a, 5.28b). VE outperforms OG and HG when vertex
and edge quantification levels match (Figure 5.28a), but is worse than OG and HG when vertex
quantification is stricter than edge quantification and FK must be enforced (Figure 5.27b). OG
and HG also outperform VE when the time window is small. RG does not provide reasonable
performance on any of our datasets.
In summary, in most cases, HG provides the best performance on window-based node creation
operation. However, VE is likely to lead to better performance when the window size is larger than
most node and edge periods of validity.
5.4.6 Binary Operations
Union, intersection, and difference by structure were evaluated by loading two time slices of the
same dataset with varying temporal overlap. Performance depends on the size of the overlap (in
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(a) rv = always, re = always
(b) rv = always, re = exists
Figure 5.27: Performance of temporal-window node creation on the wiki-talk dataset with varying
window size. nodeTw(w = w1, rv = always,′wiki− talk′)
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(a) rv = always, re = always
(b) rv = always, re = exists
Figure 5.28: Performance of temporal-window node creation on the nGrams dataset with varying
window size. nodeTw(w = w1, rv = always,′ nGrams′)
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(a) on wiki-talk
(b) on nGrams
Figure 5.29: Performance of the union operator with varying temporal overlap over the same dataset.
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(a) on wiki-talk
(b) on nGrams
Figure 5.30: Performance of the intersection operator with varying temporal overlap over the same
dataset.
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(a) on wiki-talk
(b) on nGrams
Figure 5.31: Performance of the difference operator with varying temporal overlap over the same
dataset.
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the number of representative graphs) and on the evolution rate. OG always has good performance,
near-constant with respect to the overlap size (Figures 5.29, 5.30, 5.31). This is expected, since
OG union, intersection, and difference are implemented as joins (outer or inner) on the vertices and
edges of the two operands. VE, on the other hand, splits the coalesced vertices/edges of each of
the two operands into intervals first, takes a union, and then reduces by key. When evolution rate
is low and duration of an entity is high, such as in wiki-talk for vertices, the split produces a lot of
tuples to then reduce, and performance suffers (Figure 5.29a).
RG only has good performance on intersection when few representative graphs overlap, and
never on union (Figure 5.30b).
HG performance is worse than OG, by a constant amount in union, and diverges in intersection.
difference performance is similar to intersection, as can be seen in Figure 5.31.
5.5 Comparison to Baseline
In this Section we describe a series of experiments to compare Portal with two available baselines:
the G* system [62] and a simulation of the ImmortalGraph system [74]. Of the three systems
in published literature that support queries on evolving graphs, only G* is available publicly.
The ImmortalGraph system was developed by Microsoft Research and our request for a copy was
declined. The third system, the Historical Graph Store [58], was also not available. For a more
in-depth discussion about these systems, see Section 6.5.
Our experiments show that Portal outperforms both baselines on complex queries, in particular
for queries over long time ranges.
5.5.1 GStar as a Baseline
The G* system experiments were conducted on the same 16-slave 1-master cluster. G* was
installed on all machines and the datasets were converted to the G* format. We used a small DBLP
dataset [1] that contains co-authorship information from 1936 through 2016 (80 representative
graphs), with about 2.4 million author nodes and over 7 million undirected co-authorship edges.
We also used a subset of the wiki-talk dataset from 2002 to 2012 (130 representative graphs). All
attempts to use a larger subset of the wiki-talk dataset resulted in the G* system crash and data
corruption.
The G* system ingests the evolving graph data one snapshot at a time and replicates them
across all machines in an uncompressed state. The DBLP dataset occupies 238M of disk on each
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machine (3808M in total), in contrast to 123 in total M on HDFS with no-partition method in
Portal. The wiki-talk subset occupies 5GB on each machine in G*, in contrast to 156.5M for the
full interval on HDFS with no-partition method in Portal.
We compare Portal performance with G* on the four test queries that were reported in the G*
publication ([62], Section 2.3.2, Fig. 4): average vertex degree, distribution of the node clustering
coefficient, distribution of the minimum path, and the distribution of the weakly connected com-
ponent size. We verified that the performance of G* on the four queries in our setup exhibits the
same trends as reported by the authors, although one query, query 3, is inconclusive. We imple-
mented each query in Portal using two different approaches: using only TGA operators, and using
a mixture of TGA operators and SparkSQL [9] operators. The Portal-SQL method was used for
a closer comparison to how G* queries are structured, where graph and relational operators are
mixed.
G* outperforms Portal on small data sizes for all four queries, but its performance degrades as
the query time range is increased. Portal outperforms G* on large data sizes and on large query
time ranges, sometimes by an order of magnitude or more. The only exception is query 3, minimum
distance distribution, which should be investigated further.
Average Vertex Degree
The average vertex degree test query computes an average degree for each representative graph.
Listing 5.1 shows the corresponding G* query in the G* declarative language DGQL. Listing 5.2
shows the same query in Portal. We use the aggregation (Def. 3.2.8) operator to compute verge
degree, and then an attribute-based node creation operator (Def. 3.2.9) to summarize each repre-
sentative graph. Listing 5.3 shows the query using an approach mirrowing the G* approach, i.e.,
using graph operators, followed by relational operators. We used the VE representation for this
query as it showed the best performance on the aggregation queries (Section 5.4.4).
Listing 5.1: G* query for the average vertex degree.
select graph.id, avg(degree)
from (select graph.id, degree(vertex) as degree
from graph(’/dblp/range))
group by graph.id
Listing 5.2: Portal query for the average vertex degree.
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(a) DBLP dataset (b) wiki-talk dataset
Figure 5.32: Performance of G* and Portal on the average node degree query.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildVE(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute degree per vertex
val degs = g.aggregateMessages[Int](sendMsg = (et =>
Iterator((et.dstId,1),(et.srcId,1))), (a,b) => a+b, 0, TripletFields.None)
//compute one vertex per rg with sum of degrees and count of vertices
val rgs = degs.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => (attr._2, 1), (0,0))
.createAttributeNodes( (a, b) => (a._1+b._1, a._2+b._2))((vid,attr) => 1L)
val result = rgs.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => (attr._1 / attr._2.toDouble), 0.0)
result.vertices
Listing 5.3: Portal-SQL query for the average vertex degree.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildVE(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute degree per vertex
val degs = g.aggregateMessages[Int](sendMsg = (et =>
Iterator((et.dstId,1),(et.srcId,1))), (a,b) => a+b, 0, TripletFields.None)
val df = makeDataFrameInt(degs.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => attr._2, 0).vertices)
df.groupBy("estart").agg(avg("attr"))
G* outperforms Portal with and without SQL for small ranges of the evolving graph history, and
especially in small datasets. For the DBLP dataset, G* is always faster than Portal, although the
difference in performance is small for the largest data sizes – 27.5 seconds for G* vs. 30 seconds for
Portal-SQL (Figure 5.32a). However, as the data size grows and the range of the query, expressed
as the number of representative graphs, grows, Portal outperforms G* by an order of magnitude
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– 482 seconds for G* vs. 78 seconds for Portal, for the largest query on the wiki-talk dataset
(Figure 5.32b).
Portal does not store the degree information for each node, whereas the G* system stores each
edge node with a list of its edges, so degree computation is as simple as taking a list size. This
explains why G* outperforms Portal on small number of representative graphs. Note, however, that
G* performance degrades drastically with the time range increase, whereas Portal’s grows linearly,
with a small slope. One possible explanation for such disparity is that, while G* graph operators
are distributed, the aggregation step (group by Listing 5.1) appears not to be. It is also possible
that G* cannot handle large data sizes, especially when the temporal dimension is extended. We
note that the results reported by the authors are primarily either over a small temporal range (up
to 12 snapshots) or over a single snapshot.
The combination of Portal for graph operations and SQL for summarization provides the best
overall performance, although the difference in total time between pure Portal queries and Portal-
SQL queries is small – 34.9 seconds for Portal vs. 30 seconds for Portal-SQL in DBLP and 78 seconds
for Portal vs. 40.6 seconds for Portal-SQL for wiki-talk. One possible explanation for the perfor-
mance improvement with SQL is that SparkSQL stores data in memory in a more efficient manner
than pure RDDs do. SparkSQL queries have been shown to be faster than the corresponding RDD
transformations [9]. There are two reasons why Portal itself is built on RDDs rather than SparkSQL
DataFrames: the functional method to coalescing using a group and fold operation is significantly
less complex than a deep nested query with NOT EXISTS that is required to perform coalescing
in pure SQL, and 2) RDDs are better suited for storing nonatomic attributes and heterogeneous
attributes.
Clustering Coefficient Distribution
The clustering coefficient distribution query computes the distribution of the node clustering
coefficient for each representative graph. A clustering coefficient is a measure of how close a node
is to being in a clique and is computed as a ratio of the number of triangles that pass through the
node to the number of node neighbors [91]. Listing 5.4 shows the corresponding G* query in DGQL.
Listing 5.5 shows the same query in Portal. We use the clusteringCoefficient snapshot analytic on
the HG representation, since HG provides the best performance on analytics in the general case
(Section 5.4.4). To compute the distribution of the coefficients, we use an attribute-based node
creation operation, similarly to the average degree query above, but creating a node for each value
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of the coefficient, rounded to one decimal point. Finally, Listing 5.6 shows the query using Portal
graph operators, followed by relational operators in SparkSQL.
Listing 5.4: G* query for the computation of the clustering coefficient distribution.
select graph.id, coeff10*0.1, count(*)
from (select graph.id, floor(c\_coeff(vertex)*10) as coeff10
from graph(’/dblp/range’))
group by graph.id, coeff
Listing 5.5: Portal query for the clustering coefficient distribution.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildHG(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute clustering coefficient per vertex
val coeff = g.clusteringCoefficient()
//compute one vertex per rg per clustering coefficient range
//i.e., 0-0.1, 0.1-0.2, etc.
val distro = coeff.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => (math.floor(attr._2*10)/10, 1),
(0.0,0))
.createAttributeNodes( (a,b) => (a._1, a._2 + b._2))
((vid,attr) => (attr._1*10).toLong)
distro.vertices
Listing 5.6: Portal-SQL query for the clustering coefficient distribution.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildHG(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute clustering coefficient per vertex
val coeff = g.clusteringCoefficient()
val df = makeDataFrameDouble(coeff.vmap((vid, intv, attr) =>
math.floor(attr._2*10)/10, 0.0).vertices)
df.groupBy("estart", "attr").agg(count("vid"))
The results on query 2 exhibit similar trends as in query 1. G* outperforms Portal for small
data sizes, but its performance degrades as the query time range is increased. In fact, even for the
small DBLP dataset Portal-SQL outperforms G* on all but the smallest time ranges (Figure 5.33a).
For the largest range, G* returns a result in 86 seconds vs. 71.4 seconds for Portal-SQL.
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(a) DBLP dataset (b) wiki-talk dataset
Figure 5.33: Performance of G* and Portal on the clustering coefficient distribution query.
As with query 1, Portal outperform G* for all larger date range queries on the wiki-talk dataset
(Figure 5.33b) – 25.6 minutes for G* on the largest range vs. 16.7 minutes for Portal and under
2 minutes for Portal-SQL.
The best performance overall is provided by the combination of Portal with SQL. In fact, the
difference is substantial – 8x. This indicates that SparkSQL aggregation (group by) is significantly
more efficient than a similar operation on RDDs.
Minimum Distance Distribution
The minimum distance distribution query computes the distribution of the shortest distance to
the specified node from all other nodes, for each representative graph. Listing 5.7 shows the corre-
sponding G* query in DGQL. Listing 5.8 shows the same query in Portal. We use the shortedPaths
analytic, followed by attribute-based node creation, similarly to query 2. Finally, Listing 5.9 shows
the query using the Portal graph operators, followed by relational operators in SparkSQL.
Listing 5.7: G* query for the computation of the minimum distance distribution.
select graph.id, min\_dist, count(*)
from min\_dist(graph(’/dblp/range’), ’1’)
group by graph.id, min\_dist
Listing 5.8: Portal query for the minimum distance distribution.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildHG(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute shortest path
val sp = g.shortestPaths(true, Seq(src))
//compute one vertex per rg per distance
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(a) DBLP dataset (b) wiki-talk dataset
Figure 5.34: Performance of G* and Portal on the minimum distance distribution query.
val distro = sp.vmap((vid, intv, attr) =>
(attr.\_2.getOrDefault(src, Int.MaxValue), 1), (Int.MaxValue,0))
.createAttributeNodes( (a,b) => (a._1, a._2+b._2))((vid,attr) => attr._1.toLong)
distro.vertices
Listing 5.9: Portal-SQL query for the minimum distance distribution.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildHG(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute shortest path
val sp = g.shortestPaths(true, Seq(src))
val df = makeDataFrameInt(sp.vmap((vid, intv, attr) =>
attr._2.getOrDefault(src, Int.MaxValue), Int.MaxValue).allVertices)
df.groupBy("estart", "attr").agg(count("vid"))
The results of the minimum distance query are not in line with all other results. G* exhibits a
constant time performance in DBLP – about 8.6 seconds for every date range (Figure 5.34a, and a
linear time performance in wiki-talk – 40.6 seconds in the largest case (Figure 5.34b). In constrast,
Portal time grows as a function of graph size rather than a function of the number of representative
graphs.
There are two possible explanations for the large disparity in performance between G* and
Portal on this query. The method to compute shortest paths may be different, as G* stores edges
with their corresponding nodes, whereas Portal uses a vertex-cut approach (Section 4.1). Another
possible explanation is a difference in default behavior for nodes that do not have a path to the
target node. In Portal every node reports a a MAXINT distance if there is no path. In G* no
distance is reported.
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Finally, as with query 2, this, in combination with the performance of Portal-SQL, gives fur-
ther indication that the implementation of the attribute-based node creation operator should be
investigated.
It is worth noting that the results we obtained for G* on this query do not closely resemble
those that are reported in the G* paper, where query 3 exhibits the slowest performance of all four
queries. However, query 3 was evaluated on a synthetic tree graph in the G* paper, whereas both
the DBLP and the wiki-talk dataset are sparse.
Component Size Distribution
The final query, component size distribution, computes the distribution of weakly connected
component sizes for each representative graph. Listing 5.10 shows the corresponding G* query in
DGQL. Listing 5.11 shows the same query in Portal. We use the connectedComponents analytic,
followed by two invocations of the attribute-based node creation – one to group by the component,
and the second to compute the size distribution. Finally, Listing 5.12 shows the query using the
mixture of Portal and SparkSQL.
Listing 5.10: G* query for the computation of the connected component size distribution.
select graph.id, comp\_size, count(*)
from (select graph.id, comp\_id, count(*) as comp\_size
from comp\_id(graph(’/dblp/range’))
group by graph.id, comp\_id)
group by graph.id, comp\_size
Listing 5.11: Portal query for the connected component size distribution.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildHG(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute connected components
val ccs = g.connectedComponents()
//compute one vertex per component
val comps = ccs.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => (attr._2, 1), (0L,0))
.createAttributeNodes( (a,b) => (a._1, a._2+b._2))((vid,attr) => attr._1)
//compute one vertex per component size for distribution
val distro = comps.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => (attr._2, 0), (0,0))
.createAttributeNodes( (a,b) => (a._1, a._2+b._2))((vid,attr) => attr._1)
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(a) DBLP dataset (b) wiki-talk dataset
Figure 5.35: Performance of G* and Portal on the connected component size distribution query.
distro.vertices
Listing 5.12: Portal-SQL query for the connected component size distribution.
//load data
val g = GraphLoader.buildHG(data, -1, -1, range)
//compute connected components
val ccs = g.connectedComponents()
val df = makeDataFrameLong(ccs.vmap((vid, intv, attr) =>
attr._2, -1L).vertices)
df.groupBy("estart", "attr").agg(count("vid").as("comp_size"))
.groupBy("estart","comp_size").agg(count("attr"))
Portal outperforms G* on this query for all date range sizes in both datasets. On the largest data
size in DBLP G* completes in 584.4 seconds vs. 189.3 for Portal-SQL, a 3x difference (Figure 5.35a).
The difference is even more significant with the wiki-talk dataset. G* did not complete a query
within 6 hours on any of the second half of the queries, whereas Portal exhibits linear increase in
performance as a function of data size (Figure 5.35b). Portal completes the largest query in the
wiki-talk dataset in about 34 minutes and Portal-SQL in under 3 minutes.
5.5.2 ImmortalGraph as a Baseline
The ImmortalGraph system is the first published evolving graph system [45, 74]. The exact
range of its capabilities is unclear because the API is not discussed in detail and the system
itself is not available to the public due to proprietary rights concerns. The main operation that
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(a) connected components
(b) PageRank
Figure 5.36: Performance of ImmortalOneGraph (IOG) on snapshot analytics on the wiki-talk
dataset.
ImmortalGraph supports efficiently is snapshot analytics, using a batching method. (See a more
in-depth discussion in Section 6.5.)
In order to compare Portal performance with ImmortalGraph, we implemented an in-memory
representation based on the time-locality in-memory layout. Recall that with time locality, data
is grouped such that all evolution for a single node or edge is stored together. The resulting data
structure, ImmortalOneGraph, is very similar to our OG representation. However, OG only stores
bit sets of node and edge validity, while the attributes are stored separately (Section 4.4.3), whereas
ImmortalOneGraph stores the attributes with the node in a single GraphX graph.
ImmmortalOneGraph (IOG) uses a batching method for snapshot analytics, computing node
values for all times simultaneously. We evaluate the performance of the IOG on the Weakly Con-
nected Components and the PageRank snapshot analytics.
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(a) connected components
(b) PageRank
Figure 5.37: Performance of ImmortalOneGraph (IOG) on snapshot analytics on the nGrams
dataset.
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(a) connected components
(b) PageRank
Figure 5.38: Performance of ImmortalOneGraph (IOG) on snapshot analytics on the Twitter
dataset.
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The simulated IOG outperforms Portal’s HG on the connected components analytics on the
wiki-talk dataset (Figure 5.36a), but underperforms on the more complex PageRank analytic (Fig-
ure 5.36b). The explanation for this difference lies in the fact that the connected components
algorithm converges quickly on a sparse graph such as wiki-talk, whereas PageRank computes a
new value for the vast majority of nodes in each superstep. As a result, the number of messages
exchanged while executing PageRank is much higher than while executing connected components,
and the overall communication cost higher. HG has a better combination of structural and temporal
locality that reduces communication costs in such scenarios, as we discussed in Section 5.4.4.
On the larger datasets nGrams and Twitter HG outperforms IOG in all cases, as can be seen in
Figures 5.37 and 5.38. We have to be careful to interpret these results because we are simulating the
performance of ImmortalGraph without access to the original code and in a different distributed
environment than reported in the original paper [74]. However, there is strong evidence to indicate
that a hybrid layout provides a better locality in most cases.
5.6 Usecases
To see how Portal handles the use cases from Section 1.3, we implemented each one over the
wiki-talk dataset. Each example requires a sequence of operators. For each operator we used the
best performing data structures based on the comparison experiments described above.
Example 1 answers the question of whether there are high influence nodes and whether that
behavior is persistent in time. The Scala code to compute the answer is displayed in Listing 5.13
and the query took 76 seconds to execute. The results show that from 25 nodes with mean degree
of 40 and above that have persisted for at least 6 months, 6 have coefficient of variation below
50, which is quite low, and only 5 have it above 100. This indicates that there are in fact high
in-degree nodes and that they continue to be influential over long periods of time, despite the loose
connectivity of the overall network.
Listing 5.13: Portal program to compute high influence nodes.
val deg = g.aggregateMessages[Int](triplet =>
{ Iterator((triplet.dstId, 1)) }, (a,b) => {a+b}, 0, TripletFields.None)
.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => Map(intv -> attr._2), Map[Interval,Int]())
val spec = ChangeSpec(g.getTemporalSequence.count.toInt)
val agg = deg.createTemporalNodes(spec, Exists(), Exists(),
(a, b) => {a ++ b}, anyfun)
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Table 5.2: In-degree centrality over time in wiki-talk
Window Mean StDev
1 0.03 0.09
2 0.04 0.11
3 0.04 0.13
6 0.06 0.18
12 0.03 0.05
Figure 5.39: In-degree centrality with 1 year resolution.
val unit = Resolution.from("P1M").unit
println("lowest coefficient of variation top 10 users: " +
agg.vmap((vid, intv, attr) => {
val allpoints = TempGraphOps.makeSeries[Int](attr, Some(0))
.map(x => x.getOrElse(0));
val mean = allpoints.sum / allpoints.size.toDouble;
val variance = allpoints.map(x => math.pow(x - mean, 2))
.reduce(_ + _) / allpoints.size;
(mean, math.sqrt(variance) / mean * 100, allpoints.size)
}, (0.0, 100.0, 1))
.vertices.filter(x => x._2._2._1 > 0.0)
.sortBy(x => x._2._2._1, ascending = false).take(50).mkString("\n"))
Example 2 examines how the graph centrality changes over time. The program is 6 lines of
Scala code iterating with temporal windows of 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12 months, and the analysis took
25 minutes. Results show that regardless of the temporal resolution, the in-degree centrality is
extremely low, about 0.04. Figure 5.39 provides an explanation – as the size of the graph increases,
its centrality decreases. Given that the number of edges in this graph is only about 4 times the
number of nodes, the graph is too sparse and disjointed to have any centrality.
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Figure 5.40: Communities with 1 year resolution.
Finally, example 3 examines whether communities can be detected in the wiki-talk network at
different temporal resolution. The program, similar to the one above, is 6 lines of Scala code with
varied temporal windows. The total runtime is 58 minutes. Communities, defined as connected
components, can be detected in all temporal resolutions. As a reminder, the edge quantification
in this query is always, so only edges that persist over each window are retained. The presence of
communities even with large temporal resolution indicates that communities form and persist over
time. Figure 5.40 shows the mean size of all communities by time and their total number. The
peaks of the mean size, visible in all temporal windows, may indicate that communities form and
then reform in a different configuration, perhaps for a different purpose. The results of this analysis
can serve as a starting point to investigate the large communities and what caused the size shifts.
In summary, complex analyses can be expressed as queries in Portal and lead to interesting
insights about the evolution of the underlying phenomena.
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Chapter 6: Related Work
In this chapter we place our work in the context of published work on evolving graph models
(Section 6.1), evolving graph queries (Sections 6.2 and 6.3), and systems 6.5.
6.1 Evolving Graph Models
While the temporal models in the relational literature are very mature, the same cannot be
said for the evolving graphs literature. Evolving graph models differ in what time model they
adopt (point or interval), what top-level entities they model (graphs or sets of nodes and edges),
whether they represent topology only or attributes or weights as well, and what types of evolution
are allowed. All evolving graph models require node identity, and thus edge identity as well, to
persist across time.
The first mention of evolving graphs that we are aware of is by Harary and Gupta [46] who
informally proposed to model the evolution as a sequence of static graphs, as depicted in Figure 6.1.
This model has been predominant in the research literature since [18, 22, 36, 38, 55, 57, 63, 65,
77, 81, 84, 94], with various restrictions on the kinds of changes that can take place in the graph
evolution. For example, Khurana and Deshpande use this model but a node, once removed, cannot
reappear [57]. In [36, 62, 77] there is no notion of time at all, only a sequence of graphs. In [18]
and [55] the time series of graphs represent topology only, with no attributes, and only edges can
vary with time, while the nodes remain unchanged. Ferreira’s model [38] allows both node and
edge evolution, but again, only restricted to topology.
The advantages of the snapshot sequence model are that it is simple and if snapshots are
obtained by periodic sampling, which is a very common approach, it accurately represents the
state at that point without making statements about other unknowable times. For example, the
WWW is so large that it is impossible to create a fully accurate snapshot that represents any
moment in time.
The snapshot sequence approach has several limitations. The state of the graph can be undefined
at some time t unless a snapshot is associated with each possible value in the discrete range
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Figure 6.1: Example snapshot sequence representing graph evolution over six stages.
[tstart, now). So either there are many consecutive equivalent snapshots or the state of the graph is
undefined. It also forces a specific time granularity since the time is discrete, whereas open-closed
time intervals can be broken down into any desired level of granularity.
The biggest problem with the snapshot sequence as the underlying conceptual model is that it
restricts the range of operations that can be naturally expressed. For example, it is impossible to
select a subgraph over a snapshot sequence using a temporal predicate, as we do in Definition 3.2.7,
because each snapshot is nontemporal and independent of the others. Stated formally, the snapshot
sequence model lacks the extended snapshot reducibility property.
It is worth noting that while the logical model adopted by many researchers is that of a snapshot
sequence, the representations differ widely. Huo and Tsotras model an evolving graph as a set of
nodes and a set of edges where each entity is interval-stamped [51]. However, nodes have no
attributes in this model and the edge attributes are weights. Whether this model is coalesced or
not is not formally stated, but we must assume it is uncoalesced. Similary, Koloniari [60], while
not providing a formal model, represents nodes and edges as having periods of validity.
Another approach, for labeled directed graphs, is to add annotations to the nodes and edges,
corresponding to the changes made. The DOEM database model annotates nodes and arcs (edges)
with additions, removals, and updates, with corresponding times at which the change occurred [24].
Multiple annotations may be associated with a single entity. The resulting graph is similar to
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Table 6.1: Classification of temporal graph queries, according to Miao et al. [74]
Point Range
Global “What is the diameter of the graph
at time t?”
“How did PageRank evolve in the
last 1 month?”
Local “How many friends do I have at time
t?”
“Who are my friends since 2011?”
maintaining a single graph with interval timestamps (as our OneGraph), where the changes are
stored as deltas rather than materialized as intervals.
The most general model we found is by Casteigts et al. [20] who define a time-varying graph
as G = (V,E, T , ρ, ζ), where V and E are defined as in regular labeled graphs, T is a time span of
the graph from a temporal domain T, ρ is a presence function that maps edges to time instances
where they are present, and ζ is a latency function that indicates the time it takes to cross a given
edge starting at some time instant. The inclusion of the latency function allows the time-varying
graph model to cover not only evolving graphs as we define them, but also temporal transportation
and communication networks. The edge labels can be used in place of ids or attributes with no
distinction in the model. The nodes in this model do not have labels or attributes, but these could
be easily added. Similarly, as the authors note, a node presence function and node latency function
can also be added.
A sequence of snapshots can be computed from our model with a slice over all time points.
We emphasize that the choice of the logical model impacts the expressiveness of the algebra and
advocate our model over the snapshot sequence from that perspective.
Our model supports fully evolved graphs (both topological and attribute evolution for both
nodes and edges), uses time intervals for time granularity, and provides both graph-centric and
entity-centric views.
In summary, a snapshot sequence limits the range of expressions that can be formed over it. It
is one of the contributions of this work to propose a model that lifts this restriction.
6.2 Evolving Graph Queries
Evolving graph analysis and mining have been receiving increased attention over the past few
years. Several researchers have proposed individual queries, or classes of queries, for evolving
graphs, but without a unifying syntax or general framework.
Miao et al. [74] proposed a taxonomy of evolving graph queries that divides them along two
dimenstions: local vs. global and point vs. interval, as shown in Table 6.1. Point queries are
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limited to one specific time instant in the evolving graph history. Range queries are over the whole
history or a specific subset expressed as an interval. It is useful to think of the term “range” here
loosely as it is sometimes desirable to express time constraints more that are more complex than
a single interval. For example, to analyze all graph history in election years or only periods of
activity longer than a month.
Local queries are those confined to a specific region of the graph, such as a specific node, edge,
route, or neighborhood. Global queries operate over the whole graph. These are often called
analytics in the literature.
The proposed operators can also be divided into temporal, i.e., those that return a temporal
result, and nontemporal.
6.2.1 Temporal operators
Temporal operators include retrieval of version data for a particular node and edge [41], of
journeys [20, 40], subgraph by time or attributes [51, 58], snapshot analytics [58, 62, 74], and
computation of time-varying versions of whole-graph analytics like maximal time-connected com-
ponent [38] and dynamic graph centrality [65].
Retrieval
Many researchers have focused their work on how to retrieve a subset of the evolving graph
based on temporal and/or structural constraints. Temporal constraints can be expressed as a set of
time points or an interval. Structural constraints can be specific node or edge identities, paths, or
neighborhoods. George and Shekhar propose retrieval of time series for a particular node, edge, or
route starting at a particular time or across all evolution history [41]. Huo and Tsotras define sub-
TEG, a set of graph snapshots during input time interval [51]. Khurana and Deshpande support
snapshot retrieval over a list of points, an interval, or a temporal predicate [57]. In a follow-up
paper they call this a timeslice operation and also add a getversions operation that retrieves the
evolution of input nodes [58]. The G* system provides a method to retrieve a set of snapshots using
either a range expession or a list expression [62].
Clearly there is an agreement that it is necessary to be able to limit analysis only to periods or
time instances of interest from the overall graph history. TGA provides both a trim operation and
a (vertex- and edge-) subgraph operation with temporal predicates. The combination of the two
can be used to compute any subset with temporal and structural constraints.
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Whole-graph and recursive computation
As we have shown in Section 2.2.2, whole-graph computations can be expressed as aggregation
queries and this type of analysis is very popular. In a distributed setting these queries are usu-
ally supported using the Bulk Synchronous Parallel execution model [89] implementations such as
Pregel [71]. This carries over to the evolving graph literature. The two main types of whole-graph
and recursive computation queries are snapshot analytics and over-time analytics (terminology
is ours).
Snapshot analytics are aggregation queries such as PageRank, weakly connected components,
and shortest paths that are semantically carried out over each individual snapshot. This includes
reachability queries by Fard [36], temporal iterative graph mining in the Chronos/ImmortalGraph
system (to include single-source shortest path, PageRank, maximal independent set, and weakly
connected component) [74], clustering coefficient in the Historical Graph Store system [58], several
graph operators in the G* system (to include ClusteringCoefficientOperator, SingleSourceShortest-
DistanceOperator, PageRankOperator, and WeakComponentOperator) [62], and others. Snapshot
analytics are a natural extension of the work done for static graphs, and the focus is primarily on
how to carry out the computation efficiently. We describe some approaches in Chapter 4.
Over-time analytics are more complex as they compute patterns over time. Casteigts et al.
define journeys as a time-extended notion of a graph path that can be used for different kinds of
analysis [20]. Ferraira defines several different types of journeys, including foremost and fastest [38].
Foremost journeys compute journeys with the earliest arrival time, while fastest with a minimum
delay once the journey starts. He also defines maximal time-connected component, which is a
generalization of the maximal connected component to include journeys instead of paths. George
et al. use conditional journeys, i.e., journeys with additional temporal predicates, for growing
hotspot detection in sensor networks [40]. Huo and Tsotras propose an approach for computing a
time-interval shortest path, which generalizes the shortest path computation to the set of distances
during a time interval [51]. Lerman et al. propose a new centrality metric for each node, defined
as a dynamic measure over a period of time which is an indication of how connected the nodes are
over time [65].
Our temporal aggregation (Def. 3.2.8) operation supports both snapshot analytics and over-time
analytics, as we show in Section 3.2.4.
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Subgraphs and patterns
Looking for patterns within a graph is the most common graph query type, as we already saw
in Section 2.2.2. Several researchers have extended subgraph matching into the temporal domain.
Cattuto et al. model a temporal communication network as a set of frames in the Neo4j database
and then answer subgraph queries such as common neighborhoods of two users and neighborhood
of a target user within a specific time frame [21]. Kan et al. propose querying of evolving graphs for
spatio-temporal patterns, looking for correlated subgraphs where the query input is the temporal
pattern represented by a waveform [55]. A waveform is a string consisting of 0s and 1s representing
edge insertion and deletion events. The matches do not have to be exact to the waveform but
within the input temporal distance. Besides the waveform the user can also supply a predicate
on a subgraph that can be used to, for example, impose a floor (or ceiling) on the size of the
subgraph, or limit it to a certain time interval, or make sure it is connected or a clique, etc. The
operator is termed selection, takes in an evolving graph and a query, where query has a waveform
and predicate, and returns a set of evolving subgraphs correlated with the waveform that satisfy
the predicate.
George et al. propose anomaly detection in sensor networks that can be thought of as subgraph
matching based on a computed domain model [40]. The approach selects those nodes whose time
series display a pattern of changes inconsistent with the expected model. Jin et al. mine for
frequent temporal patterns, where a trend can be an increasing or decreasing node weight. The
Historical Graph Store system provides a selection operator that computes entity-centric filtering
with a non-temporal predicate [58]. This is essentially just a regular conjunctive query without
recursion or time. Lahiri provides an approach for identifying all closed periodic subgraphs, where
closed means the subgraph is maximal during some number of time instances [63]. Periodic means
that the difference between instances where the subgraph is present is constant. Lionakis et al.
describe a system called SQTime that answers social search queries, and specifically node-centric
queries with time predicates such as “all friends of x in 2008” [69].
What is common among all these queries is that they either look for a temporal pattern in
a time series, which is not inherently graph-centric but clearly useful, or look for subgraphs that
exhibit a particular spatio-temporal pattern. TGA supports temporal pattern in a time series with
the time-window aggregation operation (Def. 3.2.10) and the matching of spatio-temporal patterns
with the temporal subgraph operation (Defs. 3.2.7).
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Miscellaneous
In addition to queries in the above categories, several other operators over evolving graphs have
been proposed. They are clearly inspired by or directly based on relational algebra operations.
For example, the Historical Graph Store system provides a nodecompute operator that takes in an
arbitrary function and applies it to each node like map in the MapReduce paradigm [58]. It also
provides a tempaggregation operator that applies aggregators, i.e., peak, min, max, mean, over the
node time series. The G* system provides a collection of non-graph operators, including Aggrega-
teOperator, UnionOperator, JoinOperator, ProjectionOperator, SortOperator, and TopKOperator, that
all apply standard relational algebra operators to the outputs of other operators.
6.2.2 Nontemporal operators
Nontemporal operators are focused on local and global point queries. George and Shekhar
support retrieval of specific nodes, edges, or routes at a specific time point [41]. The same function-
ality is also supported in the Historical Graph Store [58] and in Koloniari et al. [60]. Georte et al.
support anomaly detection through a subgraph query to locate specific nodes that have anomalous
readings (compared to the domain model) at any time point [40]. Khurana and Deshpande provide
a snapshot retrieval operation for a specific time point [57], as does the G* system [62]. The main
focus in all these approaches is the physical layout of the data and the access methods for fastest
retrieval.
Chawathe et al. define a language called Chorel to query an evolving graph model DOEM
(described in Section 6.1) representing changes to semistructured data over time [25]. The queries
in Chorel allow the user to traverse the graph representing the most recent version of the data
or any desired past snapshot, as well as make at time conditions on the change annotations. The
Chorel queries correspond to subgraph queries with temporal predicates, where the result is not
another graph but rather the set of matches.
Note that any closed algebra on evolving graphs cannot support these operators directly because
the result is inherently nontemporal. However, the spirit of the queries can be supported through
subgraphs with a temporal predicate or with trim.
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Table 6.2: Mapping between published query types and TGA operators.
Query Type TGA operator
range retrieval slice, subgraph with temporal predi-
cates
local range retrieval (node, edge,
route, neighborhood)
subgraph
snapshot analytics temporal aggregation
over-time analytics temporal aggregation
spatio-temporal patterns subgraph, attribute-based node cre-
ation
time series patterns window-based node creation
node transformation (projection,
nodecompute)
v-map
join intersection
6.3 Mapping
To place our work in context, this section provides mappings between TGA operators and
operators in other published works. Table 6.2 lists every type of evolving graph operation that we
reviewed in Section 6.2 and showing how it is supported in TGA. We contend that every published
evolving graph operation is supported in TGA if it can be expressed in a closed form, i.e., to return
another evolving graph. This is an informal statement of coverage. In the next Section we show
that TGA also provides operations that are not available in other systems.
6.4 Nontemporal Graph Languages
The TGA is not based on any one specific nontemporal graph language, but rather is an ex-
tension of a generalized graph query language based on surveys 2.2.2. In this section we select
a subset of the nontemporal graph query languages that have a closed semantics, i.e., that take
one or more graphs as input and return a graph as output, and show which TGA operators pro-
vide a corresponding temporal operation. These languages are StruQL [37], SocialScope [6], and
GraphLog [31]. The semantics of a GraphLog query is not, strictly speaking, closed, but can be
interpreted in such a way as to lead to a closed language.
In summary, every TGA operation except edge-map 3.2.5 has an operation in one of these
three languages for which it serves as a temporal extension. Another TGA operator that has no
nontemporal correspondence is the window-based node creation operator, which is to be expected
since it is an inherently temporal operator.
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6.4.1 StruQL
The StruQL query language was designed for web-site management within the Strudel sys-
tem [37]. It operates on labeled graphs rather than property graphs and provides a syntax with a
where and collect clauses that correspond to the subgraph operation 2.2.4 and create clauses that
corresponds to the node creation operation with a Skolem function to create the object ids 2.2.10.
The syntax also allows to combine multiple graphs, with the semantics equal to node and edge set
union. All nodes and edge ids that are the result of the query are generated by the Skolem function.
The following example StruQL query produces a site graph that contains all nodes except image
files [37]:
where Root(p), p -> * -> q, q -> l -> q’, not(isImageFile(q’))
create N(p), N(q), N(q’)
link N(q) -> l -> N(q’),
collect TextOnlyRoot(N(p))
The corresponding TGA operators are the temporal subgraph 3.2.7, temporal node cre-
ation 3.2.9, and the temporal union 3.2.11. In the case of the temporal union, no aggregation
functions are required because a labeled graph has no properties to resolve.
6.4.2 SocialScope
The SocialScope query language is targeted specifically for querying of social networks [6].
It uses a property graph model with a required type property, similar to the definition we use
in this work 2.2.1. SocialScope contains a number of operations, not all of which have a direct
correspondence in TGA, but every SocialScope operation can be expressed through some sequence of
TGA operators. The Node Selection and Link Selection operators take a condition on the nodes, resp.
edges, and an optional scoring function, and output the set of nodes, resp. edges and subset of nodes
that are connected by the edges, that meet the condition. The Node Selection operation corresponds
to the nontemporal subgraph operation 2.2.4 with a basic graph pattern 2.2.2 with no edges in the
pattern. The Edge Selection operation corresponds to the nontemporal subgraph operation with a
basic graph pattern. To accommodate the scoring function, a vertex-map operation 2.2.9 must be
applied as the second step on the results of the subgraph.
SocialScope also provides the Union, Intersection, and Difference binary operators based on the
usual set semantics. The operators, as defined, assume that the two input graphs are drawn from
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the same underlying social network and thus no property conflicts may arise. In addition, a special
Link-Driven Minus operator provides a binary operation where the edges in the output correspond
to the edges in the left operand if they don’t exist in the right operand, regardless of the nodes
overlap. There is no operation defined in the nontemporal algebra in Section 2.2.2 that corresponds
to the Link-Driven Minus, and no temporal extension in TGA, but the same result can be achieved
through a combination of edge creation and subgraph operators.
The Composition binary operator in SocialScope corresponds to the graph composition opera-
tor 2.2.12. It creates new edges, although how the edge identity is assigned is not specified. We can
assume that a Skolem function is used for the purpose of creating edge ids, since they are required
by the language. Consequently, the edge creation operator in TGA 3.2.14 serves as its temporal
extension. A Semi-Join binary operator in SocialScope is similar to the Composition operator. It
returns all edges in the left operand, and the nodes connected by those edges, such that the edges
meet the directional condition in relation to edges in the right operand. There is no operator in
the generalized nontemporal algebra of the TGA, corresponding to the Semi-Join, although it can
be simulated with a union and subgraph operators.
Finally, SocialScope provides a Node Aggregation and Link Aggregation operators. The Node
Aggregation corresponds to the nontemporal aggregation operator 2.2.8 with a basic pattern. The
temporal edge creation operator 3.2.14 generalizes the Link Aggregation when it includes aggregation
functions, although the SocialScope paper does not specify how edge ids are defined for the new
aggregated edges.
In summary, the following TGA operators cover the temporal expression of various SocialScope
nontemporal operators: union, intersection, difference, subgraph, attribute-based aggregation,
vertex-map, and edge creation.
6.4.3 GraphLog
The GraphLog graph query language [31] takes graphical (drawn) graph patterns as input over
labeled graphs. The output is a relation either of edges matching the distinguished edge, or nodes.
A distinguished edge is an edge drawn with a bold line. If the graph pattern includes a distinguished
edge, the query can be mapped to the temporal edge creation operator 3.2.14, with two differences.
First, the output of the GraphLog query is a relation of new edges, rather than a graph, but
we may consider the new edges to be additions to the input graph to obtain closure. Secondly,
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Figure 6.2: An example GraphLog query: the descendants of P1 which are not descendants of P2.
[31], Figure 2, p.407
GraphLog supports negation, whereas TGA does not. Thus GraphLog queries with negation cannot
be directly expressed in TGA. An example GraphLog query with negation is shown in Figure 6.2.
When there is no distinguished edge, but rather a node is drawn with a bold border, a GraphLog
query corresponds to the nontemporal subgraph operator 2.2.4 with node variables assigned only
to the nodes of interest in the pattern, and no edge variables.
The G graph query language is a pre-cursor to GraphLog that also uses graphical graph queries
with regular expressions, but without a notion of a distinguished edge or negation [33]. As such,
G queries correspond to the subgraph operation in our generalized nontemporal graph language.
6.5 Evolving Graph Systems
Three systems in the literature focus on systematic support of evolving graphs, all of them non-
compositional. Miao et al. [74] developed ImmortalGraph (formerly Chronos), a proprietary in-
memory execution engine for temporal graph analytics. The ImmortalGraph system has no formal
model, but informally an evolving graph is defined as a series of activities on the graph, such as
node additions and deletions. This is a streaming or delta approach, which is popular in temporal
databases because it is unambiguous and compact. ImmortalGraph does not provide a query
language, focusing primarily on efficient physical data layout. Many insights about temporal vs.
structural locality by [74] hold in our setting. The batching method for snapshot analytics used by
OG is similar to the one proposed in ImmortalGraph. However, despite having a distributed version,
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ImmortalGraph was developed with the focus on centralized rather than distributed computation
and [74] does not explore the effect of distribution on batching performance.
The G* system [62] manages graphs that correspond to periodic snapshots, with the focus on
efficient data layout. It takes advantage of the similarity between successive snapshots by storing
shared vertices only once and maintaining per-graph indexes. Time is not an intrinsic part of the
system, as it is in TGA, and thus temporal queries with time predicates like node creation are not
supported. G* provides two query languages: procedural query language PGQL, and a declarative
graph query language (DGQL). PGQL provides graph operators such as retrieving vertices and
their edges from disk and non-graph operators like aggregate, union, projection, and join. All
operators use a streaming model, i.e., like in traditional DBMS, they pipeline. DGQL is similar to
SQL and is converted into PGQL by the system.
Finally, the Historical Graph Store (HGS) system [58] is an evolving graph query system based
on Spark. It uses the property graph model and supports retrieval tasks along time and entity
dimensions through Java and Python API. It provides a range of operators such as selection (equiv-
alent to our subgraph operators but with no temporal predicates), timeslice, nodecompute (similar
to map but also with no temporal information), as well as various evolution-centered operators.
HGS does not provide formal semantics for any of the operations it supports and the main focus is
on efficient on-disk representation for retrieval.
Table 6.3 shows operator coverage in comparison to the three evolving graph systems that
provide APIs. TGA is strictly more expressive than any of the three systems and is the only
evolving graph algebra to provide node and edge creation as well as suport for temporal predicates.
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Table 6.3: Mapping between TGA and other published systems.
Operation ImmortalGraph G* HGS
trim Vertex and Edgeiterators VertexOperator timeslice
subgraph N/A N/A
selection,
non-temporal,
attribute-based
map N/A ProjectionOpera-tor
nodecompute,
non-temporal
aggregation
indirectly
through iterative
computing
interface
N/A N/A
union N/A
UnionOperator
(relational, not
graph)
N/A
intersection N/A
JoinOperator
(relational, not
graph)
N/A
difference N/A N/A N/A
attribute node creation N/A
AggregateOpera-
tor (relational,
does not create
new nodes)
N/A
temporal node creation N/A N/A N/A
edge creation N/A N/A N/A
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Chapter 7: Future Work
In this chapter, we discuss some of the limitations of our work and areas, where additional
research could lead to meaningful improvements. We focus on two main points: that a sequenced
semantics of operations may be desirable for TGA in place of the current point semantics (Sec-
tion 7.1), and our ideas for developing a declarative language over the TGA with query optimization
(Sections 7.2 and 7.3). The sequenced semantics discussion is a revision on our short paper [97].
7.1 TGA with Sequenced Semantics
7.1.1 Critique of TGraph Model
As we showed in Section 6.1, the dominant logical model for evolving graphs over the past
20 years has been a sequence of static graphs, termed snapshots. This model is a graph-specific
adaptation of the point-based temporal model [88], and it introduces a semantic ambiguity that has
been well studied in the temporal relational databases literature [12]: if an entity (graph, vertex or
edge) with the same attributes exists in two consecutive snapshots, does it represent the same fact
or two different facts? What does it mean for an entity to change?
Figure 7.1 shows an example of an evolving social network, in which vertices represent people,
while edges represent interactions between them such as likes and conversations. In this example,
did Alice and Bob have two conversations over the time period [t1, t4) or one long one? Did Alice
name  = Alice
school= Drexel
name  = Alice
school= Drexel
name  = Bob
name  = Alice
school= Drexel
name  = Bob
school = CMU
name  = Bob
school = CMU
name  = Alice
school= Drexel
t1
v1v1 v1 v1
v2 v2 v2
v3 name  = Cathyschool= Drexel v3
name  = Cathy
school= Drexel v3
name  = Cathy
school= Drexel v3
name  = Cathy
school= Drexel
t2 t3 t4
Figure 7.1: A social network as a snapshot sequence.
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Table 7.1: A social network as coalesced temporal relations.
TV
v a T
v1 name=Alice,school=Drexel [t1,t5)
v2 name=Bob [t2,t3)
v2 name=Bob,school=CMU [t3,t5)
v3 name=Cathy,school=Drexel [t1,t5)
TE
e v1 v2 a T
e1 v1 v2 ∅ [t2,t4)
e2 v3 v2 ∅ [t3,t5)
undergo any changes during this time? Which user was the most active in this network, as defined
by the number of distinct interactions? What is the rate of change of this network? We cannot
answer these questions without additional information in a point-based model. Suppose that Alice
held a temporary position at Drexel at time t1 and transferred to a permanent one at time t2.
This information cannot be represented in the point-based model. Suppose that Alice and Bob had
two short interactions, while Cathy and Bob had one longer one. The point-based model cannot
distinguish between these two cases.
This kind of semantic ambiguity affects several graph operations, most notably aggregation and
retrieval of change history, and, as a result, local (confined to specific entity or subset of entities)
and global (whole-graph) temporal queries that are useful for evolving graph analysis.
Our TGraph model is based on the point semantics of time with interval timestamps. Point
semantics is convenient for evolving graph operations because it models graph evolution over mul-
tiple properties on the level of individual graph nodes and edges. To use intervals in a time-
stamped model, we coalesce, i.e., merge value-equivalent tuples over overlapping and adjacent time
points [13]. Table 7.1 represents the network of Figure 7.1 as a pair of coalesced temporal relations
— TV for vertices and TE for edges.
Importantly, the use of intervals to represent a sequence of value-equivalent time-adjacent snap-
shots is not semantically equivalent to a model with sequenced semantics, where entities are time-
stamped with intervals that have meaning. Note that Alice shows no changes during the whole
time interval, with a single tuple over [t1, t4). Similarly, two interactions between Alice and Bob
are coalesced into one. A work-around to avoid coalescing tuples that represent different facts is to
add attributes to entities, in order to distinguish between changes and non-changes. For example,
we can add position title to the vertex Alice to state that Alice changed jobs at time t2, and add
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a conversation id to each edge to designate distinct conversations. Unfortunately, this solution is
ad-hoc rather than general and does not hold up over time, as discussed in [12].
Another weakness of the point semantics of TGA is the coalescing requirement. Coalescing is
an expensive operation. Lazy coalescing mitigates this problem to an extent, but, in general, the
coalescing requirement has a severe impact on runtime in our prototype.
The alternative, sequenced semantics, is the de facto standard in temporal databases. It may
be desirable to modify TGA to use the sequenced semantics.
7.1.2 TRA with Sequenced Semantics
The question of semantics of temporal data has been thoroughly explored in the relational
temporal database community. Böhlen et al. [12] defined point and sequenced models, and showed
that the difference between the models lies in the properties of the operators, and not in the use
of intervals as representational devices. With this foundation, Dignös et al. [35] defined sequenced
semantics, with properties of snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot reducibility, and change
preservation, and showed how non-temporal operators can be applied to temporal data. Snapshot
reducibility means that a temporal operator produces the same result as an equivalent non-temporal
operator over corresponding snapshots. Extended snapshot reducibility allows references to times-
tamps in the operators by propagating them as data. Point semantics has both of these properties
as well.
The third property, change preservation, is unique to sequenced semantics. It states that
operators only merge contiguous time points of a result if they have the same lineage. As shown
in [35], all three properties can be guaranteed through the use of the normalize and align operators
on non-temporal relations, extended with an explicit time attribute.
7.1.3 TGraph Model with Sequenced Semantics
The TGraph representation (Def. 3.1.3) does not require any modification, except the removal
of Requirement R3, which requires coalescing consecutive and overlapping value-equivalent tuples
in TV and TE.
The TGA algebra requires several modification to adhere to the change preservation property.
For instance, the removal of the trim operator should be considered because it violates the change
preservation property by directly modifying the tuple timestamps. The trim operator functionality
can be partially supported through the use of vertex- and edge-subgraph with a temporal predicate.
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Figure 7.2: Vertices from Figure 7.1 split in 4 partitions.
However, since subgraph does not modify timestamps, the overall graph history period may be
different, which has a downstream effect on the temporal-window node creation operator.
Consider a growth-only graph, where new nodes and edges are added, but never removed. If
we are interested in analyzing just the data from a temporal subset, subgraph will not return that
subset, as some nodes and edges will have started before the input interval and all end at the same
time.
Another open question is how to deal with foreign key enforcement. In the point-based TGraph
model, edge timestamps may be trimmed to preserve soundness when one of the end points is
removed for part of the edge period. With sequenced semantics timestamp modification of this
kind is not valid. However, we cannot reject all operations that invalidate some edges, since vertex-
subgraph is one such operation and is a core graph operation.
A compromise solution is to use a hybrid semantics. With the hybrid approach, most TGA op-
erators would adhere to sequenced semantics, but the trim and window-based node creation operators
would remain in point semantics. Other variants are possible.
7.1.4 Sequenced Semantics in a Distributed Environment
Many interesting static graphs are so large that they necessitate a distributed approach, as
evidenced by the plethora of works on Pregel-style computation and graph partitioning [72]. In
this section we discuss the challenges inherent in supporting three properties of sequenced semantics
— snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot reducibility, and change preservation — in a distributed
environment.
Snapshot reducibility. Evolving graphs can be partitioned among the available machines us-
ing time locality. Following convention, we refer to the operator that can produce such partitioning
as a splitter. The splitter places each tuple (vertex or edge) into one or more partitions based on its
timestamp. The goal of the splitter is to form partitions that are balanced, i.e., have approximately
the same number of items, under the assumption that most operations can be executed locally at
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each partition. Recall that snapshot reducibility requires a temporal operator to produce the same
result as if it were evaluated over each snapshot. Validity period of a tuple that spans more than
one temporal partition is split, and the tuple is replicated across partitions. This increases the
overall size of the relation, but all operations can now be carried out within each partition. See
Figure 7.2a for a simple example of the V relation being split into four temporal partitions.
For the purposes of illustration, consider the vertex-subgraph operation (Def. 3.2.7). Observe
that we can carry out the subgraph operation with non-temporal predicates, e.g., name=’Alice’, at
each partition individually, without any cross-partition communication.
The question of optimal splitting has been addressed by Le et al. [64], who demonstrated that
a temporal relation can be efficiently split into k buckets in cases of both internal memory and
external memory, and guarantee optimality of the solution. This method requires a sequential scan
of the relation to compute an index called the stabbing count array. How to make this method
more efficient in a distributed environment is an open question.
The subgraph operation requires co-partitioning of graph relations to enforce referential integrity
on edges. A number of alternatives for co-partitioning present themselves, as the vertex, edge and
attribute relations are not guaranteed to have the same splitters due to different evolution rates.
Typically, vertices are co-partitioned with edges in the non-temporal case [44], and this likely is
most efficient with evolving graphs as well. This is how snapshot groups are computed in Portal.
Extended snapshot reducibility. Snapshot reducibility can be guaranteed in the distributed
setting, as shown above for a subgraph query without temporal predicates. In general, a subgraph
query may explicitly reference temporal information in compliance with the extended snapshot
reducibility property of sequenced semantics. Refer back to Figure 7.2a and assume time granularity
of years. If we perform the subgraph operation, selecting vertices that persist for longer than 2
years, over the split then we will get no matches. However, the original relation contains two
matches – only Bob does not meet the predicate. To support extended snapshot reducibility over a
split relation, during partitioning tuples should be placed into their partitions with their full original
timestamps. Incidentally, this is what Le at al. describe in their work on optimal splitters [64].
Figure 7.2b shows relation V split in the same four partitions with this approach. The above
argument holds for nonrecursive subgraph only. If a recursive pattern is used, the computation
cannot be localized to a single partition.
Change preservation. Change preservation property requires that derived tuples should only
be coalesced if they share lineage. To support this property, normalize and align operators are
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used [35]. The normalize operator splits each tuple in the input relation with respect to a group of
tuples such that each timestamp fragment is either fully contained or disjoint with every timestamp
in the group. The align operator splits each tuple with respect to a group of tuples such that each
timestamp fragment is either an intersection with one of the tuples in the group or is not covered
by any tuple in a group.
The normalize operator splits each tuple with respect to a group defined by the operation. For
example, consider the attribute-based node creation operation (Def. 3.2.9). This operation allows
the user to, for example, generate a TGraph in which vertices correspond to disjoint groups of ver-
tices in the input that agree on the values of all grouping attributes. For instance, nodeTa (school,G)
will compute a vertex for each value of TV.a.school. While the group defined for each tuple (distinct
value of school) spans temporal partitions, only tuples within the same partition overlap. Unfor-
tunately, full information about the group is required at each partition because of the untrimmed
timestamps. Thus, the normalize and align operations cannot be carried out locally at each parti-
tion without additional information.
An important challenge to address is how to efficiently support node creation over temporal
windows in a distributed setting. This operation requires cross-partition communication, which
impacts the cost model, requiring a generalization of the approach of Le et al. [64]. Similarly, any
recursive operation, e.g. subgraph, node creation, edge creation, aggregation, also spans multiple
partitions and requires cross-partition communication.
7.2 Declarative Language
This dissertation proposed an algebra, which the Portal system supports through a Scala API.
We begun work on a declarative language for TGA. However, the mix of the temporal and graph
aspects in a closed algebra make such an endeavor far from straight-forward. Many graph query
languages themselves do not return graphs from queries and cannot be used as models for this
work. For example, Cypher, a query language of the Neo4j database [78], returns essentially a
relation. Cypher does allow the user an ability to specify complex navigational patterns, which is
also required in TGA. For instance, vertex-subgraph accepts a temporal navigation graph pattern.
It remains an open question how to represent such a pattern and embed it in the query.
To provide a starting place for a declarative language, we show queries for the three of our
motivating use cases (Section 1.3).
Example 41. To start, load a 5-year subset of the data:
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Create TGraph T1 As {
VSelect * ESelect *
From ’path/to/data’ as wiki
When start>=’2010’ AND end<’2015’}
The corresponding algebraic expression in TGA uses the trim operator (Def. 3.2.3): G1 =
trimT[2010,2015)(wiki).
Example 42. Compute a temporally aggregated view of T1 into 6-month windows. A window
includes nodes and edges that correspond to users who communicated regularly: a node and an edge
are each present if they exist in every snapshot during the 6-month period.
Create TGView T2 As {
VSelect * ESelect *
From T1
TGroup By 6 months
VExists always EExists always }
This query corresponds to window-based node creation (Def. 3.2.10). Users can specify node and
edge quantifiers (always, most, at least n, and exists) on the minimum lifetime of the entity within
the window in order for it to be included in the result.
G2 = nodeTw(w = 6 mon, rv = always, re = always,G1).
Example 43. Compute connected components at each time point.
Create TGView T3 As {
VSelect components() as comp, * ESelect *
From T2 }
This query correspond to the following TGA expression: G3 = aggT (P,G2), where P is a pattern
we showed previously (Figure 3.9). Note, however, that we are treating the connected components
analytic as a special buit-in function here.
Note the use of ∗ after invocation of the components analytic. With the property model,
different nodes may have different properties, so listing them all may be burdensome for the user.
Example 44. Generate a new TGraph, in which a node corresponds to a connected component,
and compute the size of the connected component.
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Create TGView T4 As {
VSelect count(*) as cnt ESelect *
From T3
VGroup By comp }
This operation allows the user to generate a TGraph in which a vertex corresponds to a
group of vertices in the input that agree on the values of all grouping attributes, using the
attribute-based node creation operation (Def. 3.2.9). The corresponding TGA expression is
G4 = nodeTa (g = comp, fv = count(1),G3).
Example 45. Filter out vertices that represent communities too small to be of interest (e.g., of
1-2 people).
Create TGView T5 As {
VSelect * ESelect *
From T4
VWhere cnt > 2 }
This query corresponds to a TGA expression that invokes the subgraph operation G5 =
subgraphT (v.a.count > 2,G4).
The queries of Examples 41 — 45 can be combined into a single complex query:
VSelect * ESelect *
From (VSelect count(*) as cnt ESelect *
From (VSelect components() as comp, * ESelect *
From ’path/to/data’ as wiki
When start>=’2010’ AND end<’2015’
TGroup By 6 months
VExists always EExists always)
VGroup By comp)
VWhere cnt > 2
In a Portal query, trim and subgraphs take precedence over the other operations, followed by
node creation, and then by aggregation.
Another use case demonstrates some of the remaining operations of TGA. DBLP and arXiv
datasets contain co-authorship information and can provide interesting insights into the dynamics
of the CS research community. Nodes represent authors, and edges — a joint publication between
a pair of authors.
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Example 46. Assuming that author ids are drawn from the same domain, i.e., are assigned consis-
tently in DBLP and arXiv, we can combine the two datasets for a more comprehensive view using
temporal graph union (Def. 3.2.11):
Create TGView T6 As {
VSelect left(name) ESelect max(cnt)
From dblp Union arXiv }
The corresponding TGA expression is
G6 = dblp ∪Tfv=left(name),fE=max(cnt) arXiv.
Unlike in relational algebra, TGA union requires aggregate functions to resolve multiple property
values for the same node or edge. If a vertex exists in both DBLP and arXiv, left takes the value
of the vertex property name from the left operand, DBLP.
The syntax of the above examples is SQL-inspired and is a reasonable starting point. On the
one hand, this should make it easier to learn for people familiar with regular databases. On the
other, these examples sidestep the question of pattern specification. To get the full functionality
of TGA, such specification is necessary. We believe that languages such as Cypher and SPARQL
should be more closely examined for this purpose.
7.3 Query Optimization
As we showed in our experiments (Section 5.4), no single in-memory representation is best
suited to all TGA operations, although the RG representation can be safely discarded. This opens
the door to cost-based query optimization in order to select the representation most likely to lead
to good performance on the overall query, or to switch between representations when it makes sense
to do so. Other kinds of possible optimizations include:
• Attribute pruning (column pruning in SQL) when the query does not refer to all graph
properties.
• Collapse of multiple filters into one.
• trim can be pushed to the bottom of the tree, except when it appears after temporal window
node creation.
• trim can be added to each subtree of the query execution plan of temporal intersection, based
on the information about temporal ranges of TGraphs stored in the system catalog.
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• Unlike selection in SQL, filters cannot be pushed down through union because of the aggre-
gation functions.
Future work is needed to define all TGA operator equivalencies and reordering rules, as well as
to generate a cost model based on the data characteristics, such as the graph evolution rate.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
The goal of our research has been to provide a systematic support for querying and exploratory
evolving graph analysis. Previous efforts pursued ad hoc approaches to modeling evolving graphs
by representing time as data or using a snapshot sequence model, with all inherent limitations. As
a result, while the types of analyses on evolving graphs are numerous in the literature, there is no
unifying model or a query language. Previous efforts to provide systematic support have addressed
two main areas: efficient snapshot retrieval [57, 58] and efficient snapshot analytics [74, 96]. This
still leaves many other kinds of analyses, from discovery of spatio-temporal patterns, to changing
the temporal resolution of the data for a different look, to combining multiple evolving graph sources
into one.
This dissertation proposed a model for evolving graphs with a concise set of operations over
a logical model based on the temporal graph algebra. We combined insights from the temporal
relational algebra and from graph algebras, and used a principled approach to cover a large set
of published analysis types in a general way. The model we propose has the desired theoretical
properties of snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot reducibility, and, with an appropriate syntax,
can be made temporally semi-complete. We show that the temporal graph algebra we propose
is strictly more expressive than the three published systems, G* [62], ImmortalGraph [74], and
HGS [58]. We also provide an initial formal analysis of its expressive power. Further analysis is
beneficial and can build on the foundation laid in this dissertation.
We created a platform, Portal, that data scientists and researchers can use on large evolving
graph datasets in a distributed environment. We are releasing Portal to the public as an open-source
project, and are the first to do so in the evolving graph community. Because Portal is developed
within the popular Apache Spark architecture and provides an easy integration with SparkSQL, a
rich set of queries will be within reach of a wide audience.
One of the main insights of the system work in this dissertation is building on the ideas of tem-
poral locality, but showing that a hybrid layout provides better performance on several important
queries, e.g., snapshot analytics. We experimentally show that a naive implementation based on a
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sequence of snapshots not only cannot support all operations, but also scales poorly as the evolving
graph timeline is extended. The lazy coalescing and foreign key enforcement rules we developed
can be used in any environment and are not limited to our architecture.
Our experiments show that Portal provides a more efficient approach to analytics than several
baselines: a naive implementation, the G* system, and a simulated ImmortalGraph system. We
support operations on billion-edge graphs in minutes, on a cluster of modest size. We also show
how interesting use cases can be expressed in the temporal graph algebra and executed in Portal to
yield insights about a common interaction network.
It is our hope that this work will be the next step in making evolving graph analysis widely
accessible to researchers from different domains and speed their discovery process.
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